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. Should you not be a member of the Association, it is 
I ' respectfully urged that you at, once become such, and by 

your earnest co-operation assist in making it a means of 
elevating the standard of the profession, and, by an inter
change of ideas, of increasing the scientific knowledge of its 
members to as great an extent as possible.

Those who are not Dominion Land Surveyors by profession, 
but whose pursuits, scientific acquirements 'or practical ex
perience fit them to co-operate, with Dominion Land Surveyors
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FOI? 1800.

i P
Geodetic and Topographical Surveying.

O. J. KLOTZ(Chairman), W. S. DREWEY, J. I. DUFRESNE.

Land surveying.
JOl^- McLATCHIE (ChairmanJ, D. C. llORENCY,

“Th
J. H. BROWNLEE.

X
Permanent Marking or Surveys.

S. L. BRABAZON,
TheI J. S. DENNIS (Chairman), standard <J E. SIROIS.

:! L Natural History.
PROF. JOHN MACOUN f Chairman), J. F. GARDEN, WM. MURDOCH. - I. Tl 

Members ;

a. Ac 
such shall 

3. Ar 
upon payer

4- He 
bers, and 1 
Executive 
hands of tl

3
Note. The addresses of the Chairmen of the several Committees may be obtained 

from the “List of Members.” (See Index, page 3.)

1
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>
\CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS-

ARTICLE I.ŒSNE.

Name of tfie Association,

The Association of Dominion Land Surveyors.”

ARTICLE II.
Objects of the Association.

The promotion of the general interests and elevation 
standard of the profession.

NLEE.

-j

¥- of the
IROIS.

tARTICLE III,

Members.

I. The Association shall consist of/Active Members, Honorary 
Members and Associate Members.

a. Active Members must 
such shall hold office

DOCH.

be Dominion Land Surveyors, and only

3. Any Dominion Land Surveyor may become an active member 
upon payment of the fees prescribed by Article IX.

4- Honorary Members must be nominated

ibtained

by two Active Mem
bers, and the nomination approved of by a unanimous vote of the 
Executive Committee. The nomination with approval must be in the 
hands of the Secretary-Treasurer at least one month before the Annual1

T**



8 Constitution, i •
Meeting. Persons nominated for Honorary Membership shall submit 

a paper to be read at the Annual Meeting. They shall be elected by 
ballot in the manner hereinafter provided for the election, of officers of 
the Association. The number of Honorary Members shall not at any 

time exceed twenty, and they shall be exempt from payment of

shall prej 
ation, wh 
Treasure:

. ; 5. i
ing, and 1 
election.

6. Ii 
the meml

7. S 
for each < 
urer, or si 
Executive 
of names, 
offices am

one
dues.

5. (a) Associate Members shall be those' who are not Dominion 
Land Surveyors by profession, but whose pursuits, scientific acquire- 
ments, or practical experience qualify tÿem to co-operate with Dominion 
Land Surveyors in the( advancement of professional knowledge.

(b) Provincial Land Surveyors of any Province, and Articled 
Pupils of, Dominion and Provincial Land Surveyors, shall be eligible as 

' Associate Members.

(r) Associate Members shall be nominated by one, active mçthber 
in writing to the, Secretary-Treasurer, and on approval of such nomin
ation by the Executive Committee shall at once be admitted upon pay
ment of feqs prescribed by Article IX. . • *

6. Associate Members shall not vote.

ARTICLE IV.

Officers.
1. The Surveyor General of Dominion Lands shall be Honorary 

President of thê Association.

2. The Officers of the Association shall consist of an Honorary 
President, a President, Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer, and an Ex
ecutive Committee, all of whom, except the Honorary President, shall 
be declared elected at tl

3- No member of/the Association shall fill the office of President 

for more than two consecutive years.

4. Nominations for Officers of the Association shall be made to 
the Secretary-Treasurer in writing by two Active Members, at least two 
months before the Annual General Meeting. The Secretary-Treasurer

1

1. Tl 

Tuesday i 

2 Sp 
President, 
more men 

3- El 
transactior

I

Annual General Meeting by letter ballot. 1. An 
the Constii 
plated chai 
next Annu: 
notice of si 
party propr

/
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Constitution. 9

shall prepare and forward ballot papers to the members of the Associ- 

ation, who shall return them marked in sealed envelopes to the Secretary 
Treasurer before the date of the Annual General Meeting.

5- The letter ballots shall be opened at the Annual General Meet
ing, and the majority of the ballots cast in each case shall decide the 
election.

submit 

ïcted by 

ficers of 

t at any 
merit of

6. In case of an even or tie vote, the election shall be decided by 
the members present at the Annual Meeting voting by ballot.

7- Should the Secretary-Treasurer not receive three nominations 
for each of the offices of President, Vice-President and Secretary-Treas
urer, or six nominations for members.of the Executive Committee, the 

Executive Committee shall add ta-the ballot papers a sufficient number 
of names, to make up the number of three candidates for each of the 

offices and twelv^for.the Executive Committee.

ARTICLE V.

Meetings.
i. The Annual General Meeting shall commence on the third 

Tuesday in Fÿrtiary, at Ottawa.

a SpecLil Meetings of the Association may be called by the 
President, orl^y the President when requested in writing by three or 

more members

3. Eleven members shall form a 
transaction of business.

Dminidn

acquire-

jtninion

Articled 

gible as

nçmber 

min- 

on pay-

no

morary
quorum at any meeting for the

morary 

an Ex- 

t, shall
ARTICLE VI.

Amendments
1. Any member of the Association, who may desire a change in 

the Constitution of the Association, shall give notice of such contem

plated change to the Secretary-Treasurer, at least two months before the 

next Annual General Meeting, and the Secretary-Treasurer shall, in his 
notj.ce of such meeting to the members, notifiy. them of the name of the 

party proposing such 'change, and the nature thereof.

ot.

esident

lade to 

tst two

iasurer

i .> 1



rI 10 Constitution.

2. No by-law or rule shall be altered,
one adopted, except

eneral Meeting, and such amendment shall be voted upon at the 
said General Meeting, two-thirds majority of the 
sary for its adoption.

or new
at a

votes cast being neces

\
ARTICLE VII.

Executive Committee.

1. The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, Vice
resident, Secretary-Treasurer, and three members ; and shall have

the direction and management of the affairs of the Association. 
1 hree members to fo^m a quorum.

2. The Meetings of the Executive Committee to beheld at the 
call of the President, or Secretary-Treasurer.

ARTICLE. VIII.

Auditors.
Two Auditors, to be elected by ballot, shall audit the accounts of 

the Association annually;, and present their report of the same at 
the Annual General Meeting.

h 1
I:

i!

! .[

ARTICLE IX.
2. / 

the move 
discussed

Subscriptions.

r. The fee for membership for Active Members shall be five dol
lars, and an annual subscription of two dollars for each subsequent 
year ; both payable in advance.

•>
i 3. ï 

Chairmar
i

2. The fees of Active Members shall be forwarded
, to the Secre-

tary-Treasurer with the ballot papers for election of Officers, and any 
ballot unaccompanied by the fees mentioned in sub-clause No. r shall 
not be counted in the Election.

4. M 
the intro* 
member, 
the discre

3- Associate Members shall pay a fee of two dollars annually.
4- The names of members twelve months in arrears shall be struck 

off of the roll. 5. W
Chairman

rs
) .ÜÉ



ted, except 
ipon at the 
sing neces

B§j-€aras.

lent, Vice- 
shall have 
ssociation. ORDER OF BUSINESS.

<

,i. Reading of Minutes of Previous Meeting.
2. Reading of Correspondence and Accounts.
3. Propositions for Honorary Membership,
4. Balloting for Honorary Membership/
5. Reports. ' ",
6. Unfinished Business.
7. -‘New Business.
8. Election of Officers.
9. Adjournment.

2. All motions must be in writing, and shall contain the names of 
the mover and seconder, and must be read by the Chair before being 
discussed.

:ld at the

:ounts of
same at

1

five dol- 
Isequent

3. Reports of Committees must be in writing, signed by the 
Chairman thereof.

4. No member shall speak on any subject more than once, except 
the introducer of the subject, who shall be entitled to reply \ every 
member, however, shall have the right to explain himself, subject to 
the discretion of the Chair.

5. When a motion has been finally put to the meeting by the 
Chairman, all discussion thereon shall be closed.

e Secre- 
and any 

1 shall

lly.
e struck

■



12 By-Laws.

6- 1 he Chairman shall appoint two scrutineers whenif
a ballot is 1taken.

7- Every member while speaking shall address the Chair.

, duties OF OFFICERS.

The President shall preside at all meetings 
sent ; in his absence the Vice-President 
the meeting shall appoint a Chairman.

2. The presiding officer shall' only have 

one.

i

{

at which he is 
> and in the absence of both

pre-

|: casting vote, nota Meeting 
Reading 
Reading 
Report i 

Report ( 
Appoint

adeliberate ■

3- The Secretary-Treasurer shall keep an 
meetings, conduct all accurate record of all

'toned by the Executive Committee 
make an

sanc-
signed by their Chairman, 

annual report of all receipts and disbursements, and shall per- 
form such other duties as may from time to time be 
the Executive Committee

and

assigned him by

Reports
“Pi

Question
Paper—1

Paper—
Rivi

President
Lecture-l "7j:

X
Paper-

IlK
S
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i a ballot is

\
tir.

Programme.
i he is pre. 
nee of both

Tuesday, Feb. 18th, 9.30

Meeting of Executive, Standing and Entertainment Committees, 

Reading of Minutes of previous Meeting.
Reading of Correspondence.
Report of Secretary-Treasurer.
Report of Auditors.
Appointment of Scrutineers of Ballots

» V *'■ '

A.M.

vote, not a

:cord of all 
igs, receive 
nless sanc- 
Chairman, 
1 shall per- 
d him by Tuesday, 2 p.m.

Reports of Standing Committees on “ Geodetic Surveying ” and 
“ Publication.”

Questions, etc., submitted to the Association.
Paper—“ Want of Precision in Surveys.”

John McLatchie, D.L.S., New Edinburgh, Ottawa, Ont.
Paper “ Remarks on a trip to Alaska and return, via Mackenzie 

River.” a
Wm. Ogilvie, D.L.S., Gloucester, Ont

Tuesday, 7.30 p.m.

President’s Address. 
Lecture—On Astronomy.

W. F. King, D.T.S., Ottawa, Ont. 
Illustrated by Sciopticon Views by H. N. Topley.

Paper—“Hydrographic Surveying.”
Staff Commander. J. G. Boulton, R.N., Ottawa, Ont
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14 Programme.

Paper—“The Railway Belt in British Columbia.”

Orro J. Klotz, D.T.S., Preston, Ont.
Remarks—On Natural History with Special Reference to 

Pish./ Canadian

Prof. John Macoun, F.L.S.,
■Geological Survey of Canada.

Wednesday, Feb. 19th, 9 3° a.-m.

Reports of Standing Committees on “ Land 'Surveying,” “ Permanent 
Marking of Surveys,” “Natural History and Geology" and 

topographical Surveying.”
Unfinished Business.

Report of Scrutineers of Ballots.

New Business.
Arrangement of Committees for 1890.

%

Th
At

déclarée

Th.
other C

On
Wednesday, 1.30 p.m. ceding è

Meeting of Standing Committees for 1890. 

Paper—“

Tht
CirtPlank and Field No^k of Surveys of Dominion Lands.”

P. B. Symes, Technical Br. Dept, of Interior, 
Paper—“ A Graphic Solution of Spherical Triangles.”

W. F. King, D.T.S., Ottawa, Ont.

of the Gelatine

I offering ] 
I Road M 

I Associati 
I April 5th 

Moi 
I Resolved 
! That 1 
belter road 

I be informe

Lett 
he had 1 
meeting, 
Annual I 

Lett< 
resignatio 

Wm. 
the oppor

Lecture—“A Practical Chemical Demonstration 
Bromide Process.”

H. N. Topley, Photographer to the Dept, of Interior.
Adjournment.

Full discussion after each paper, open to all. •

Wednesday Evening—Annual Dinner.

■

a

aa
p-

jrc
m■ 

'

m
w.
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T. S., Preston, Ont. 1 

rence to Canadian 1

UN, F.LS.,
Survey of Canada. 1 IJlinates.

% Tuesday, February i8th.

Morning- Session.
ing,” “ Permanent j 
d Geology ” and J

The Amjual General Meeting was held in the St. Andrew’s Hall.
At ro a.m. the President, J. S. Dennis, took the Chair and 

declared the meeting open.
The President then left the Chair to enable the Executive and 

other Committees to meet.
On the President resuming the Chair, the Minutes 

ceding Annual Meeting
of the pre-

read and, on motion, adopted.
The Secretary-Treasurer read^ the following communications 
Circular from a Commjtteè,*of, the University of Pennsylvania, 

offering prizes of $400, $2oo and $.00 for the best three papers on 
Road Making and Maintenance and inviting the members 
Association to enter for the competition.
April 5th, 1890.

ion Lands.”
L)ept. of Interior.

of the
Papers to bp submitted by

S., Ottawa, Ont. 

>f the Gelatine
1

Moved by Wm. Ogilvie,! seconded by C. A. Bigger, and
Resolved

That the communication read by the Secrelary-Treasurer, entitled “A move for
)ept. of Interior.

, , Ljtt,er from W* H* c- Smith, of the Geological Survey, stating thi#
he had been unable to prepare his promised paper k 
meeting, but if permissible, would 
Annual Report.

ime for the 
prepare same for publication in theill. ♦

Letter from 
resignation. Acct __

Wm. Ogilvie expressed an opinion that Mr. Smith should be given 
the opportunity of having his paper published in the Annual Report,

Smith (Associate Member), tendering his
L.
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further tl 
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The1

U’esV Ter 
effect thaï 
Surveyors 

The 
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the Assoc 
hand.

After 
Wm. Ogil 

That th 
referred to tl

The meeting opened at a p.m., the President in ,he Chair.

£ ™‘ïlïi ;}“• =".tÆïïs 22?^
n.£r5:r2,:xr.t-'1-”-

Drewrv, seconded

more or less," 
submitted by A. 0. Wheeler.

by Wm. Ogilvie,
Moved by W. S.

Resolved and
k inserted.,;,, the deseripTi™ to,"Vied or Tata',V T W°’âS " m0re or '=»” t° 
Land Surveying, tor repor„ |hcrcon ^ £££ .he Commit,» on
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Minuta.

ConVitutiontd Bylaws 'yea^ TL‘lZlTePor[ ZüefZ' 

cussion it was
Moyed by O. J. Klotz, seconded by J. F. Snow and -r

and Rhr ^ T”' °f the Commiltee be =d“Pt=d, and the matter of Constitution 
d By-Laws be left to die Committee on Publication for the year 1890.

The President brought forward the matter of Railway Right of 
Way Surreys through Dominion Lands, and stated briefly the îction 
aken so far by the Association. He referred to the Memorial, and 

Letter accompanying the same, prepared in ,886 by a Special Commit-
hfU0™^ t0 the Minister of the Interior, both of which were 

published in the Fourth Annual Report ; also to the President’s Address" 
s published in the Fifth Annual Report; and read the reply received 
rom ,he, Deputy Minister- of the Department of the Interior «0 The 

above-mentioned Memorial, stating that “So far as this Department is 
oncemed there,is nothing in the fact that a licensed surveyor has not 

made the surveys of a right of way, and certified the maps or plans to

I" :ayrown grant bdng W

Registrar, within six months, a plan of the Right of Way Survey • and

The1 matter had again been brought before the Association
WcsVt6 , receive‘! a letter from one of its members in the North- 
WesT Termor.es, enclosing the opinion of an eminent lawyer to the
Su“eyirs.SUCH SU,VeyS C0Uld’ leBally’ only be made by Dominion Land

The ™ember "bo had submitted the above opinion suggested that 
a branch should be formed in the North-West Territories to work with 
he Association, and that the said branch should take 

hand.

1 \fiction be- 
Bigger 

Reasurer

ser, and

ontribute a 
i that the 
to exercise

Survey,

ed by 
over for

a

j>lzad.
ineers of ^

isurer’s

s pre- a

ed to 
is for

less,”
ÏLER.

and

is” to
this matter in 

by Otto J. Klotz, seconded by

the question of Right of Way Surveys in the North-West 
the Executive Committee of 1890 with full powers to act.

After discussion it was moved 
Wm. Ogilvie, and Resolved:—

That
;nce

Territories bereferred to

II
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President's Address.

in Surveys,"
A Paper - Want of Precision 

McLatchie and followed by discussion.

River,” was readt^WoLLv!^ A'aSka and retUm via Mackenzie

Was read by John Report shouli 
in this directi 
its increasing 
received very 
the Associatif

To speak 
I beg respect!

Six meeti 
of interest to 
with. Amoni

I

Evenin ST Session.
.. . the Presid“- in the Chair, 

read his Annual Address.

*/
The meeting opened at 8 p.m., 
The President

't . <
.T

sut
PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS, 

of the Association

Shortly ai 
to the lact thi 
Government ii 
were not Do 
correspondent 
General of In 
between us on 
the Deputy Mi 
all surveys of 
it became Dor 
veyors. This 
the Committee 
Treasurer, for

To thf. Members 

Gentlemen,
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' John Report should contain all subjects which are likely to induce inquiry and study, and
!" !”S dlr!C“0n 1 !hmk our Annual ReP°rl « doing a good work; this is evidenced by 
us increasing size and the range of subjects discussed. Our Report of last year has 
received very favourable nonce at the hands of many of the leading newspapers, and 
the Association has been complimented on the work it is doing ' .

, JIX “f “f °.f theExa:ul™ Committee have been held, at which all matters 
of interest to the Association have been discussed and, in as far as possible, deal! 
with. Among these I may mention the followin

SURVEYS OF INDIAN RESERVES

kenzie

*

K !—

IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Shortly after our last Annual Meeting the attention of the Committee was drawn 
o the lact that certain gentlemen who were being, or had been, emp'oyed by the 

Government tn surveying Indian Reserves in the Railway Belt of British Columbia, 
were not Dominion Land Surveyors. On behalf of the Association, I opened a
ZTfTd aw6 HOn’ 'he Mini5,Cr of the and Superinmndent
General of Indian Affairs, on this subject. Several communications have passed 
between us on the matter, and I have now very much pleasure in announcing that 
the Deputy Minister of Justice, to whom the matter wasjrefared, has decided that, 
all surveys of Indian Reserves, which have beepTmade in ihe Railway Belt since
v=,oe,samCTh0md'm°" Llnd|S'Ishoukl ha'= bc™ Ponied by Dominion Land Sur- 
veyors^ This decision will, I am sure, be as grafting to the members as i, was to 
the Committee. The correspondence on this subject is in the hands of the Secretary. 
Treasurer, for perusual by any of the members Who desire to see it.

iking

GEOGRAPHICAL NOMENCLATURE.

This subject was,'as you are aware, taken up a/the Fifth Annual Meeting of the 
Association Its importance justified the attention then paid it, both by the Com
mittee, and those gentlemen who so kindly assis/ed in bringing it to the notice of 
the proper authorities, and it (> very gratifying to note that our efforts have 
received recognition, and that the steps necessary to put our suggestions in working 
shape are being taken. This question is one that should interest all surveyors, for 
they are more directly concerned in the naming of geographical features, than any 
other class in the country, and any steps having in view the adoption of uniform rules 
for their guidance should receive hearty support. In this connection attention is drawn 
o the valuable paper on this subject by A. T. Drummond, Esq , to whom the As- 

sociation are indebted for much kind interest ; and it is suggested that the Secretary- 
Treasure, be instructed to forward a copy of this paper to the Minister of the

•, to
fes-
!»ng

er,
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AFFILIATION OF THE DIFFERENT ASSOCIATIONS OF LAND SURVEYORS.

During'the past summer it suggested itself to me that the interests of the Pro
fession throughout the Dominion would be strengthened by the affiliation of all the

h
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Associations of Land Surveyors. With this in view I submitted a scheme for the 
accomplishment of this end to the Executive Committee. The scheme was as 
follows ,

“ At the present time there are four Associations of Land Surveyors in Can
ada, viz : the Provincial Associations of the Provinces of Quebec, Ontario and 
Manitoba, and the Association of Dominion Land Surveyors.

' Of these, two Associations, those in Quebec and Manitoba, are incorporated 
Societies, having power to control the exantinations for admission to the Profession, 
and generally to administer matters relating to surveying. The other two Associa
tions are simply Societies governed by a constitution and by-laws, and have in view 
the advancement of piofessional knowledge and feeling, by holding annual meetings, 
and publishing an annual report.

It has suggested itself to the undersigned that the general welfare of all the As
sociations would be materially advanced by the adoption of a system of affiliation 
sofr-ewhat as follows :— •

i. That one joint annual meeting of all the Associations should be held, instead 
of each Association holding its own meeting as at present, and that this 
joint meeting be called the Annual Convention of Canadian Land Sur-

20
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2. That the Annual Convention be held alternately at points in the different 

Provinces, most central for the members of the Association of that Province 
individuality and issue its own3. That each Association maintain its own

annual report, containing papers contributed by its members, as at present, 
the report of each Association containing only a short account of the 
proceedings of the Annual Convention.

4. That the Annual Convention be conducted as-follows :— /
(a)' The Meeting to extend over two days, being ended by an annual dinner or inI

some other social gathering.
(£) A certain portion of the first day to be allotted to each Association for the 

transaction of its individual business, appointments of committees, etc., 
or these sub-meetings might go on at the same time, as is the practice with 
the different sections of the Royal Society. The first evening and the 
second day (except the evening which is to be devoted to the Social event 
above mentioned) to be spent in the reading and discussion of such papers, 
from among all those submitted to the different asspciations, as may be 
selected by a committee composed cf the Presidents, Secretary-Treasurers 
and two elected members of each Association.

(r) The joint annual convention to be presided over by the Presidents of the 
different Associations in turn.

t If the aforementioned scheme meets with the approval of the different Associ
ations arrangements for carrying, it into effect could be made by the appointment of 

; the President and two other numbers at their next Annual Meeting of the Associ
ations, who would act with a like .committee from each of the other Associations in 
drawing up the necessary atvt defined scheme of rules, etc. to give effect to the 
•hove; this joint committee could meet at some point mutually agreed upon.
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President's Address. 21
It is evident that if a joint convention of all the Associations was held the

attendance would be large enough to insure success in every way. Cheap railway 
fares could be obtained, and the holding of some social entertainment in connection 
îÿth the meeting would be an inducement for members to bridg their friends and 
families with them. The large attendance would make it an object for the city in 
which the convention was held to extend its hospitalities to the members. And 
there is no question that any action taken by all the Associations at a joint 
vention would carry very much more weight than the individual actions 
taUoMofAssociations now do.

Again, the bringing together of Surveyors from all the Provinces cannot but 
result in mutual benefit in many ways, and the undersigned feels confident that if 
the proposed scheme is carried into effect the results will bé an increased interest.in 
our Profession not only by its numbers but by the press and public generally.” ‘ 

With the consent of the Executive Committee a copy of the foregoing, with 
the following letter, was sent to each of our sister Associations : -

The Executive Committee of this Assocation have had under consideration a 
scheme for the affiliation of the different Associations of Land Surveyors in the 
Dominion, which has been submitted by Mr. J. S. Dennis.

or represen-
.

The outlines of the proposed scheme are set forth in the copy of the 
andum relating thereto which is enclosed herewith. ^

At the last meeting of the Executive Committee it was resolved that the 
proposed scheme should be submitted to the Executive Committees of the different 
Associations so that their views regarding the possibility of carrying the proposed 
scheme into effect might be obtained.

memor-

In submitting this scheme I am directed to say that our Executive are unanimous 
in thinking that the welfare of all *the Associations would be very materially 
advanced were some scheme of affiliation agreed upon.

The scheme submitted is of course a mere outline, and would have to be ela
borated by a committee composed of representatives of all the Associations.

The object in submitting this scheme is to obtain from the Executive Com- 
mittees of all the Associations their views on the subject, so that if the scheme 
receives favorable consideration the necessary further stepsdnay be taken to have 
the matter dealt with by the different Associations.

Will you kindly submit this to your Executive Committee as soon as possible, 
and acquaint us with their views thereon."

The object of sending this was if possible to obtain from the different Asso
ciations an expression of opinion on the subject, so that we might be able to lay 
it before you for discussson and action. So far «^ve have heard only from the 
Manitoba Association, and their reply is. I regret to 'say, unfavorable, 
the scheme is now before yoû for discussion, and such further action 
deemed necessary.

I cannot leave this subject without saying that personally I feel very strongly 
that could some scheme of affiliation be successfully carried out, not only the dif
ferent Associations but the Profession

However,

whole weuld bfiefit largely.
3
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22 President's Address.

THE SURVEY OF RIGHTjs OF WAY FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.

This subject received considerable attention at the hands'of the Association 
in 1887, however, efforts at that time failed in getting a decision in accordance 
with our views. The subject Has lately come home to some of our members in the 

Territories, and has çome before the Executive Committee; owing, how- 
press of othe^matters we have been unable to move regarding it. It is 

respectfully suggested that the incoming Committee take the matter in hand, and 
see whether Anything canbe done to protect what we consider the rights of our 
Profession.

TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY OF THE DOMINION.

are unable to report anything further Uian has been noticed in 
the last Annual Report regarding this much to be desired work. There is no doubt 
the subject has received much attentiqn at the hands of the proper authorities, but it 
is a work requiring careful thought and consideration before being undertaken, and 
the probable large cost of carrying it out no doubt delays its initiation. However, we 
know the importance of the work and realize that it is -only a question of time until 

progressive country will follow in the footsteps of other countries in catling 
this national undertaking.

The Committee

NATURAL HISTORY.

I beg to call the attention of our members to the debt we owe Professor Macoun ** 
for his great kindness in reference to the above subject. He has gone to great “ 
trouble, and much personal inconvenience in bringing this subject to our notice and 
we owe it to him to do anything we can to carry out his wishes regarding the collec- 
tion of specimens.

t

a

In this connection, and more particularly in regard to the paper read by Mr, 
Drummond at our last meeting, entitled “ Suggestions for Surveyors Reports » I 
would refer you to a Botanical Catalogue prepared by Professor Macoun with the aid 
of which surveyors will be enabled to name the different species of trees and plants 
met with, and.it is suggested that the Committee lake steps'to try and secure copies 
of this catalogue for our members. 0^

IRRIGATION IN THE NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

Among the many valuable papers read at last annual meeting was that by 
Mr. Pearce on “Settlement and Irrigation in the North-West Territories.” The 
Committee desire to interest the members of the Association as far as possible in this 
important subject, not only on account of its importance in relation to the future 
welfare of the Territories from an Agricultural standpoint, but also 
benefit which is sure to accrue to the Profession 
the lines suggested by Mr. Pearce, undertaken.

on account of the 
scheme of development on

The subject of Irrigation is receiving considerable attention at the hands of the 
press in the Territories, and the matter has also been discussed at some length in the 
Legislative Assembly. In bringing about this result, which is but the forerunner of 
aome action in the matter, Mr. Pearce’s paper has played an important part

and has
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President's Address, 23
been extensively quoted. This is 
notice through the medium of our Annual Reports.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES,
The Executive Committee have referred the following 

committees, for reports at this meeting
I. Tile problem by Mr. Irwin “Subdivision of a Quadrilateral Figure," to the 

Committee on Land Surveying,
2 The pml,lcms Emitted by Mr.Brabazon at last annual meeting, to the Com- 

mittee on Geodetic Surveying. • ,

3- The paper by Mr. Kirk, “ A standard of Precision,” to the Committee on 
• , Land Surveying.

’ Tje p“per by Mr- BrabMon, “Azimuth by two Stars,” to the Committee on 
Geodetic Surveying.

% 5* TJîe pap.er hy Mr- Drummond, “ Suggestions for Surveyors Reports ” to the
- «• - Committee on Natural History and Geology.

ANNUAL DINNER.
The Committee are of opinion that Jthe pleasure and interest in our annual 

mee mgs will be very much strengthened by holding an annual dinner ; surveyors as 
a rule do not get an excess of the social enjoyments of this life, being, as they fre- 
quently are, for long periods away from civjfeatiml ; having this in mind, and also 
the old, but true say.ng, that “ All worked replay makes Jack a dull boy " we 
have undertaken a dinner in connection with this meeting, and have received every 
encouragement from the members, and trust that all will contribute in making it a 
success. We hope to'have the pleasure of having most of our honorary members 
with us and trust that this social gathering together of our members will strengthen 
the interest in the Association.

important subject brought to publicone more

matters to the proper
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This address was intended to be brief but I. . , afraid it has extended to almost
wegnsome length, however my desire to bring before you all subjects of information 
and interest must be my excuse for detaining you so long.

In closing I desire to express my thanks to the members for the) honor done me 
in making me your President during the past year, and I also wish th convey to the 
members of the Executive Committee my appreciation of their readiness at all times 
to assist in furthering the welfare of the Association, which should be the constant 
aim of all.

i

< >

their importance deserves.
I would also say that it is hoped that full and free discussions will follow the 

reading of each paper, for by this means members will add to the interest of the pro
ceedings and evidence their desire to make the meeting a success. 

Respectfully submitted,
J. S. DENNIS,Ottawa, February i8th, 1890.

President.

\\
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24 Minutes.

Moved by Otto J.' Klotz, seconded by John McLatchie and
Resolved

That the President’s Address be received.

A Paper, “ Hydrographic Surveying," was read by Staff Com
mander J. G. Boulton.

Moved by Otto J. Klotz, seconded by Wm. Crawford and
Resolved:—

That a vote of thanks be tendered Commander Boulton for his interesting and 
instructive paper on Hydrographic Surveying.

f A Paper. “ Railway Belt in British Columbia,” was read by Otto 
J. Klotz.

A Lecture on Astronomy was delivered by W. F. King and 
illustrated by Sciopticon views by H. N. Topley.

A Lecture on the Gelatino Bromide process was delivered by H. 
N. Topley.
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Wednesday, February igth.

Morningr Session.
The meeting opened at io am., the President in the Chair.

The Report of the Committee on Topograhical Surveying 
submitted by its Chairman, W. S. Drewry.

Moved by Wm. Crawford, seconded by J. F. Snow, and
Resolved:—

That the Report be received and adopted.

Moved by Wm. Crawford, seconded by A. 0. Wheeler, and 
Resolved:—

I. That it would be of great benefit to the Profession, and the Public generally 
were the work of E. Deville Esq., SurveyorGeneral, on Photo-Topography published’ 
and thus placed within the reach of professional men.

2 That ‘his resolution be transmitted to the .Surveyor General, and the hope 
expressed that he may find it possible to have steps taken to carry out such 
publication.

The President drew the attention of the members to the exhibit 
of Surveyors and Draughtmen’s instruments and supplies made by 
Messrs. Hope & Co., of Ottawa, and referred to the interest taken by 
Mr. Hope in the Association and the Profession.
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The President also referred to the encouragement and assistance 
given to the Association by the Grand Trunk Railway in the shape of 
a yearly advertisement in the Annual Report, and hoped that the 
members would, when travelling, give that Road the preference.

The Secretary-Treasurer read the Report of the Committee on 
Permanent Marking of Surveys as published in the Sixth Annual Pro
ceedings of the Association, the said Report not having been presented 
at the Sixth Aunual Meeting.

Moved by Wm. Ogilvie, seconded by J. F. Snow and Resotvcd :— 
That the Report of the Committee be received, and be referred to the Commit

tee on Permanent Marking of Surveys for the ensuing year, for action thereon.

The Report of the Committee on^Natural History and Geology 
was presented by its Chairman, Prof^Macoun.

Moved by Wm. Ogilvie, seconded by Wm. Crawford and
Resolved:—

That the Report be received and adopted,

Moved by J. J. McArthur, seconded by Wm. Crawford, and 
Resolved:—

That the in coming Executive Committee take steps to secure a sufficient number 
of Professor Macoun’s Botanical Catalogues to distribute among the Members ayd 
Associate Members of the Association.

The Report of the Committee on Land Surveying was presented 
by its Chairman, John McLatchie.

Moved by J. E. Serois, seconded by Wm. Crawford, and
Resolved

That the Report be received and adopted.

The President finding it necessary to leave the hall on business, 
the Chair was taken by the Vice-President. x

The Committee on Land Surveying submitted a report on the 
question relating to the use of thewords “more or less” in a description, 
and after discussion it was

Moved by J, F. Snow, seconded by Thos. Breene, and Resolved:—
That the Report of the Committee be received and adopted.

The Report of the Scrutineers of Ballots showed the following 
Officers to be elected for the ensuing year:

A
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President .. 
Vice-President.. 
Secretary- Treasurer

•• . Wm. Ogilvie,
.. Samuel Bray,

.. A. O. Wheeler, 
f J. S. Dennis,

• • -j Otto J. Klotz, .
[ John McLatchie, 
f J. F. Snow,
( F. Driscoll,

Moved by Wm. Crawford, seconded by J. F. Snow, land
Kesolved —

That the Report of the Scrutineers be received and adopted.

Executive Committee ..

Auditors

Afternoon Session.
The Meeting opened at 2 p.m., the President in the Chair.
The President’s Address was brought up for discussion.
Regarding affiliation of the several Surveyors’ Associations in 

Canada, it was

EesotT- ^ W' S' DREWRV' seconded by A- 0. Wheeler, and

of ,h^4 Wm;0gilVie' °‘ J- K,olz aad J°h= McA,= be appointed a Comnrit.ee

f bl La.ffi . IOn 1 and that >h=y are hereby empowered to enter into
ment for affiliation on the lines suggested by Mr. Dennis in his u 
this subject. The Committee to report to the Executive Committee.

Mr. Drewry explained that his reason for naming the gentlemen 
mentioned in the above motion was that they would in all probability 
be present at the Annual Meeting of the Ontario Association 
would therefore be competent to take action in the

Moved by John McLatchie, seconed by J. E. Sirois
Resolved :— ’

an agree- 
memorandum on

and
matter.

and

That the President’s Address be adopted.

Resd°r& ^ 01-10 J' KL0TZ’ seconded by W. S. Drewry, and

That a hearty vole of thanks be accorded to our indefatigable Secretarv- 
Treasurer, and furthermore that the sum of thirty dollars be paid him as a slight re. 
cognition of his valuable services.
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- Members Present.

Moved by John McLatchie, seconded by D. C. Morency, 
and Resolved

That the Executive Committee be authorized to strike the Standing Com* 
p mittees for 1890 ; also to arrange list of Exchanges for current year .

- A Paper, “Plans.and Field-Notes of Surveys of Dominion Lands,” 
was read by P. B. Symes and discussed.

A Paper, “ Graphic Solution of Spherical Triangles,” was read by 
W. F. King and illustrated by diagrams on the black-board.

Remarks by Professor Macoun on Natural History, with special 
reference to Canadian Fish, gave rise to a good deal of discussion (see 
synopsis under Lectures.)

Moved* by John McLatchie, seconded by Wm. Crawford, and 
Resolved :—

That this meeting do now adjourn until the third Tuesday in February, i8gi.

27
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NAMES OF MEMBERS PRESENT.
Honorary Members

Bell, Robert, M.D., LL D., Assistant Director of the Geological Survey 
of Canada.

Boulton, J. G., Staff Commander, R.N.
King, W. F., D.T.S., Chief Astronomer to the Department of the 

Interior of Canada.
Macoun, John, F.L.S., Botanist and Naturalist to the Department of 

the Interior of Canada.
Active Members:

Belleau, J. A. 
Bigger, C. A. 
Brabazon, A. J. 
Bray, Samuel. 
Breene, Thos. 
Cozens, Joseph. 
Crawford, Wm. 
Dennis, J. S. 
Drewry, W. S. 
Dumais, P. T. C. 
Green, T. D. 
Klotz, Otto J.

Morency, D. C. 
Mountain, G. A 
McArthur, J. J. 
McLatahie, John. 
Nelsrfn, J. C. 
Ogilvie, Wm. 
Rauscher, R. 
Sirois, J. E.
Snow, J. F. 
Vicars, John. 
Webb, A. C. 
Wheeler, A. O.
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28 New Members.

Associate Members :
Dowling, D. B. * 

McEvoy, Jas.
Smith, Jacob. 
Symes, P. B.

Visitors.
Rev. W. Murphy, O.M.I., B.A...................University of Ottawa.
L. A. Hamilton, Land Commissioner.... Canadian Pacific Ry. Co.
Col. Ander*>n................................................Marine Dept., Ottawa.
R. Sinclair...................................................... Dept. Indian Affairs, Ottawa.
P. M. Barker, Inspector of Registry Offices, North West Territories.
J. L. Coté, D.L.S.
J. A. Burrows....
Horrace Snow...
Martin Brady....
J. Macara.............
W. McGreèvy ...
A, Dufresne........
A. McDougall ...
J. L. Laferriere ..
J. Coté.................
N. McKenzie....
H. G. Wheeler..
Horrace Lepierre.

.. Winnipeg.

.. Winnipeg.
• Surveys Branch, Dpt. Interior

University of Ottawa.

Ottawa.
Ottawa.

NEW MEMBERS.

Active.

Dickson, H. G... 
Dufresne, LA... 
Jephson, R. J. .. 
Reid, J. L ......
Thompson, W. T

Selkirk, Man.
Montreal, Que.
Portage La Prairie, Man.
Port Hope, Ont.
Qu’Appelle Station, Assa,' N.W.T.

Associate.
Clayton, Frank 
Hébert, E. A..
Smith, Jacob..............................Banff, Alberta, N. W. T.

Ottawa, Ont. 
Nicolet, Que.
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Reports.

REPORT OF SECRETAR^TREASURER.

Ottawa, February 17th, 1890.

To the President and Members of the Association of Dominion

Land Surveyors.

Gentlemen,—
I beg to report as follows for the past Association Year extending 

from February 16th 1889 to February 17th 1890 (inclusive).
Exchanges were effected with the following societies ^Michigan, 

Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Arkansas, Connecticut and Iowa, and copies of 
the Reports of Proceedings of each Society, with the exception of two, 
were distributed amongst our members. The two exceptions referred 
to were, the Indiana Reports which failed to issue, and the Ohio 
Reports received only a short time ago. They will be distributed as 
soon as possible.

One thousand copies of the Sixth Annual Report were printed, of 
which number thirty-five are still on hand. The remainder have been 
distributed to our members, to our exchanges and to the public, while 
some few have befen sold.

The following gentlemen have become members since the publica
tion of the last list in the Sixth Annual Report :—

H. G. Dickson, of Selkirk, Man. ; I* A. Dufresne, of Dufresne 
Mills ; R. J. Jephson, of Milwood, Man., and» W. T. Thompson, of 
Qu’Appelle, N.W.T. The Executive Committee have admitted E. A. 
Hébert and J.-Smith to Associate Membership.

In response to the application of the Association, the Minister of 
the Interior has kindly furnished as complete a set as possible of 
Geological Survey Reports and Maps as a contribution to the library of 
the Association.

Up to the 18th inst., 317 letters have been received and 571 letters 
have been written;
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30 Report of Secretary-Treasurer.

I beg further to submit herewith a statement of Receipts and Ex
penditures for the past Association Yey, and would like to draw your 
attention to one or two comparisons before leaving the same in your 
hands, viz :—

By sale of 5th Annual Reports, $2.52 ; by sale of 6th Annual 
Reports, $5.40 ; by advertisements in 5th Annual Report, $39.00 ; by 
abvertisements in 6th Annual Report, $63.00, and $12.00 still out
standing ; by dues received during year ending February 1889 $297.00 i,/ 
by dues received during year ending February 1890, $215.00. '

The falling off in the last mentioned source is chiefly due to the 
smaller number of new members.

In conclusion, I may say that the present membership of the 
Association is 99 all told, as follows :—Eleven honorary, seventy-four 
active, and fourteen associate members.

Trusting, gentlemen, that we may soon attain to the hundreds,
I have the honor to be,

Your obedient servant,

ARTHUR O. WHEELER,
Sec.-Treasurer.

For
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31• Accounts.

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
For the Year Extending from February i6th, 1889, to Feb

ruary 17TH, 1890 (incl.).

jr
ir

Ell Receipts.
»y By Balance on hand,........

h Sale of Annual Reports 
11 Refund of 
11 Advts. in

5t- pre-paid duty on Exchanges, 1888
Fifth Annual Report................... .
Sixth h 11 ...................

3
63

dues for 1885 
1886

Z
e

1887 3
1888
1889 94e 1890
1891

93

— 1565 84
iZiMXJÊ

/Ctccfh W 'i

F«p.

î’ejn.f 2SI • »* 

O') I * ^77* Mji

Expenditures. 
To Rent of Hall for Annual Meeting... 25

Vote to Sec.-Treasurer......................... ...................
Lithographing for 6th Annual Report..................
R. Dunlop for services ...........................................
Shorthand writer, 6th Annual Meëting
World Type Writer ................................
R. Hunter, type-writing.
Joseph Edwards, taxideri

50
.... 30

3
15

s, taxidermist........................................... 3
inting and Publishing 6th Annual Report by J.
Lovell & Son..................................................................

Discount on American Silver 
itionery and Printing....

Or) zf^O X*

82Stationery ana printing 
Freight and Expressage
Cab hire and cartage..........

for Advts

19
7

Duty on Electros 
Postage 29

— *540 49I

«35 35Balance on Hand,

Amounts Unable to bb Collected.

By arrears of dues............................................................................
h National Manufacturing Co., 160 Sparks Street, Ottawa, 

advertisement in 6th Annual Report of the Association...: 5 00
---------$15 00

Note Referring to the last item it may be stated, that although the National 
M’fg Co. have used the pages of our Report as an advertising medium, it has been 
found impossible to obtain payment for the same.!
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primary triangulation, for that department has more to deal, with the 
geography of the country than all the othefi, and, besides, is provided 
with the necessary astronomic instruments for such work, and has 
who have been engaged in geodetic work. The latter department has 
begun a triangulation of the Rocky Mountains as a basis for orientation 
of the photographic surveying that is being carried on there.

Little by little geodetic work is being done here and there, but 
what is so sadly lacking is the bond of union, a harmony, an inter
dependence, a scheme for that net of triangles to unite all parts of 
Canada, and last but not least, an appropriation—though it be small— 
to begin the primary triangulation.

Questions referred to the Committee.

Problem.

The following problem submitted by S. L. Brabazon, at the last 
Annual Meeting, has been referred to the Committee on Geodetic 
Surveying Suppose a triangulation of part of the St. Lawrence, 
where the course is easterly and westerly, triangles say three or four 
miles in average length of side, initial and terminal points say 150 miles 
apart ; how would you obtain from such a triangulation the diffetence 
of latitude and longitude between the first and last stations? Having 
regard in a spherical solution, to use that sphere most nearly coincident 
in curvature with the terrestrial surface involved in tjie case. Deduce 
formulae for working, and illustrate by rough diagram or projection.”

This is a problem which is solved in various text books and other 
publications, and hence it is deemed unnecessary to encumber the Pro
ceedings with a solution.

If, however, there are members of the Association who have not 
access to any of the publications alluded to, the following, with 
sent of the Association for publication, may be given. It is the 
solution as given in Appendix No. 19,1875, Coast & Geodetic Survey.

“ When we know the geographical co-ordinates of latitude and 
longitude of a point on the earth’s surface, and the distance and 
azimuth to another point, we may treat the problem of computing the 
latitude and longitude of the second point, and the reverse azimuth in 
two diSerent ways.—We may either solve the spheroidahtriangle formed 
by the two points and the pole as a whole, arriving at mgonometrical
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this is the radius of a parallel on the spheroid. The tangent nt ending 
at the minor axis = Ncot Z. The ordinate

aji-e*) SinL 
(i -V Sin9 Z)*

The reduced or geocentric latitude being A, we have

35

tan A = ——tan L 
a:

The radius vector 
The radius of curvature rp, r'p', r"p", at any point in the ellipse is

p=a (i -ê Sin8 A)*

p-

The terminal points F, p',p", q form an evolute \ at the equator where

—and the centre of curvature is in the focus : at the a
pole, where Sin L = i, R =

The radius of curvature, R, and the normal, JV, are the principal 
functions used in geodesy. It will be observed that radii of curvature 
for different latitudes do not interseçt unjess produced, and that when 
they lie in different meridian planes on the spheroid they will not inter
sect at all.

A, B, in Fig. 2 are two points on a spheroid of revolution, having 
the latitudes Z, Z', and joined by the geodetic line A 3=s, making the 
angles with the meridian, PAB=iSo° - Z, PBA—Z - 1800. 
azimuths, Z, are reckoned from south around by west in consequen 
the latitudes being reckoned from the equator toward the poles, by 
settled custom, without which the meridional co-oidinate of a point 
would be more properly measured from the pole, and the azimut^ of 
line reckoned from the north. v

The angle APB, between the two meridional planes passing 
through A and B, is the .difference of their longitudes, M, M', which 
being reckoned positive to the westward, we have M - M=dM.

Furthermore, An, Bn', Ar, Br*, indicate the normals N, N', and 
the radii of curvature in the meridian, R, R at the points A and B.

Sin L — o R =

a

■mm
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rapidly converging series, and will have, by

ven
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theta. that of s in

Taylor’sXheorem

Cos (X+dM—Cn* J j i n- , ’ d ln which 
and by the known processes of the differential cÏulus.weL

arc(a)

dXds C°*f J, -Sin'tCotX c*CMffl+3 &liJ logz

and substituting Z, L\ and Z imo ? f( 

difference of latitude

meridian />* from Ï ! /Ur the dista"c= on th

through Zy while the third term is a further a " ?aralle|lPassin« 
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KCosZ .K'Sin'ZtanL ,1C Sin'Z Cos Z 
~N~

37

°g given, 
ith Z, we 
and the 
Wri'ing 
referred 

ollowing.

B L-L'= (1+3 tan>L)+--{c)Æ2 Æ3

This differènce of latitude is, however, referred to a sphere whose radius 
is JV, and requires still to be transformed by referring it to one whose 
radius is the radius of curvature in the meridian for the middle latitude, 
Rm. Sirtce we do not at first know thé middle latitude, it is more con
venient to refer to the radius of curvature R of the starting-point, the 
latitude of which is known, and then seek the small correction due to 
the ratio of R to Rm.

NMultiplying, then, equation ( c ) by—and dividing, moreover by 

arc i*, in order to express dL in seconds of arc we get,—

i°, and 
h refer- 
lave, by

{a)

K K‘ K'Ct/sZ+i-iL= Sin9Ztan L~\ ■Sin'Z CosZi differ- 
which

Rare i" R Narc i"

( i + tan' Z) +------(d)

The computation of this series is facilitated by tables giving the 
logarithms of the following factors to the argument of Z, viz :

RN'arc i"

7otH)
B=—A

R arc i" 2 NR arc i"

moreover, substituting in the third term the value of the first term, 
designated by h, we can write itr the

..K'Sin'Z, , , ,,
* >>—W'—(1+3tan L)->)

i the 
.• the 
ssing 
) on. 
tdius 
sects

and tabulate another factor

p_. i+3 tan* L
6 NT y

when our formula for computation becomes J
— 8L=K Cos. Z.B + K> Sin3 Z.C-h K' Sin9 ZË+ ----- (ft 

In order, finally, to obtain the true dL referred to Rmt we’must

increase dL by
Rm

4

m
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)R-Rm=a{ i-c’) (i -e'Sm'lJ

| <» (Sin' L-Sin1 Z,„)
(i -c' Sin' Z) * '(i -t1 Sin* Z„)8

by developing and neglecting terms involving higher powers of d ; but 
»S»z2 Z - Sin* Lm—Sin (L - Zm) 5/# (Z + Zm)=d Z 5>"« Z Cos L very 
nearly, because 
hence we write

«(i-e^MaZ-SmZlCw.Z (i -*2 Sin2 lj 
~(i -<2 &«* Z)=(i - Sm1 L,J 

| <?2 Z tS»z Z Cm Z 
~ '(i-e2 Sin1 £)*

= a (i-e*)

| Sin 2 L=Sin L Cos L

a (i -<?2)A’m

makin
$ f2 Z Cm Z Sin i"D =
(i-<8 &:»’ Z)$

we get for the desired corrective term,

Z* — Z*m .dZ=(»Z)2Z>

and we finally have tor the true difference of latitude
L dL=K Cos Z.B + K 2 St*2 Z C-M L*D -hKz Sin2 ZE (i) 

which formula, although of a somewhat complicated derivation, is very 
simple and convenient in practical computation, with the aid of the 
tabulate4 factors /?, C, Z>, Æ. The term (dL)zZ> is .here interposed 
between the second and third terms of the series proper, because the 
latter is frequently not required, being insensible when the distance K 
is less than about io miles, or log K in metres less than 4.23. The 
term (£Z)2D should be used whenever log h exceeds 2.31, andh* may 
be used for {d Z)2 in all cases*where log Kdoes not exceed 4.93.

I The term depending on the fourth differential co-efficient, neglected 
in equation (a), never exceeds o".ooi for s= i°, or Æ= 100,000 metres, 
and may therefore be safely neglected in practice.

For secondary triangulation, and when the sides do not exceed
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about 12 miles, or 20,000 metres, the formula (i)may be advantageous
ly reduced to the following : ?

-iL=K Cos Z.B+K2 Sin* Z.C+ h

39

e
m

In order next to deduce the angle APB between the meridional planes 
passing through A and B and intersecting in the pola^ axis, or the dif
ference dM of the longitudes M ànd M' of the points A and /?, 
counted from east to west, we avail ourselves of the latitude Z' of B% 
which has become known by the previous calculation, and have simply, 
using the same notation as before

(2)

Sin A .• Sin ç=Sin s : Sin dM

Referring s to a sphere the radius of which is the normal Bn'=N't we 
K .
— and assuming for the presènt the small arcs s and dM

proportional to their sines, we obtain

1
have s—

K Sin ZdM~ (3)N' Cos L arc i"
dividing by arc i" in order to obtain dMt expressed in seconds of arc. 
The table gives the logarithm of the factor

A- 1
Narc 1" which must be taken out for L. J

In order to correct for the assumption that the small arcs s and 
dM are proportional to their sines, we use a table giving the differences y 
of the logarithms of the arcs and sines.....................

We obtain, finally, the reverse azimuth Z’ by considering that in 
the spherical triangle APB (fig. 2) we have the following relation

1 (L + L‘)

Cos i (L‘-L)
a h CosKX+X)Cot i (f + f') = Ian J dM -= tan J dMCos J (/—i)

but f=i8o °-Z
Ce/i('8o°-^+f)= -tan\l£'-Z)

Sin\ (Z + Z')
Cos I (Z' + Z)

Assuming the tangents of. i dZ and J dM proportional to their arcs, 
and writing X for the middle latitude, we have

therefore

- tan i (dZ)=tan i (dM)or

I:

■%
.
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.Sin A
-dZ=dM- Cos £ dL

Z'=Z+iZo +dZand
When the difference of longitude is very large, it may be necessary 

to correct for the error in the assumption that
tan | dZ : tan It dM~dZ : dM. 

obvious transformation, we find the correction to be 
+tV dM3 Sin A Co? A Si»* i",

for which we write + dM*f, where R is to be taken from a special 
... This term is only o".oi when log tfÆT=3-36 and need 

be used for secondary triangulation.’1
obtain the differences in latitude and longitude

By an

table, - - 
never

By this means we ,
between consecutive points in a series, and hence the difference between

the initial and terminal points.
This latter difference we may obtain by two other methods. Firstly, 

by means of polar triangles, assuming as pole a conveniently situate 
station of one of the triangles. In the first polar triangle will be known 

the triangulation the two sides and the included angle, and as radii 
to the other stations of the triangulation net, their

i

from
vectores are drawn 
position becomes known.

The computation continues ...
are included within one triangle, whence the differences of latitude and 
longitude can be obtained by the formula already given.

Secondly, by projecting the lines connecting the stations upon a 
meridian by parallels of latitude, and determining the lengths of the

:

until the initial and terminal points

projections.
For difference of longitude the side of each triangle can be pro- 

jected onto the mean parallel of the extremities of the side, and then the 
projections of the sides forming a continuous broken line between the 
initial and terminal points projected onto a common parallel the one

to the series of triangles. 1 he 
serve as

about symmetrically situate with regard
projections of the two remaining sides of an individual triangle 
a check upon the projection of the other side.

From Professional Papers No. 24 U.S.A. we find : “ Helmed 
gives the following formula for the difference of longitude in seconds of 
arc, of the ends of a geodetic line on a spheroid, the length of the line

1 w 
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being s, the latitude of its ends Bu B2, and the azimuths at its ends 
a,, and tfg 

The i
and e. The formula is 

(i) Zj 2 = />"— Wsec B Sin a

41

equatorial radius and the eccentricity of the spheroid are a0

1 . JL( W* [i - Set* B Sin* a] - <2 
24 al

[to Sin* B- 1] Cos* «) + -— ■ Jr (! -
«=

]
(1 — 9 SefiB Sin2 «) + (r /«

In this equation IV* = i -e*Sin*B; B= = .l,‘-a+fl2.i—1—

p' is the number of seconds in radius ; and G/, represents terms of the 

6th order,—- being of the first.

Representing the arc of the parallel of B included between two 
meridians by P,_t its value will be

J

Cos B
p'*=a'-—p

IV
and (i) may be written

(2) = $ Sin a (■ IV* [1 - Set* B Sin* a] - ,*
24 aS

[to Sin*B- 1] Cos*a) + -±-.Ç-{i-Sec*B Sin*a)

)(1 -9Sec*B Sin*a) +Gl,

AZIMUTH BY MEANS OF TWO STARS.

The Executive Committee has requested the Committee on 
Geodetic Surveying to report on the paper “Azimuth by means of two 
stars,” which appeared in last year’s prqceedfngs.

It is not very clear what practical purpose this method serves, when 
we have the superior and simpler method, given in the Manual of 
Dominion Land Surveys.

It appeals somewhat antiquated for a surveyor in this progressive

**
**
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age to observe time and azimuth by standing behind a plumb line and 
noting the time of simultaneous occultation of two stars behind the 
string.

Thereafter pursuing a mathematical calculation from which evolve 
seconds of arc and seconds of time for azimuth and time respectively, 
quantities carried to a minuteness which does not appear warranted by 
the method of observation.

It is not explained how the computed azimuth can be utilized on 
the ground ; whether a picket is lined in with the plumb line and stars; 
nor even for what purpose the surveyor wants to know his watch correc
tion to seconds.

Seconds of time become a désirable quantity when observing 
Polaris for azimuth, when not at elongation and especially when near 
culmination.

In that case the surveyor will determine time with his instrument 
and not by watching behind a plumb line, and if he is going to deter
mine time by means of Polaris and another star in the same vertical he 
would undoubtedly choose the method of the Manual instead of that of 

* the plumb line quoted. The former method is preferable too from the 
fact that it is .not dependent upon the simultaneous occurrence of two 
events—Polaris and another star in the same vertical at the same 
moment. In the method of the Manual, Polaris is observed at any 
time, the instrument clamped in azimuth and any other star near cul
mination observed in that vertical. ,

The surveyor that does any kind of work must have an instrument 
commensurate with the accuracy of the work aimed at ; there must be 
harmony in methods, instrument, observation and work.

“ Figures don’t lie” is very true, but from them very wrong infer
ences-can be drawn. From the most indifferent observations we can, 
by the inexorable formulæ of trigonometry deduce values expressed to . 
fractions of a second ; but are such values an index of the merits of the 
work ? Certainly not. No chain is stronger than its weakest link.

To return to the method and formulae of Mr. Brabazon. His

i

fi
u

.

formulae are interesting from a mathematical point of view to show how 
the azimuth and hour angle may be computed, and as such merit the 
perusal of surveyors, but for application in the field the method of the 
Manual, as stated, is preferable.

OTTO J. KLOTZ,
Chairman of Committee on Geodetic Surveying
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATION.

To the President and Members of the Association of Dominion

Land Surveyors.

Gentlemen,—
The Standing Committee on Publication beg to submit the follow

ing Report of the printing and publishing performed since our last 
annual meeting :

As will be seen, the printing of the last report of the proceedings 
of this Association was again awarded to J. Lovell & Son, of Montreal, 
and we hope that you will all agree with us in saying that the style of 
the above report is very creditable and that it is now in such a form as 
may be continued from year to year.

The total amount of printing and publishing is, as follows ; 
iooo Copies of the Sixth Annual Report of the proceedings of this Association. 
iooo Book wrappers with name of the Association and the Sec.-Treasurer’s address. 
iooo Sheets of letter paper with engraved headings.
400 Folder programmes of this meeting.
250 Circulars containing a synopsis of the Sixth Annual Report.
250 Receipt forms and book.
125 Circulars of notification of this meeting requesting presence and a contribution 

to the same.
125 Circulars of enquiry regarding assistance towards inaugurating an annual dinner.
100 Nomination papers.
125 Ballot papers with voting instructions.
100 Ballot papers or slips containing name of one candidate for the Executive Com. 

mittee.
125 Ballot envelopes.

Owing to the increased demand for the Annual Reports, it was 
deemed necessary to have one thousand copies printed, an increase of 
three hundred over the previous year. This committee congratulates 
the Association on the success it has attained, as is exhibited by the 
increase in volume, substance, demand, and therefore numbers of the last 
report ; and in order to reduce the expence of publishing, we beg to 
suggest that it would be advisable to omit the constitution and by-laws 
as well as other matter that may not be considered absolutely necessary.

The outlay for the last report has been very heavy, but it was felt 
that an extra effort had to be made to place the Association among 
those of first-class standing, and we feel satisfied that the object desired

1

.
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has been accomplished and that it will produce a beneficial result to 
this Association.

We are pleased to noté that seven members of the 
have taken advantage of the splendid opportunity affort 
adopting the Annual Reports as an advertising medium by'inserting 
their professional cards at $i .00 for one-third of a page, and we would 
urge every 'member interested in this Association to take this means of 
assisting it, feeling assured that mutual benefit will be the result.

We congratulate the Secretary-Treasurer on the creditable and 
handsome design he has adopted for the heading of our letter paper 
as we believe that it tends to advertise the good standing of, this 
Association.

In conclusion, we beg to remind you of the many interesting 
features and profitable results that must be attained by keeping a 
“ Member’s Record,” and hope that you will favorably consider the 
suggestion of the same as published in the last Annual Report.

Signed on behalf of the Committee,

44
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O. J. Klotz.—“ I think that the Constitution and By-Laws should 
‘ not be omitted. They are very often handy for reference purposes.”

Sec.-Treasurer.—“ I beg to dt?aw attention to the fact that our 
best exchanges do not print them every year.”
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON TOPOGRAPHI
CAL SURVEYING.

To the President a'nd Members of the Association of Dominion 
Land Surveyors.

Gentlbmen,—
As Chairman of your Committee on Topographical Surveying it 

becomes my duty to report to you on that subject.
Topographical refers to topography, the latter word having been 

'taken almost bodily from the Greek language in which it is ronoypdxpta^ 
this word is in turn derived from the two Greek words zônao a place, 
and ypd<peev to write or describe.

You will observe that topographical is used in distinction from 
geographical, the former meaning the description of a particular place 
and the latter referring broadly to the whole earth.

Webster’s unabridged dictionary defines the English word topo
graphy as meaning : “ The description of a particular place, city, town, 
“ manor, parish, or tract of land ; especially, the exact and scientific 
“ delineation and description in minute detail ot any place or region ; 
“ the science or art of exact delineation or description.”

Worcester’s dictionary defines the word as meaning : “A descrip- 
“ tion of the form of the surface of a limited portion of the earth’s 
“ surface, whether made verbally or by a graphic delineation, or a 
“ description of the natural objects found upon it, such as rocks, trees, 
“ streams, etc., together with all constructions, as roads, bridges, towns, 
“ etc.”

The prime object of a topographical survey is to permit the con
struction of a map shewing the topography of the tract of country 
surveyed.

From the definitions of the word given above and the works of the 
highest authorities, we arrivent the conclusion that a topographical map 
shows not only the natural or physical features of the country, but also 
all structures such as bridges, roads, buildings, etc.

Maps are sometimes incorrectly spoken of as topographical, as for 
example, the map of Manitoba and the North-West Territories. This 
map, although showing some topographical features, may be properly

M
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denominated geographical, since the scale is too small to shew other 
than very prominent topographical features. A map to be correctly 
denominated topographic must be on a sufficient scale and show 
accurately all topographical features.

In short, a milkman may put a Tittle milk into water but that does 
not entitle him to call the whole mixture milk.

As before stated the base of a topographical map is a topograhical

I
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Prof. Johnson’s definition 9s set forth in his “ Theory and Practice 
of Surveying” is as folio s : “A topograghical survey is such 
“ gives not only the geographical positions of points and objects on the 
“ surface of the ground, Dût also furtiishes data from which the character 
“ of the surface may be delineated with respect to the relative elevations 
“ or depressions.”
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When such a work is extended over any coifsiderable area, it is 
based on a trigonometrical survey of a high order of precision and the 
geographical position of at least one of the initial points must be 
accurately determined by astronomical observation. Otherwise the 
geographical position is not known. To illustrate this we may say that 
1 oronto is in Canada, but this does not define its geographical position: 
that can only be done by stating its latitude and longitude, or its exact 
position in reference to some point whose latitude and longitude 
known.
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/ The only topographical surveying, of which we have knowledge, 
carried on in Canada, is the photo-topographical survey of the Rocky 
Mountains, now in progress. Its initial point is the astronomical station 
at Calgary, whose latitude and longitude have been ascertained by • " 
Messrs. King and Klotz of this Association. The trigonometrical 
vey on which the detailed topographic work is based has been carried 
on by the writer and is precise, although not of the highest order of 
precision. For the purposes now aimed at, it is not necessary at pre
sent to make this work in the Rocky Mountains of the highest order 
the extra cost might not be compensated by the immediate increased 
economic value..

When speaking of the highest order of precision it is meant that 
base line is measured with a probable error of not more than i in 
r,000,000, the angles measured with an instrument reading to single 
seconds or less, all possible precautions taken and all known refinements 
used in the reduction.
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In our trigonometrical work the length of base adopted wasi the 
mean of two measurements, each of which differed from the mean loi8 
of a foot. Taking the mean of the two measurements as the correct 
length, the precision of either one will be measured by the ratio of 
to 8118 or i to 451000, and the probable error of the mean will be 1 
in 676500.

Owing to inability to obtain an instrument such as was desired in 
time for the work, part of the triangulation has been executed with a 
three vernier six inch alt-azimuth reading to .004 of a degree but which 
could be readily estimated to half that amount.

The instrument which it is proposed to use has a six-inch limb and 
reads to 2 seconds by means of filar micrometers. There will be quite 
sufficient difficulty in carrying an instrument of even this size to the tops 
of mountains from ten to eleven thousand feet high.

The subsidiary or secondary triangulation has been made with a 
— 3 inch prismatic transit reading to single minutes. The photographs, 

from which the topography is laid down on the plan, are taken from 
the various triangulation stations and auxiliary points called camera 
stations. The position of the latter is fixed by setting up the transit at 
the point and reading on three or more triangulation stations : it is ad
visable to also read on the camera station from one or more triangula
tion stations if possible. Azimuths and zenith distances are taken to 
two of more peaks appearing in each view.

In my report of last year will be found a description of some of 
the methods used in applying the photographs to plan making.

Mr. McArthur who has been carrying on the secondary triangula
tion and photographic work during the past year, is a member of this 
Committee and has been repeatedly asked to write something on the 
subject of this report, but has steadily refused to do so. You will 
therefore understand the want of matter on this subject.

The work now being carried on in the mountains has for its object 
not only the construction of a map, but is also intended to furnish 
points of departure for the survey of mining claims, timber limits and" 
lands.

In the mountains/it is impossible to-run a system of base and 
meridian line as on the prairie, and a triangulation probably affords the 
most accurate and economical base from which to operate.
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A cairn is built at each triangulation station and it will be no ex
cessive amount of work to determine and tabulate the position of eaçh 
cairn with reference to the nearest theoretical section corner.

This being done a simple triangulation and an azimuth observation 
will serve to fix the position of the instrument; or, as will often be the 
case, three or more cairns wilf ’̂be visible andjby reading the angles and 
using the problem of the three points, the position can be found.

For rough work, compass bearings would probably serve.
In the portion of British Columbia where the lands are not laid 

out in regular townships and sections, I believe the system of triangu
lation above mentioned would offer special advantages. But a few 
weeks ago it was noticed in the newspapers that our citizens on the 
Pacific slope were agitating the making of extensive surveys. Now, if 

show that the carrying out of the system mentioned above would 
result in a complete map of the country and an accurate basis for future 
surveys at a less cost than any other method, it should be to our 
advantage.

From the experience we have had in the mountains, we believe 
that a sufficiently exact triangulation can be carried over the greater 
part of that Province and a topographical map made by photo-topo
graphy at a cost of from two and one-half to four cents per acre.

The men undertaking that work would require a sji'ght knowledge, 
of photography and the methods used in making a map from photo
graphs. The latter knowledge can be had from a book written by our 
Honorary President, E. Deville, Surveyor-General of Dominion Lands. 
In addition to the involved problems in descriptive geometry, the book 
deals with perpective and its application to the making of plans from 
photographs, ’also the instruments used in the work and the method of 
carrying on the subsidiary triangulation necessary for the determination 
of the geographical position and elevation of the points from which the 
photographs are taken. It may be said that it would be a great benefit 
to the members of this Association and to surveyors generally if the 
Surveyor-General could be persuaded to publish his book so that it 
would be available to every one.

Trusting that all herein contained may meet with your approval, 
and that next year’s chairman will be able to report a large increase in 
topographical surveying, this report must be drawn to a close.
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DISCUSSION.

A. O. Wheeler : “ I think that Mr. Drewry’s suggestion ‘ that it 
would be a great benefit to members of this Association and to surveyors 
generally if the Surveyor-General could be persuaded to publish his 
book so that it would be available to everyone,’ should be put in the 

shape of a resolution and be transmitted to Mr. Deville.”

W. S. Drewey : “ I may explain that Mr. Deville’s work on this
subject is the only complete work in existence suitable to the application 

of Photo-topography in Canada.”

A resolution for transmission to Mr. Deville was then passed, ex- . 
pressing the hope that he would see his way to carry out the publication 

referred to.
On ipotion the report of the Committee was received and adopted.
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ve REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON PERMANENT 
MARKING OP SÜkVEYS.

' if.

[This Report, although published in the Sixth Annual Report of the Association, was 
not presented at the Sixth Annual Meeting, owing to the unavoidable abeetice 
of the Secretary-Treasurer, in whose hands the same had been placed. It was 
laid béfore the general meeting in February last, and is now reproduced together 
with the discussion thereon.—Stc-Treas.]
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Man’s life is but a surveying bout, 
And he’s best engineer 

Whose perfect transit ne’er is out, 
Whose plan and lines are clear.
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he With regard to carrying out the suggestions in the paper “ on the 
permanent marking of public Surveys in the field,” published in the 
Report of the D. L. S. Association, in March of the year 1888, the un

dersigned Would observe :

That there are two points which seem to demand special consider- 
ist. By what means can Surveys be marked in the field, so its 

to perpetuate them and. How can the results of those Surveys be 
v published in a concise and convenient form, so as easily to give what- 

infdrmation can be derived from them.
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. The plough in the field, fire in the bush, are powerful agents for 
the destruction of timber posts. Trees are becoming too scarce to be 
spared for landmarks, and but Tbr dtard fighting with the fire every 

/Maps, to give accurate information,season, they would be even scarcer.
V must be on a scale so large as tf/forbid their being published. Field 

also difficult and expensive to publish, and occupy a good 
deal of space. If then Surveys are to be myle permanent, and the 
information they furnish is to be given in such shape as to be easily 
packed away for future use, and yet to be always at hand, available for 

* whoever wants it, there will have to be a departure from the wooden 
post an,d inscribed tree, and there, tpust be some additional record of 
the work besides the usual plan and the report accompanying it. What 

substituted for the discarded landmarks, and what better

notes are
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K then is to b^e
method of recording Shall we adopt ?

;d the accompanying table of co-cydinates, illustrated by 
an imaginary Survey, will afford a Satisfactory answer, 
'easily published, one page of a “ blue book ” would give

It is h<
a diagram 
Such a tali
enough fofàn extent of many miles. The diagram is nicely illustrative. 
A township plan showing the transit line of a Railway Survey being at 
hand, was taken advantage of, and a few hypothetical notes were added. 
A writer in one of the “exchanges” says : “ if you leave plenty of marks, 
you have the Contractor (or whoever comes to disturb the survey lines) 
by the throat, the lines can be restored if necessary." It is presumed the 
modus operands is obvious. Lot corners, creeks, houses, intersections 
of roads, serve for points of reference, and though some may be lost, 
enough will remain to make the survey permanent.

Table
C
N

Or
1

s.In an extensive exploratory Survey like that of the Ottawa Ship 
Canal, it would be difficult to give precise rules—the Surveyor would 
have to do the best he could. Rocks in remarkable places, as for in
stance at the head of an island, might be marked. Iron posts such as 
are used in the North-West would serve well for mile posts. They are 
light, imperishable, and useless for any other purpose, “ Lo, the poor 
Indian" lets them alone, so the chances in favor of their permanency

i S.
2 S.
3 S.
4 S.

f
6 S
7 S,
8 S
9 S. 

io S.
are good.

It is unfortunate that the services of Messrs. Webb and Dumais, 
who were appointed with the undersigned to act as a Committee, could 

be obtained. This unaided effort to meet the wishes of the Asso- 
dation necessarily falls very far short of what might be expected from

12 Ro
13 Ini

:
not 14 S.
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the better judgment and experience of those gentlemen ; but it must be 
either this or nothing, and it is hoped its defects will be viewed with 
leniency. The .endeavor is to show that Surveys fnay be made perman
ent at a trifling additional expens^, and that the information forthcoming 
from them can be conveniently and concisely given, in a great measure 
if not entirely, independent of a map.

- Submitted with deference by
S. L. BRABAZON,

Portage du Fort, ist Dec., 1888. Chairman.
f

P. S.—Since the above was written, the courses and distances of 
the transit line and the co-ordinates of the initial point of each 
have been added to the table before mentioned. It is scarcely necessary 
to say that as long as one recorded mark can be found, any other 
be established by means of it. Corners of lots, in a settled country, 
may be regarded as permanent marks, conflicting interests tending to ' 
preserve them. The data are more than sufficient for the utilization 
nnd permanency of the Survey, but the work would be more complete 
and valuable if permanent bench marks had been made and 
recorded.

f
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Table of co-ordinates of certain points in the Township* of Eardley, 
County of Ottawa, Que., determined by the survey of the Montreal 
Northern Colonization Railway, the axis of X being the meridian, 
and that of Y a line perpendicular thereto.

Origin of co-ordinates on E outline of Eardley 19.5 chs. 
from S. E. boundary of Township on the bank of the
River Ottawa........................................................................

S. Boundary post between Eardley and Hull.....................
1 S. W. corner of Lot 2, R. II...............................................
2 S. W. corner of 3, R. Ill, 9 chs. W. of Aylmer Road...
3 S. E. corner of 5, IV, 4 chs W. of Aylmer Road............
4 S. W. corner of stone foundation

house on Aylmer Road.................
6 S W. corner 0(8, VI.....................
7 S. E. corner of 13, VII...................
8 S E. corner of 17, VIII.................
9 S. E. corner of 20, IX...................

10 S. W. corner of 23, X.....................
11 Intersection of transit line with E» fence of road 33 $0

chs southerly from Aylmer Road..................................
12 Rock marked with a cross thus +.......................................
13 Intersection of transit line with W. outline, 62 chs. from

S. W. corner........................................................................
14 S. W. corner of Eardley, Latitude 45e 31', 36".6 as deter

mined by Deville............... ...............................................

)
e
s

Co-ordinates.
x. Y.

0.00
—19.50 + 2.00

55.00 -58.50
94.50

P
d

208'503 M. N’s dwellings
243-75
283.00

553-00
613.50

650.00

474.00
564.50
676.50

e

y

723.50
755.50

873.30

806.35
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m 593-50
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Initial Point.Transit Line. 

Distance 
chains.
n$ 75 ••• 

54 50

85 50 ... 
37 95 • -

! ■ 6150 ...
623 50 ...

Y.X.Course.

315° 00'
3j6 30

3 359 00
4 329 00
5 300 30
6 328 00
7 34° 00
8 305 30
9 258 30   to,01?,................

Convergence of Meridians say 1 4 p. 100 chains.
(Noth.—The ^ ^

surve

83.00
105.60

15550
187.50

755-00

81-50

243-50
261.50
28300
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RIXDISCUSSION.

The President : “ Sufficient prominence is not given to the mark
ing ot surveys. One of our member^—Mr. McLatchie during the 
past season, has made a suggestion in this connection. He proposes 
that iron posts and mounds shall be placed at all section corners in 
timbered country, instead of marking'the cornet with post and bearing 

the custom. I am in favor of his suggestion and have

To TH
I

Genti

Atree as is now
done what I can to forward it. ,

Mr. Brabazon’s report refers to settled country and is more appro
priate to Railway Surveys than to those made by Dominion Land 

Surveyors.”
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Wm. Crawford : “ During the last six years I have spent a great
part of the time tracing old lines. This year I have had more experi
ence than in any previous one. I consider that the ploughing up of 
mounds is an act of vandalism. I have come across an instance of one 
man who had ploughed up seven mounds, and in my report I referred 
to that man as perpetrating an act of vandalism.”

“That was an act of carelessness, and the matter 
present under consideration is the perpetuating of marks.”

“ I think such men ought to be prosecuted.”
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The President :
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Wm. Crawford ;
The President ;

moving survey marks. He was tried, convicted of felony and sentence 

now hangs over him.”

“ During the last year, one man was arrested for

;
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Wm. Crawford : “ I just mentioned this to show the inconvenience 
surveyors were at.”

A. O. Wheeler : “ Were a triangulation survey of the country once 
instituted, the usefulness of Mr. Brabazon’s suggestions would in 
large measure be done away with ’*

J. F. Snow : “ The boundaries of lots are established by law, and 
therefore Mr. Brabazon’s methods could not be adopted.”

On motion the report was received and adopted with the under
standstanding that the matter should' be left in the hands of the Com
mittee on Permanent Marking of Surveys for the ensuing year.

;

*
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON NATURAL 

HISTORY AND GEOLOGY. a
February 18th, 1890.

To the President and Members of the Association of Dominion
Land Surveyors.

Gentlemen,—
After carefully reading and re-reading Mr. Drummond's « Sug

gestions for Surveyors Repots” I am more than confirmed in the 
opinion that his suggestions are of the utmost value, not only to 
Surveyors, but to all explorers who describe a tract of country which may 
be practically unknown to others than themselves. It is necessary for’ 
a surveyor to give all the topographical features of the country traversed, 
but is it not as necessary that he should indicate the timber with which 
it is covered, if a forest district, and if on the prairie the leading 
grasses ? How much more valuable is such a report than one giving 
only the surface features ?

It is not merely the vegetation but the birds, mammals and 
insects that should be noticed, and if you choose, above all, the rocks, 
because these indicate the soil and the soil the productions ; for we all 
know quite well that a region of sand is quite distinct in all its features 
from one where limestone predominates.

Although not asked to suggest a means by which Mr. Drummond’s 
suggestions can be easily carried out I would say, nevertheless, that my 
Catologue of Canadian Plants indicates the'range of all our trees, gives 
the common and scientific names, and a very slight acquaintance with it
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would enable any one to tell what trees he saw in the district where his 
work might lie. Regarding the general geology, I may say, a few 
sentences descriptive of the work, written on the scene, and a few speci- 

brought away would enable any practical geologist to tell the Roc

horizon of the district in question.
A still more important matter is inchthat I have long felt shouldone

be adopted by our Department. .
In no case should a topograpical survey party of any magnitude be

sent out without a geologist and a naturalist being of the party. By
valuable mfor-
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doing this many opportunities of acquiring very
nominal cost have been lost and many years may elapse J ’mation at a

before another chance may occur.
When the Americans were surveying their interior they always did

are modelsthis and to-day their Survey Reports of nearly 40 years ago 
of thoroughnesss and have never been set aside. Were I in a position 
to make my voice heard 1 would have the complete survey of a district 
done at one and the same time so that a complete synopsis of the 
topography, natural history and geology of a district could be pub 
lished simultaneously and in such a form as to be useful for all time.

who have different views from myselt in 
many matters, but we all know there is a right way and a wrong 

• and dispassionate examination will show that to make a valuable and 
district the three branches spoken of above

whit
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blaclI know I am talking to men

one.

exhaustive report on any 
must be combined in either a greater or lesser degree. It follows then 
that Mr. Drummond’s “suggestions” are timely and well worthy of 

than a passing thought.

Columore

JOHN MACOUN,
Chairman• white 
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DISCUSSION.
and

Prof. Macoun—" If any gentleman will ask me a question I will 
show him the usefulness of my Botanical Catalogues.

j j McArthur—"Professor, you have been in the neighborhood 
What would you call the jack pine in that

the c 
while

of Lake Winnipeg.
district ?" , .

Prof. Macoun—“ Pinus Banksiana, or northern scrub pine, so
called after Sir Joseph Banks, the discoverer,"
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Wm. Ogilvie—“ I have heard it called pitch pine in the neighbor
hood of Edmonton.”

Prof. Macoun—“This is the same species if found east of the 
Rocky Mountains.”

J. J. McArthur—“ Some of the trees I refer to were eighteen 
inches in diameter.”

Wm. Ogilvie—“The ones I have seen were only small.”
Prof. M\coun to Mr. Ogilvie—“Were you ever on the Clear

water River ? There you will see the same kind of large size. There 
are three species of pine closely related. East of the Rocky Mountains, 
Pinus Banksiana ; in the Rocky Mountains and westward, Pinus Mur- 
rayana ; and on the Pacific Coast, Pinus contorta. 
observer these are all the same, but the locality where found would 
show the species on referring to my catalogue.”

Wm. Ogilvie—“ What is the difference between black spruce and 
white spruce ? ”

Prof. Macoun—“The chief distinctions to a common observer 
the cones and the trunks. The cones of the white spruce are long and 
finger shaped and the trunk is light coloured. In the black spruce the 
cones are quite short and dark brown or purplish, while the bark is 
black. There is still another species, viz: the Rocky Mountain 
spruce, which is distinguished from the white spruce by its cones being 
much thicker and the scales being undulated, not smooth.”

John Vicars—“ What are the big pine trees you see in British 
Columbia ? ”

Prof. Macoun—" The Rocky Mountain pine is a white pine like 
our eastern pine but named Pinus monticola (Douglas or western 
white pine). Another pine is found in the dry parts of British Colum
bia which is a fine stately tree and named Pinus ponderosa, on account 
of the height of the wood.”

J. J. McArthur—“Is there not a close affinity between hemlock 
and Douglas fir.”

Prof. Macoun—“In general appearance they look much alike, but 
the cones of the Douglas fir are quite large and with spinose scales, 
while the cones of the hemlock are very small and without spines.”

/JohN.Vicars—“We found a tree looking like cypress last year, 
near Coquitlam Lake. What was that ? ”

Prof. Macoun—“ That is yellow cedar and extends all the way fo
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Alaska, and from it the Coast Indians build their large canoes. Where 
you saw it, it would be at least 1000 feet above the sea aslbdoes not 
come to the sea level irf that latitude.”

John Vicars—“ yVe found it about two miles from the sea coast, 
high up. We got another tree up there called a larch. It looked like 
a balsam.”

the t 
histo 
logis\

a gee 
getsProf. Macoun—“ The larch is the ordinary tamarack, anc^no larch 

grows in that region.”
John Vicars—“ It looked much like balsam.”

1

adopProf. Macoun—“ In that case it was what is called Abies grandis 
large growing tree with white barkor giant balsam. It is a fine, tajtf, 

and may be seen rising from the woods like stately columns.” 
Wm. Ogilvie—“Is not the common tamarack the larch.”

of tli
and

Prof. Macoun—“Certainly it is.”
John Vicars—“Some years ago in Algoma we came across a little 

ern that had a sweet scent like a geranium.”
Prof. Macoun—“That was the Aspedium fragrens or sweet-scented 

fern and is the only fern with a perfume. It is quite common around 
Lake Supeiior.”

The President—“ Gentlemen I consider that this is 
kindness on the part of Prof. Macoun, and I think that the members 
should try and carry out Mr. Drummond's suggestions in accordance 
with the" Professor’s ideas.”

urge
posst

Life
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Prof. Macoun—“When Dr. Dawson goes out into any part of the 
country, he brings in botanical specimens and states where he found 
them ; then I name them, and thus he gets the correct name in his 
reports.”

To t

Geni

The President, to Prof. Macoun—“What steps would we have to 
take to obtain your Botanical Catalogues ? ”

Prof. Macoun—“ I should think that an application should be 
made direct to the Minister of the Interior.”

Wm. Ogilvie—“ I shall always be pleased to do anything I can to 
forward the Professor’s views. Anything I have already done in that 
direction is due to the Professor. The suggestions made 
valuable and we should go to work to carry them out. Too much, 
however, must not be expected of surveyors. I have often seen speci
mens I would like to fywre carried away but my duties as a surveyor 
Absorbed all my attention, and it was only occasionally I could get the 
opportunity to do as I would wish in this direction.”
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Prof. Macoun—“ Mr. Ogilvie is correct. The Surveyor has not 
the time to attend to other than his own business. Topography, natural 
history and geology should be worked together. A naturalist and a geo
logist should be sent in connection with the topographical survey. If 
you want natural history, send a naturalist. If you want geology, send

57
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a geologist. Th4 naturalist learns from the surveyor and the surveyor 

gets the practical knowledge of the naturalist.” /h

On motion the Report of the Committee was received and
adopted.

The President—“I have much pleasure in conveying the thanks 
of theKmeeting to f/of. Macoun and I heartily concur in. his remarks 
and suggestions.”

Prof. Macoun—“ I will write to the Minister of the Interior and 
urge upon him the benefits of Members of the Association being in 
possession of my Botanical Catalogues.”

Wm. Ogilvie—“Professor, have you seen Mrs. C. P. Traill’s ‘ Plant 
Life of Canada’ ? ’’

Prof. Macoun—“Yes, I consider it an excellent work.”

s
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON LAND 

SURVEYING.

To the President and Members of the Association of Dominion 
Land Surveyors.

Gentlemen,—
The solution of the “ Subdivision of a Quadrilateral Figure,” which 

was submitted at the last Annual Meeting of the Association, by Mr. 
H. Irwin, D.L.S., of Montreal, and a paper entitled “ A Standard of 
Precision,” which was submitted at the same time by Mr. J. A. Kirk, 
D.L.S., of Stratford, having been referred to the Committee on Land 
Surveying, they beg to report thereon as follows : 
ist. The “ Subdivision of a Quadrilateral Figure.”

The Committee have examined the solution of this problem. It 
is a very valuable addition to problems in surveying, but as a practical 
question will seldom come into requisition, 
and. “A Standard of Precision.”

Attention has been directed, by the writer of this paper, to the re-
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suits which have been obtained from using a check chain on a survey. 
We will therefore introduce our remarks on it, by referring to the differ
ences occuring in chaining with and without a check chain.

To make any experiments in chaining, it is necessary to have good, 
careful chainers. Experience with very careful chaining shows that 
chaining on level prairie is about two links to a mile longer than 
hilly an^broken prairie, or over windfall and brush in the woods.

To remedy this defect, it is easy to add to the chaining over rough 
country the amount of error determined from experimenting. On all 
measurements made, even by experts in chaining, the distance has been 
found short wherever there was mddh plumbing to do. When a check 
chain of one hundred feet in length was used on surveys of standard 
meridians and parallels, the difference in measurement was very slight 
on ptairie. When chaining over uneven and broken country, the long 
chain gave the most accurate measurement ; the reason of this being 
that it was often necessary to break the short chain in crossing a deep 
ravine, while the long chain passed over it without necessitating a break. 
When the surface was uneven and broken, the difference 
from one to two links to
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mile, the average being about one and a half 
links to a mile. On level ground the chain, one hundred feet in length, 
gave shorter, and over uneven and broken country, longer 
than the one sixty six feet in length.

The conclusion arrived at, would therefore be, that with ordinary 
care in chaining the limit of error would not be more than 
half links to a mile.

ancmeasurement
diflf

one
one and #

This might be called the standard of lineal prec- 
sion. But it must be remembered that in those measurements the 
chains were compared with the same standard, and the same allowance 
was made for temperature. Different chainers were employed, but they 
had equal experience in chaining and had received the same instruc- 
tions and training.

If all chains could be compared with the same standard, or were 
of equal length ; if the temperature remained always the same, or the 
correction to apply was constant ; if there was always true alignments 
in chaining ; the same pull on the chain and correct plumbing; if all 
the chainers employed on surveys were equally experienced and careful ; 
if all surveys required the same degree of accuracy and precision, then 
there would be no difficulty in formulating a standard of lineal 
precision.
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In making a traverse survey of a lake, when eight or ten courses 
are run, the closing angle should be found not to exceed one minute in 
error. In making a traverse survey of a river, which runs across a 
township, the angle at the intersection of each section line should not 
exceed one minute in error. The above remarks.réfer entirely to an 
ordinary traverse of a lake or river, where the object in view is merely 
to locate the lake or river, for the purpose of obtaining the area of the 
broken sections in which they are situated. In such a traverse survey 
of a lake or river, where the angles are only noted to rpinutes, if the 
angle measured to the forward picket does not give an exact minute, 
note the nearest one, making an allowance by offsetting at the forward 
picket for the difference between the reading and the angle noted. The 
distance to offset is easily deduced from the length of the course. In a 
hurried lake or river traverse, should this be attended to, there will 
oftener b£ no closing error, than one of one minute.

In making a traverse survey, such as that of the Canadian Pacific r 
Railway, which was to be used as a base line, and where angles were 
required to be measured as exact and precise as possible, no such errors 
as given in this lake or river traverse would be admissable.

Many instances could be given on the survey of Standard Meridians 
and Parallels, which when checked by other surveyors, were found not to 
differ over ten seconds in bearing. On block suveys, lines run by differ
ent surveyors on opposite sides of the correction line road allowance, 
one chain and fifty links apart, and which were started from independ
ent astronomical observations, have been found at the width of a 
township not to vary more than ten seconds in bearing. When the 
work was at all carefully done, the errors hardly ever reached thirty 
seconds in bearing, and this was owing to error in the production of 
the lines caused by high wind, refraction, or a smoky atmosphere. 
Under ordinary circumstances, a line started, from an observation 
should not be found over thirty seconds in error in bearing when mn 
the depth of a township. This might be called the standard of angular
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ts If all surveyors were alike careful in their operations ; if all instru

ments were of equal stability and as perfect in construction ; if good 
light was always available ; if pickets could always be set at equal dis
tances ; if there were no high winds, refraction or smoky atmosphere, 
there would then be no difficulty in formulating a standard of angular 
precision.
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A low standard of precision would only produce careless work. An 
example of which is found in the limit of 
sub-division

given for closings in 
surveys. A high standard of precision should have an 

opposite tendency, so long as it is not unattainable.
A difficulty which presents itself is this, that a number of stand

ards would be

error

necessary, according to the degree of accuracy and 
precision required for different surveys.

With or without a standard of precision, it is the duty of each 
surveyor to take advantage of every opportunity to check his 
as to locate and correct 
Besides this each

Tosurveys so
an error, if any, before leaving the ground 

surveyor should have a standard of precision of his 
If he makes it high, more care will have to be 

part to attain it.

Genown.
exercised on his

balleIn the event of a survey being disputed, the party disputing its 
> correctness- would in all likelihood employ another surveyor to check

AssocLthm'h^ emirely ign°rC a”y standard of Pulsion adopted by the
curr
the

In attempting to -make a survey even approximately correct, the 
Surveyor is beset on all sides with many difficulties.

It would therefore appear from the difficulties which present them
selves, that the Association is not warranted in formulating or adopting 
any standard of precision; °

JOHN McLATCHIE,
Chairman. 

was received and

I
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On motion the Report of the Committee
adopted.
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REPORT OF SCRUTINEERS OF BALLOTS.j
Feb. 19th, 1890.

To the President and Members of the Associaotin of Do
minion Land Surveyors..

Gentlemen,—
We the undersigned scrutineers appointed to examine and count the 

ballots sent in for the election of officers for this Association for the 
current year, beg to report that we have performed that duty, and find 
the following gentlemen to have received the highest number of votes.

Wm. Ogilvie.
Samuel Bray.
A. O. Wheeler.

O. J. Klotz.
J. S. Dennis. j 
John McLatchie.
J. F. Snow.\
F. Driscoll.

1
)

1

i

For President - - - - 
n Vice-President - - 
n Secretary-Treasurer

h Executive Committee -

I» Auditors

JOHN McLATCHIE, 
J. E. SIROIS,
j. j. mcarthur.

On motion the Report was received and adopted.
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andEIGHTH ANNUAL MEETING.

The Eighth Annual General Meeting of the Association will be 
held at Ottawa, commencing on the Third Tuesday in February, 1891.

All members who read these pages, will clearly see that the princi
pal aim of the late Executive Committee has been to make the Associa
tion of some practical use to the Profession. If not successful it cannot 
be said that the effort has not been made, and I think that a glance at 
the President’s Address will show that some results have been attained.

The object of this notice is to call upon all members to lend their 
assistance toward the

,glis
Fre
Ine
mu
all

the
Fe

of the coming Eighth Annual Meeting. 
In order to make this meeting a success, there must be a good pro
gramme. You are therefore requested to furnish a paper s'uitable to 
this occasion.

success

If you cannot furnish a professional paper, prevail upon 
who can to do so. 
have met with some matter 
interest from

some one
Surely in the course ol your professional career you 

that^has raised a question or is of special 
professional point of view and which, it would benefit 

you to have discussed by the General Meeting. Then why not’ put it 
in shape and submit it to the slid meeting ?

Later in the year, you wil| be specially invited to interest yourself 
in this directi and lend your assistance to the Executive Committee 
on behalf of the programme for the Eighth Annual Meeting; then, bear 
this notice in mind and although it may cause you a little personal in
convenience, you will feel the better for having contributed your quota 
to the general good.

Secretary-Treasurer.

ANNUAL DINNER.

The first Annual Dinner of the Association was an unqualified suc- 
1 hirty-six tickets were sold and eight invited guests were pres-

1
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ent. The dinner was served in the dinning-room of the House of 
Commons, special permission having been obtained from the Speaker. 
Among the guests present were the Deputy Minister of the Interior, Dr. 
Selwyn, Dr. Dawson, Prof. Macoun, the Surveyor General, Dr. Bell,
Mr. A. T. Drummond and Mr. W. F. King. The dinner was followed 
by an adjournment to a smoking room, supplied with a good piano, 
and the balance of the evening was spent most enjoyably, excellent 
entertainment being kindly furnished by Messrs. O. J. Klotz in En

glish and German songs; Wm. Ogilvie, recitations; D. C. Morency 
French songs ; P. D. Ç^Ûumais, Italian song ; D. W. Davis, M. P., 
Indian dance; J. C. Nelson, song, and XJ. F. Snow, first-class 
music. The gathering broke up during the small hours next morning, 
all vowing that a more enjoyable evening had never been spent.

Members are strongly advised to spare no effort to be present at 
the Dinner to be held at the close of the Eighth Annual Meeting in ^ 
February next.

-

Secretary- Treasurer.
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giBituarç.
_Smce our Annual Meeting we have to record the death of one of 
r members in the .person of Mr. John Frederick Snow, D.L.S., who 

died very suddenly iff heart disease, in the City of Ottawa, on the 
morning of April the jrth, 1890. To

Mr. Snow was bop in the Township of Hull, in 1852, and after 
completing his early jftudies he, in 1868, went to Victoria College, where 
he remained for a Ge\year, and then accompanied the Hon. Wm.

1 McDougall, in 1869, to Red River. Returning home after a few months 
absence he began his service in the Profession under articles 
father, also serving some time with Bolton Magrath, Esq., and Robert 
Sparks, Esq.

In 1874 he became a P. L. S., for Ontario, and during the 
year was admitted to practice in Quebec. In both of these Provinces 

, < he had a "ide experience in surveys, both in conjunction with his father 
and by himself.

to his
pat
api
ofsame

He received his commission D. L. S. in 1880, and during the 
seasons of 1883 and 1884, he worked for the Government on sub
division surveys in the North West Territories.

He was among those who were present at our first Association 
Dinner, and being an excellent musician, he contributed largely to the 
success dn that occasion.

as a

pa?
be<
the

Mr. Snow was widely known among the Profession and 
universally liked.

Ottawa, May 7th., 1890.
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“MORE OR LESS.”

February ist, 1890.

To the President and Members of the Association of Dominion 
Land Surveyors.

Gentlemen,—
I beg, to lay the following question before you for consideration : 
Should a surveyor, when preparing, for insertion in a deed or 

patent, the description of a block, lot or parcel of land surveyed by him, 
apply the words “ more or less,” either actually or in effect to the length 
of anynourse or every course, the terminal points of which have been 
located by) any of the following methods

1. By a wooden, iron or stone post, perpetuated by a bearing tree, 
witness mound or other mark.

2. By a wooden, iron or stone post in a stone or earthen mound.
3. By a wooden, iron or stone post only.
My reason for bringing this matter before you, is that during the 

past two years in my official work, the above question has frequently 
been raised, and contentions have been advanced both for and against 
the use of the words “ more or less ” as applied to any but the closing 

of the block, lot or parcel of land which has been encompassed. 
Let me state the following case as an example, and ask for your

:

course

ruling in the instance cited.
The surveyor has been employed to lay out a certain parcel of land 
mining location, and with his returns of survey he sends the follow

ing description for insertion,in patent.
“ All and singular, etc.,...............

a post has been planted on the water’s edge of Lake Superior to mark 
the N. W. corner of said mining location, said post being distant 
hundred and sixty-four * (164.41) chains east ast. and eight (8) 
chains north ast. from the N. E. corner of the N. E. quarter, Sec. 12.

commencing where

one



66 Wheeler—“ Miri'e or less." \
20.15 W. of the 91st meridian, thence east ast. twenty (20) chains, 
thence south ast. twenty (20) chains, thence west ast. twenty (20) chains 
to the water’s edge of Lake Superior, thence northerly along the said 
water’s edge twenty (20) chains less to the place of beginning.”

On referring to the field-notes of survey it is found that at the south 
west corner of the location has been planted an “ oak post in stone 
mound,” at the south-east corner has been planted a “ poplar post with 
bearing tree,” at the north-east corner a “ poplar post with bearing tree ’’ 
and at the north-west corner, an “ oak post in stone mound.”

On the above grounds the surveyor’s description is challenged and 
it is required that the distance to posti should be given 
less.”

more or

5 as “ more or

In his defence the surveyor claims that were his description so 
amended it would be erroneous and entirely at variance with his

the custom of any surveyor whose practice he is acquainted 
with. He states that the closing distance is given as “ more or less,” 
but that if the others were so given, how would it be possible to retrace 
the lines were some of the posts missing.

In conclusion I beg to state that it is my intention that the ques
tion submitted should apply only to original surveys and not to sub
division of an original survey. In the first case the daÉription is de
pendent upon the survey, in the second the survey upon the description.

Trusting that I shall receive a definite answer to my question and 
a distinct ruling in thé case cited.

I have the honor to be,
Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,
ARTHUR 0- WHEELER.

1 custom or

:

Report of Committee on Land Surveying 
Question.

To the President and Members of the Association of Dominion Land 
Surveyors.

Gentlemen,— a
\In reply 10 the subjoined questions, submitted at the present meet

ing of the Association, by Mr. A. O. Wheeler, D.L.S., and referred to

ON THE ABOVE
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Wheeler—“ More or Lees."

the Committee on Land Surveying to report thereon at this meeting, 
the Committee beg to report as follows :

Question “ Should a surveyor when preparing, for insertion in a 
deed or patent, the description of a block, lot or parcel of land survey 
ed by him, apply the words “more or less,” either actually or in effect to 
the length of any course or every course, the terminal points of which 
have been located by any one of the following methods.

1. “By a wooden, iron or stone post, perpetuated by a bearing 

tree, witness mound or other mark.”
2. “By a wooden, iron or stone post in a

67

stone or earthen

mound.”
3. “ By a wooden, iron or stone post only.”
Before entering into a direct reply it is desired to draw attention to 

the following clauses of the Dominion Lands Act, and also to the 
Regulations for the disposal of Dominion Lands containing minerals.

Clause 129 of the Dominion Lands Act establishes mounds, posts 
or monuments, in any original survey, under authority of the Dominion 
Lands Act, as true and unalterable ones. By clause 130 the measure
ments given in the patent do not govern, but the mounds, posts or 
monuments of such original survey do. |

By clause 47 of the Dominion Lands Act, the Orders-in-Council 
regarding mineral lands, and the surveys thereof, are brought within the ^ 
operations of the Dominion Lands-Act, and hence any mounds, posts 

planted in the survey of such mineral lands for patent,or monuments 
become the original, true and unalterable ones.

Clauses 7 and 8 of the above Regulations provide that the survey 
of all mining locations must be performed by a surveyor duly commis
sioned to survey Dominion Lands, and acting under instructions from 
the Surveyor General. These latter claùses came under the heading of 
Quartz Mining, and it is- inferred that for any other mining location, 
the survey should be made under instructions of the Surveyor General.

Clause 13 of the Regulations provides for the dimensions of 
locations for iron or petroleum, but does not specify especially how, and 
undei what authority the survey for the location is to be made, but as 
belore stated, one would infer that it must be made under instructions 

of the Surveyor General.
As to question i, we are of opinion that if a description by 

an<i bounds is given of any mining location, the distances between any 
mounds, posts or monuments which have been planted, in the original

metes

I
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micall) 
12, To

survey, must be qualified by the words “more or less" as such mounds, 
posts or monuments are, as we have 
Lands Act, the true and unalterable

by clause 129 of the Domini^n^
T

A Bearing Tree only becomes a factor when it is necessary to re- 
estahhsh a lost corner; a Witness Mound for determining the corner to 
which it refers; neither a Bearing Tree nor a Witness Mound having 
anything to do with the description for a patent.

Question 2. In

tronorr
tronoir
astronc
thence
beginnthe post (of whateyer material) has been 

planted in a mound (of whatever material) and so designated in the 
original plan, then in the description the post should be referred to as 
being in a mound, stating the material. TheSlistance to such post 
being as above “more or less.”

Question 3. The answer is the 
chains “more or less” to the post.

In short, the distance between

case
A.

“shall 
and its 
in a de 
not be 
making 
lak -.

as for No. 1, being so many

any two mounds, posts or monu- 
ments in an original dhrvey, must always be given as “more or less” for 
a patent.

Ir
‘more
possiblDiscussion of the description submitted in the example cited by 

Mr. Wheeler. • Fi
“more 
ment w 
chains 
at the i 
been gi 
ment; t 
to a fix 
are equ 
the me 
less).”

“ Commencing where a post has been planted at the water’s edge 
of Lake Superior, to mark the north-west1 of said mining
location, said post being distant 164.41 chains, east astronomically, and 
8 chains north astronomically, from the north-east corner of the north- 
east quarter of Section 12, Township 20, Range 15 west of the 91st 
Meridian.” Now this point of commencement is relegated to two 
points and one line ; the two points not only, do not necessarily coin
cide, but very probably do not do so. nor do either of them necessarily 
fall or come for all time in the water’s edge. In short, highly improb
able, if not impossible, conditions

corner

placed upon the point of com
mencement. The question arises, what should govern the post planted 
on the original survey : the water's edge or the distance from some 
peviously established point ? As we have seen that the post in an 
original survey is the true and unalterable one, therefore it must govern 
and the point of commencement must be at the post (in mound in this ' 
case).

are
In

lost, evi 
the me;

Hence the following is suggested : “Commencing where a post in 
stone mound has been planted adjoining the water’s edge of «.Lake 
Superior, and distant, according to the measurement of John Smith, D. 
L S., 164.41 chains east astronomically, and 8 chains north

Jo
point, a

astrono-I
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Wheeler—“More or Less.” C9

mically from the north-east corner of the north-east quarter of Section 
12, Township 20, Range 15 west of the 91st Meridian.”

Then, continuing, the description should read : “ thence east as
tronomically, twenty chains, more or less, to a post ; thence south as
tronomically, twenty chains, more or less, to a post; thence west 
astronomically, twenty chains, more or less, to a post in a stone mound; 
thence north astronomically, twenty chains, more or less, to the place of 
beginning.”

According to clause 13 of the Regulations quoted, the location 
“shall be bounded by due north and south, and east and west lines, 
and its breath and length shall be equal.” It therefore follows, that 
in a description for a patent, the irregular line of the waters"edge can
not be made a boundary line, although practically, it may become so by 
making the north and south, and east and west lines project into the 
lak -.

In reply to the assertion, “ that the closing distance is given as 
‘more or less,’ but that if the others were so given, how could it be 
possible to retrace the lines were some of the posts missing ? ”

From the tenor of the latter part of the above, one would infer that 
“more or less” is of such broad meaning as to include any measure
ment whatever ; far from such is its meaning. When we say “ twenty 
chains more or less to a post,” it means that the line is to terminate 
at the post, not at twenty chains, and the fact that a measurement has 
been given shows that there is some authority for giving such measure
ment; but as no measurement is absolute, it follows that the distance 
to a fixed point must be “ more or less,” which words “ more or less ” 
are equivalent to saying “that the distance to the post is, according to 
the measurement of John Smith, D.L.S., twenty chains (no more or 
less).”

In retracing any line, where some of the original posts have been
lost, evidence precedes measurement, and where evidence is wanting

measurements govern as provided by statute.tl
John McLatchie,

Chairman.

DISCUSSION.

John Vicars—“ Why use * more or less * when you have a fixed 
point, as no distance is absolute ?”
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t t, McArthur—" 1 do not see w*’/' h words 1 more 
Prof. Macoun—“ 1 think the use ^ and is rechained on

scarcely wise. John Smiths survey Rotate distance."
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fkefares.

SYNOPSIS

OF A LECTURE ON ASTRONOMY, BY W. F. KING, CHIEF ASTRONOMER TO 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR OF CANADA.

The lecturer began by saying that having had the good fortune to 
happen upon a number of views illustrating astronomical facts and 
theories, and Mr. Topley having kindly consented to exhibit them with 
the sciopticon, he would confine himself this evening to saying a few 
words in explanation of each view as it appeared on the screen.

The first four views showed the solar system, illustrating different 
theories which had been proposed to explain the apparent motions of 
the sun and planets.

The first view exhibited the earliest motion of the solar system. 
The Earth is fixed in the centre, about it circle the Moon, Venus, 
Mercury, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, in the order named. Be
yond all these planets revolves Jhe celestial sphere carrying with it the 
fixed stars. The earth is the centre of the universe. This theory not 
being sufficient to account for the observed movements of thdsplanets, 
a later theory makes the Earth the centre as before, with the Moon 
revolving about it. Beyond the orbit of the Moon revolves the Sun, 
the Sun carrying with it, and revolving about it, Mercury and Venus. 
Beyond the Sun’s orbit lie Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, revolving, not 
about the Sun, but about the Earth.

In the third theory the Earth is still in the centre withjjm 
revolving about it. Beyond circles the Sun, about whidrâilthe planet^ 
superior as well as inferior, revolve, and are$arried/with it around the 
Earth. The fixed stars also revolve about the Earth.

Finally the fourth view gives the correct theory of the solar system. 
Here the Earth loses its primacy ; it is only one among the planets, 
controlling no other body than its own Mooje The Sun stands in the 
centre, and the planets revolve about it. (

The next views showed the restive sizes an^distances of the planets

ion
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together with their astrological symbols, a reminder of the time when 
the planets were supposed to have an intimate connection with affairs 
on the earth. These symbols are still used in astronomical publications, 
for the sake of brevity, instead of the names uf the planets.

Some forms of nebulous matter were shown, indicating the manner 
f - „b which stars are formed, if the nebular hypothesis is true. A view 
/ was also shown of the milky way, as an elongated cluster of stars, of 

which our sun, with its attendant planets, is a rather insignificant 
member.
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Several views wergjiow shown of the planets as seen through a 
powerful telescope : th? crescent Venus—the markings on Mars— 
Jupiter’s belts—Saturn’s rings.

Then came the Earth divided up by meridians and parallels, and 
showing the different zones. An explanation was given of the relation . 
of the arctic and antarctic circles, and the tropics to the seasons.

Some views followed, illustrating the phases of the moon, and 
lunar and solar eclipses. The obliquity to the ecliptic of the moon’s 
orbit was shown to result in the fact that an eclipse dose not take place 
at every new or full moon ; the moon has to be wjfhin a* certain dis
tance of one of the “ nodes ” of its orbit for an eclipse to occur. The 
action of the moon in causing tides was also illustrated Also the 
illumination of different parts of the earth at the solstices and equinoxes, 
showing the variation in the length of day and night, and the seasons, 
as accounted for by the obliquity of the earth’s equator to the plane of 
its orbit. ""f> -v/
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Another diagram showed the relative orbital motions of the earth 
and the inferior planets, Mercury and Venus, and an explanation was 
given of the “direct” and “retrograde” movements of these planets, the 
“stationary points,” &c.

Next followed a diagram of thé signs of the zodiac, showing the 
fanciful figures devised by the astrologers to represent these con
stellations, viz. :

A

“The Ram, the Bull, the Heavenly Twins,
And next the Crab, the Lion shines,
The Virgin and the Scales,
The Scorpion, Archer, and He-goat,
The Man that holds the watering pot,
The Fish with glittering tails.”

The lecturer concluded by exhibiting (with the lantern) diagrams

4
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of several well known constellations, Taurus, Ursa Major, Orion,
Cepheus, Cassiopeia, Sagittarius, Aquarius, Perseus, showing the____
in each as they appear in the heavens, together with the outlines of the 
objects they were supposed to represent. The fanciful and arbitrary 
nature of the constellations was apparent in these views, although this 
classification is commonly used advantageously in naming and identify
ing the brighter stars.
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SYNOPSIS

OF A LECTURE GIVEN BV H. N. TOPLEY, ENTITLED “ A PRACTICAL CHEMI

CAL DEMONSTRATION OF THE BROMIDE PROCESS.”

The lecturer began by stating that he would give a simple but 
practical demonstration of the Bromide process without entering into 
the difficulties which arise from using impure chemicals. Placing be
fore his audience a glass containing gelatine, and after dissolving 
and cooling to the proper temperature, he added some bromide of 
potassium and dissolved it. The next important step was to add the 
nitrate of silver, which was done; these solutions being heated to about 
150 degrees Far. the silver was then added to the bromide in a fine 
stream (in the darkroom). Three different ways of mixing were then 
explained. First, two funnels are joined at their outlets ; then filtering 
cotton being placed in the funnels, the two solutions are poured and 
the fine streams uniting and falling into the beaker, produce an emul
sion in a very fine state of division. The second mode is by inserting 
a funnel into the glass beaker, and filtering the nitrate of silver through 

/ absorbent co,ton. dr°P by drop, until one-third of the solution is emulsi
fied; then the liquid is allowed to run through in a fine stream, both 
solutions being heated to about 150 degrees Far. The third way is 
considered the most simple and best suited for amateurs. Mix gelatine 
and bromide of potassium with the proper amount of water and a few 
drops of nitric acid. Heat ttexsolution to 120 degrees Far., just 
enough to dissolve the gelatine. Taje the crystals of nitrate of silver and 
drop a few of the smaller pieces into the bromide solution ; keep it ..... 
stirred with a glass rod until the last trace of silver is disolved. To test 
whether an emulsion has been properly mixed proceed in this manner : 
take a piece of plain glass, then with the stirring rod spread sojie of the

well
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emulsion on Ihe surface of the glass and hold it toward the light it will 
now appear a deep ruby color by transmitted light, and a straw’yellow 
by reacted light. When satisfied that the emulsion has been carefully 

' m,xed| the Blass containing the emulsion is now placed in a water bath 
and the water is brought to the boiling point as soon as possible and 
allowed to remain boiling for half an hour, the emulsion in the mean
time being stirred every ten minutes during the time it has been cook
ing ; now lake a small portion of the cooked emulsion 
test as I
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before, this time you will notice that your emulsion is no longer 

a deep ruby, but a pale blue by transmitted light. The emulsion is 
now set aside to cool. The gelatine is weighed out and soaked in water 
for a few minutes and then added to your emulsion at about reo 
degrees Far. until dissolved ; it is then placed in a cool room to set. 
When cool it has the appearance of very stiff blanc mange.

The emulsion is now squeezed through coarse linen into a vessel 
covered over with cheesed»th, tied over in such manner as to sink 
down in the middle. .The emulsion is washed until all the soluble 
bromtdes are eliminated, if this is not properly done the result will 
be that the finished plates will appear foggy, and develop very slowly. 
Next take the emulsion and put it into the melting pot ; *iile this is 
being dissolved place the last of the gelatine (this should be Heinrich’s 
Hard or Siemon s H-atd Swiss'gelatine) to soak. Then add it with the 
proper quantity of water to make up the amount, 
emulsion it is now ready for filtering, this is done in 
the emulsion does not
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After dissolving the 
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measure 128 oz. add water ; use filtering cotton : 
fill the cotton with hot water and put it into the neck of the funnel 
not too tight. If the emulsion passes through too fast press down 
the cotton until it runs in a fine stream or very frequent drips, Before 
coating the plates it is as well to test the molecular deposits. Should 
the particles appear coarse and uneven through a magnifying glass the 
operation of mixing and cooking has been carelessly performed. It will 
be noticed that there is a large deposit of a coarse bromide of silver 
remaining in the filtering cotton, thus depriving the finished emulsion 
of its full amount of sensitive bromide of silver, making plates with less 
body, and without latitude both in exposure or development. The coat
ing is done by pouring the emulsion into the coating pot. This is a 
small tea-pot with a spout from the bottom. The excess is poured 
back into the pot to be used over again. After the plates are coated 
they are placed on a marble slab to set.. When enough have been
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coated to cover the slab the first ones are picked up and put in racks 
to dry, which generally takes about six hours.

Successful platemaking is due more to the practical details and 
chemical changes (photographically speaking) than anything else. The 
following is a formula for the emulsion :

No. i.

y
h
d |

Water distilled
Alcohol........................................................ ......
Glacial Acetic Acid, enough to redden litm 
Bromide of potassium..
Iodide “
Gelatine (Henrich's soft)

Place all the above in a one gallon flask and put the vessel in 
water and raise to 160 degrees Fahr.

36 oz. 
4 oz.
us paper.

3 oz, 6 drachms. 
80 grains.
480 grains.

s

No. 2.
1 Water.. 

Alcohol
36 oz.

Nitrate of silver.......................................I. <5 oz., 2400 grains.
Place all of No. 2 in another flask and heat to 160 deg. Far. No.

1 and No. 2 being now at 160 degrees, mix the solutions in a fine streamX 
in the dark room. Everything prior to this can be done in daylight.

Mr. Topley next developed two negatives, one having received about 
the correct time, the other one double the exposure. The first proved 
fairly good, but over exposed. The second also a good negative. This 
was to demonstrate the restraining power or control one has in develop
ing, when given the time of exposure and circumstances under which 
they were taken. Afterwards two dried negatives were exhibited to 
the audience made by the above process and developed with the follow
ing formula :

I;
1

i
i

j

f
i

No. 1.
Pyrogallic acid. 
Sulphite of soda
Citric acid.........
Water.................

oz.
1 oz.
30 grains. 
8 oz.

■

Nn. 2.
Watet............................
Sulphite of soda.........
Bromide of potassium
Liquid ammonia.........

To use take one drachm of each to 3 oz. of water.
The gelatine bromide printing process was next explained. A

.7 oz.
1 oz.
300 grains. 

>1 oz.

1

. - - I /V _ _ ,/ . • , •..,a
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large negative had been taken for this purpose, that all present might 
observe the gradual appearance of the image during the process of 
development. Next a piece of bromide paper having been adjusted on 
negative and placed in the printing frame, a small hand lamp lit to 
make the exposure. The frame containing bromide paper was turned 
face down on the table until all explanations were given, then placed at 
a out three feet from the light and an exposure of 90 seconds given. 
It was developed with the following developers :

Saturated solution of neutral oxalate of potass.6 dr.
Saturated solution of poto-sulphate of iron.... i dr.

Both solutions made acid with citric acid just enough to turn 
litmus paper red, and used in the above proportions, the picture 
came out slowly, clean and brilliant, and to the astonishment of all 
present it proved to be a portrait of a man with a large—yes, very lame 
open mouth, labeled with large letters “the Department of the Interior’ 
Technical Branch." Some thought it was a portrait of McGinty. After
wards the picture was fixed in a solution of

Hyposulpite of soda.......................
Water.........................
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ON NATURAL HISTORY, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO CANADIAN 
BY PROF. JOHN MACOUN, BOTANIST AND NATURALIST TO THE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR OF CANADA.
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Last

,
Prof. Macoun said that he would give an account of the standing 

of Natural History in this country, in order to obtain the assistance of 
Dominion Land Surveyors.

The natural history of the country was not on the 
It was not as well known in

Wproper footing, 
some respects as it should be. Little or 

nothing was known about the fish. No other country on God’s earth 
to day has such valuable fisheries in the waters to-da

seen
... , around its coasts : and

neither did the people know it nor seem to care to know it. It was a 
pretty serious charge to make, but that was just how the matter stood 
at present. Preachers said that to spread the Gospel they must talk in 
season and out of season ; he believed in spreading his own particular
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Macoun—Remark* on Natural History.
fad (natural history) in season and out of season. He hoped to get 

assistance from land surveyors. Everybody going out to explore should 
have some knowledge of natural history. Before 1872 he had studied 
botany for p number of years, and he would show conclusively that it 

only by a knowledge of botany and natural history that he had 
been able to substantiate the statements he had made in connection 
with the North-West years ago. What had he seèn ? He had seen the 
same plants and grasses growing in the Peace River district as grew in 
Ontario. He had reasoned that if grasses and plants ripened in the 
two localities at the same time the climate must be similar. The 
statements
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had been founded upon fact and they remained good untiln
e
II As far as the botany of Canada was concerned, all known plants 

were now classified and catalogued, and he had published four volumes 
of the same under the auspices of the Geological and Natural History 
Survey of Canada, and was now working at the fifth.

V

A complete catalogue of Canadian birds was ready for the printer. 
\ |'"Qver six hundred different kinds of birds had been catalogued ; their

ranges, breeding places and so forth.
Mammals also were pretty well catalogued.
Surveyors could not be of much assistance as far as birds were 

concerned. Birds fly and might be found in three or four different 
localities in the same year. What was wanted were small mammals.

Small mammals bred and died within a small area and might be 
considered as representatives of that locality. They required the skin 
and the skull. To skin the animal, just split down the centre of the 
stomach and pull the skin over the head. Each skin and skull should 
have a tag with a number to correspond upon it, and the tag should 
also show the date and place where killed. All kinds of mammals 
necessary. Why ? Because îtanty, thirty, forty years might elapse be 
fore we would get the same opportunities of acquiring the knowledge. 
Last year he collected a large number.

.* Very little was known about reptiles and less about fish. No 
to-day could give a complete list of the Canadian fish ; so it might be 
seen how little was known.

It was true,that very few fish were to be found in the Ottawa River 
owing to the sawdust infamy ; but in the Rideau Canal how many knew 
what species were to be found ? As far north as he knew, people lived 
on white fish. Who could say how man||^ds there were ? There are
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a dozen different kinds of suckers ; twenty or thirty different kinds of 
trout ; what do we know more than this ? Sir John Richardson had ' 
studied our fish before most of us were born, and they have never been 
studied since.

The Senate Committee had
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/asked/him if he could put the matter 
straight and get up a full list of the fish,1 ar.d when he told them that we 
knew as much sixty years ago as now, Senator Schultz was surprised.
“ What !” said he, “ can this be so ?” One man called it 
other a greyling—a third, a char. What did 
They knew nothing, nor did we.

There are shoals of fish on the West Coast, cod and halibut, and 
their value is neither known nor cared for. He had seen shoals of them 
twelve to fourteen feet below the surface and a dogfish would dash in 
amongst them and scatter them right and left. Only Indians fished for 
them, and they caught.all the big halibut. What are they ?—only fish. 
The Mirnster of Marine had been in correspondence with Dr. Selwyn to 
see if something could not be done towards increasing our collection, and 
he was happy to say that he would be authorized to pay more attention 
to them during the coming season, and he desired to enlist the gentle
men of the Association in the same good work. We had a fine collection 
as far as it went ; were all named, and what was wanted was to supple
ment this collection. We wanted in the same museum a complete 
series of food fishes and also the smaller fishes that were food for the 
larger ones, so that scientific visitors from either Europe or the United*^ ' 
States could see at a glance what the waters of Canada produced. If 
we could show what fish there were and had them properly catalogued, 
visitors would say, “ Why ! these people are awake.” Could it be 
said now ? No, sir ! Only that we had the grandest fisheries in the 
world. Where was the proof? Americans had men going into Hud
son’s Bay for fifty years and we did not know what they take out of it, 
and what is more, did not seem to care. Within the past week he had 
had some correspondehce with Mr. Wilmot, who had charge of the fish 
propagating establishment of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, 
and he (Mr. Wilmot) had told him that the proper way to preserve fish 
skins was a very simple one. All that was necessary was to skin the fish, 
but not to be particular about taking all the flesh off the skin ; then 
kd^p the skin in a strong brine for a few days, and after that it would 
be an improvement to throW that out and put on fresh .brine. Leave 
it in it for a week or two. If you should catch any big fish this
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summer, let the cook take off the skin, no matter about flesh being on 
it, and treat it as he had already said, and then pack and address to Mr. 
Wilmot, Dept, of Marine and Fisheries, Ottawa, and you will have done 
something for your country. The place where caught and the length 
and weight of the fish should also be sent, as this information was neces
sary. It was éVery man’s duty to obtain and spread knowledge of his 
country. He wanted to see Canada in her prdper place. These were 
the co efficients. What we wanted were the facts. Send the articles

/

f.

and they would soon be put in the proper shape. He would see that 
‘ the natural history of the country was in as good shape as the botany. 

Americans said that for fifty years no botanical work as good as his had 
been published and they were now going to get something in ^he same 
style. t

Th^ Professor concluded by saying that the meeting must excuse
was selfish.his selfishness, for when a man/talked of himself he

DISCUSSION.

The President—Nothing is selfish that is for the public good. The 
Professor has time and again asked us to assist him. I would like to 
say to the members that they should try and do somewhat to meet the 
Professor's views. I have myself done nothing and have not made use 
of my opportunities, but will try and do so in the future. If all surveyors 
who go out would bear in mind and when possible would meet the 
Professor’s views, it would only be paying him for his trouble in bringing*®* 
the matter so ably before us. I agree with Prof. Macoun that we know 
almost nothing about fish. In the western part of the Territories you 
may catch half-a-dozen different kinds of fish with half-a-dozen different 
names ; and which of these names are correct ? I hope you will all try 
and carry out the wishes of Prof. Macoun.”

W. S. Drewey—“ Professor, did you ever, on the West Coast, 
catch a salmon with a fly ?”

Prof. Macoun—“ I never caught a fish jvith a fly in my life, and 
what is more, I think it is waste of time.” I
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WANT OF PRECISION IN SURVEYS.

The members of this Association are doubtless quite familiar, 
from their own experience, with the want of precision in surveys.

In the early surveys of the older provinces of the Dominion, the 
surveyor was obliged to use the magnetic compass. Subject as it is to 
so many variations and to local attraction, it is not to be wondered at, if 
the original surveys were not precise. Add to the use of the 
compass, the link chain, which was liable to stretchy and which was 
probably never checked on surveys of long duration, and you have a 
sufficient reason to account for the long measurements made.

The use of the compass is now almost abandoned, especially on 
surveys where precision is required. In Ontario and Quebec it is used 
for tracing out and determining the boundaries of timber berths, which 
are defined by lines run magnetically. The compass is also used to a 
certain extent, in defining such boundaries. The declination of the 
needle is determined from an astronomical observation, and the line is , 
then run with the compass, allowance being made from the astronom
ical bearing of the line equal to the declination of the needle. This 
line is called an astronomical line, and is returned a$such to the 

Crofon Timber Office. The same method has been followed to some 
extent, in the survey of timber berths in Keewatin and the North-west 
Territories ; and is also followed in the determination of astronomical 
lines in the public surveys of the Province of British Columbia. 
Lines run in this manner, with a compass in the hand| of a careful 
operator, would not be very far wrong, still there is no certainty in the 
work. The compass has had its 'day ; its usefulness is gone, and it 
must go.. It is only to be regretted fnat it was used so long ; still it 
was easily and conveniently carriedin rough and mountainous country, 
although uncertain in use. It has been truly said that “ although 
never precise, and seldom accurate, it was generally not very far 
wrong.”
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With instruments almost perfect in construction, and capable of 
being easily adjusted, and with the use of the steel band chain, which 
does not stretchy the surveyor is now placed in such a position, that his 
work should be practically correct. This is not the case, however, as 
in some instances improved instruments and chains have not produced 
correspondingly improved surveys. This can be easily verified by an 
examination of some of the surveys made with them. An error of a 
minute in bearing produces a deviation of only abolit two and one half 
links to a mile ; errors in chaining should not exceed that amount. 
When errors in bearing exceed one minute, and in chaining two and a 
half links to the mile, the question naturally arises, what is the cause of 
this want of precision. In answer, I s§y the want of precision in 
surveys may be attributed principally to carelessness, on the part of the 
surveyor. Carelessness on his part in not being exact and precise in 
in his own work, such as taking astronomical observations, measuring 
angles, producing lines, making calculations and triangulations, and in 
giving proper instructifs to the chainers, picket man and other 
employees. If the surveyor is careless in his own operations, the 
members of his party will be careltss in theirs also. There is a great 
deal in example, more than is generally supposed, and I may say, as a 
rule, that the members of a survey party will be governed by the 
example set by the chief of the party. If he finds it too much trouble 
to go half a mile to offset a post at the commencement of the survey, 
they will find it too much trouble to do so, before the survey is com
pleted. He must insist on accuracy and precision, and have it under
stood that nothing else is admissable.

I would gladly omit another cause of want of precision, but as all 
the trouble does not arise from carelessness, Ijjrill mention ignorance, 
and in some instances ignorance of the first principles of surveying. 
That such is the case, however, cannot be denied, and I don't mention 
it by chance, but because I know it to be a ffact. I can point out 
several townships, amongst the early surveys in Manitoba, that have 
been surveyed by men who were totally incapable of doing the work 
they had undertaken. One, however, will suffice for the object I have 
in view. If you should stop at a particular section cdmer in this town, 
ship, you wig see three mounds, and although the1 posts have been 
moved from'one mound to the other in turn until placed in the third 
mound erected, the rejected mounds have not been destroyed. If you 
can determine the third mound erected by finding a portion of the
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remains of the old post in it, you are then in a position to check the 
survey. Measure east, west, north and south from this mound and you 
will not find life quarter section posts placed on the lines connecting

two and some are five

inde
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,9

the section corners; some are one, some are 
chains off line, while none of*them are placed midway between the 
section corners. If you go all over the township, you will see two or 

mounds at each section corner, while the quarter section posts

gret

arethree
invariably odt of position. The number of mounds erected at tt)e sec
tion corners give; evidence that the surveyor had made several attempts 
to correct the survey. That it was executed to the best of his ability, I 

* have no doubt ; at the same time it gives ample evidence of his incom
petence and ignorance in conducting a survey. Happily not many 
surveyors were employed on subsequent surveys, who through incom
petence and ignorance produced such blunders, as are to be found in 

this survey. ' '•) .
Again many surveyors undertake surveys, whitii from the scientific 

V knowledge they possess, and from practical experience, they are not fitted 
execute. Irfi^urveys where çpnsummate skill is required in the 

amputation of instruments and In making abstruse calculations, it is 
/ : Vfwkurc] to suppose that they would be undertaken by those who have 

j^Bpractical experience, or*gre not possessed of the necessary scientific 
^'mowledge. In the'same manner, ijp surveyor should undertake to 

determine the azimuth of a line, even by the simplest methods, who 
. “ has no practical experience with the use of the transit, or knowledge of 

the calculation required.
As coming under this class, I may mention those who are con

stantly giving an exhibition of their knowledge of surveying by talking 
about the adjustments and use of instruments, interspersed with 
astronomical problems, but who have never adjusted an instrument 
properly, or taken an astronomical observation correctly. In fact, who 
could not be relied oh to measure a distance with any degree of accuracy 
with the chain, to make a calculation in plane trigonometry or deter
mine a distance accurately by triangulation.

Another cause of want of precision is the desire to make money in 
a hurry, apparently forgetting that “ he that maketh haste to be rich is 
not wise.” Many surveyors on contract surveys, instead of trying to 
Close the lines on the section corners, ape quite satisfied if they come 
within the fifty link limit, allowed by the Manual of Surveys ; and
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indeed it is not surprising, if ^me of the lines are found beyond that 
limit. A rigid inspection of contract surveys, with a reduced limit of 
error, necessitating the re-survey of lines in the woods, whe^r they are 
beyond the limit allowed, would have a healthy effect in procuring a 
greater degree of precision.

The public demand for cheap surveys is put forward, in private 
practice, as an excuse for want of precision. The surveyor cannot 
afford to pay the expenses of an assistant, cohipetent to superintend the 
chaining, and it is not always convenient for the surveyor to do so him
self. The employer considers that the expenses of the surveyor ar^ 
quite enough for him to pay, making no provision for correct measure
ments with the chain, on which the surveyor’s work is based. In pri- . 
vate practice, when I have suggested that it was necessary to take at 
least one experienced chaîner with me, I have been told that competent 
men could be procured to carry the chain where I was going, and so 
save the expense of bringing one with me. On short surveys it is not 
possible for a surveyor, without great loss of time, to properly train the 
chainers. I have found it necessary in my private practice, to take 
one end of the chain myself, and even then the chaining has not always 
been as carefully done as it should have been. 1 always sympathize 
with a surveyor employed on private surveys, whose practice does not 
warrant him in securing (and at his own expense if ne$>e|sary) a trained 
and reliable assistant who could lçj)k after the chaining. The want of 
such an assistant has often led to errors in measurement of consider
able magnitude, and the surveyor employed is held responsible for the 
error, instead of his employer. It is not to be wondered at, if the 
surveyor who is employed on work of this kind, year after year, should 
become careless in the performance of his own duties.

I will just mention one instance that occurred in private practice, 
my informant being one of the chainers employed on a survey of a side 
line between two lots in a township in the Province of Quebec. When 
the line had been opened out in the woods, over a rocky and fti'Ountain-
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country, about half the depth of the concessional he surveyor chose 
two of the axemen, who never had had any experience in chaining, to
ous

go to the front of the concession, to chain ’the line. They were duly 
sworn, and without receiving any instructions were sent back to chain. 
They made ten wooden pins, and commenced chaining along the line 
without any regard to the uneven surface over which they were passing.I

X I
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On reaching the working party, the surveyor wanted to know how many 
chains they had measured ; neither of them knew, and in fact, were 
quite astonished at the question asked by the surveyor. If they had 
lost a pin on the way, they wçuld likely have replaced the lost pin with 
another, and still would have been chaining to the best of their know
ledge. This may l.e an extreme case, but the same thing is going on 
from day to day, in a greater or less degree. In defence of the surveyor 
employed, I may state, that the line, being a trial line, was not chained 
for the purpose of dividing the distance between the concession lines, 
but merely for offsetting, so as to give the position of the true line, be
tween the posts at the front and rear of the concession, so that for the 
purpose intended the chaining might have been a little carelessly done 
withou affecting the survey to any great extent.

I have been asked the question, “ Why do not surveyors furnish 
their own chainers on private surveys ?” I have answered, “ Simply 
because the employer will not pay the additional expense incurred in 
taking chainers, as he wants a cheap survey; and the surveyor goes With
out them, because he cannot afford to remain idle on account of an 
empty purse.”

The chainers being an important element, on all surveys, whether 
public or private, as regards precision, none should be chosen to chain 
excepting those who are careful and conscientious. Careful and con
scientious because they have to be sworn, and if they are not both . 
careful and conscientious, the fact of their being sworn does not make 
the chaining Correct. The chainers being sworn, complies with the law, 
and legalises the survey, which i^ as much as can be said in its favor.
I would prefer to judge of the accuracy of the chaining, from the clos
ings, rather than to depend upon correctness, based on the fact that 
they were sworn.

The surveyor cannot be too careful in his choice of chainers (if he 
is allowed, the chdice). Even then he will find some men, otherwise 
intelligent, who will never become experts in chaining. The fault, how
ever, often lies with the surveyor himself in not training the chainers to 
do their wbrk properly. No matter how accurately the surveyor may
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is especially desirable at the commencement of the season’s work and 
until they have been taught to chain correctly. If a pin is lost, don’t 
admit of any guess work, but have them chain again from the last tally. 
If an error has occurred in the measurement of a line, or if there is a 
difference in measurement of two lines, that should be of even length, 
have them chained over again to ascertain where the error has been 
made. If the second chaining of the lines is not satisfactory, have them 
repeat the operation until they chain correctly ; and it will do no harm 
for the surveyor to take a hand at the chaining himself, as it will show 
them the importance he attaches to their part of the work. TheVe/is I 
nothing, that I am awhre of, has a more salutary effect, or is more con/) 
ducive in producing good chaining, than to give the chainers extra workA 
to do in correcting their own errors. Have it distinctly understood thar 
at every closing that is in error, the same course will be pursued, and I 
venture to say that it will not occur very often.

There is another difficulty in connection with chaining, which may 
be worth mentioning, that is, carelessness produced by over confidence. 
When the chainers have learned to chain correctly and have been doing 
good, careful work • for a time, they become over confident and conse
quently careless, because they imagine they cannot chain wrong. Being 
unexpected, errors in chaining, occuring in this way, are very annoying 
to the surveyor. On this account, I have usually found it necessary to 
waken up the chainers, once or twice during the season.

The surveyor should be careful with his own work, so as to be in a 
position t© check the chaining ; as he should be able to tell from it 
jvhat the closing ought to be, or within what limit it ought to be. If 
his own work has been carefully done, he is in a position to attribute 
the closing error, if any, to the chaining. If he cannot depend on his 
own work, because it has been carelessly done, it would be unwise to 
attribute the error to the chaining. My experience warrants me in say
ing, that there[must be carelessness on the part of the surveyor himself, if 
his work produces a greater error in closing than a link or two to the 
mile.

When rapidity of work, as well as precision is desired, much de
pends on the picketman. The surveyor shoulçl, therefore, select the 
most active and intelligent man of his party as pipketman. He should 
be a man of good judgment, and should be able, with a little practice, 
to 'choose the best points for the production of the line. In crossing 
valleys in the woods, he should keep the line clear overhead, and

7
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direct the axemen so as to avoid unnecessary chopping ; and should be 
able to select the best base line obtainable for the triangulation of a 
stream or lake. In a wooded country, where it is necessary to make 
pickets for producing the line, he should be competent to make thefti 
straight ahd of uniform size and length. In fact he should be ready 
and willing to fjto anything and everything necessary to further the 
work, and thereby isave the surveyor much trouble and annoyanceC 

/ThdSe who have had experience with a slow, stupid picketman, can 
readily appreciate one*who is active and intelligent.

The choice of an instrument is of considerable importance, and 
depends upon the degree of precision required on the survey. If the 
surveyor is going to run Standard Meridians and Parallels, he ought to 
have a six inch transit, of good workmanship, reading to |en seconds.
On township lines a five inch transit reading to twenty or thirty seconds; 
white on subdivisiSfr surveys a four or five'inch* transit reading to one 
minute will do. It would be just as unwise to undertake a survey of 
standard Meridians and Parallels with a four inch transit reading to one 
minute, as it would be to undertake the same work without the necessary * 
qualifications to perform it. I am rüét in accord with the surveyor who 
made a hobby of buying old instruments that had been thrown aside as 
worn out and useless by other surveyors ; just because he wanted to 
show how accurately he could perform a survey with them. It would 
be well enough to experiment ^ith them at home ; they are not desir
able, however, as a part of a surveyor’s outfit for prosecuting surveys.
The cost of instruments, of good make* is now so moderate, and they 
are so easily procured, that the use of anything but a good one should 
not be entertained. I believe that a surveyor comrriencing practice 
should have the best instrument, of the kind he wants, that can be pro
cured, one perfect in construction and that can be readily adjusted. I 
do not believe in using an instrument that requires to be adjusted every 
day. It ought to be so well made that, with careful handling, it would 
not require to be adjusted during a whole season’s work. The surveyor, 
having supplied himself with a good instrument, and having placed it 
in proper adjustment, is supposed from practical experience to be com
petent to lay down a meridian line from an astronomical observation.

In running Standard Meridians and Parallels great care is required, 
because the work should be exact and precise, and there is no check 
until the block is closed. We will suppose that the surveyor,has been 
careful in determining the azimuth, and producing the lines run ; that
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the chainers have been careful in their measurements, and *in making 
due Allowance for temp/erature ; that the picketman ai each station 
chosen has been careful in plumbing the pickets, and in noting the 
points given for the production of the line ; and that the closing of the 
block has been satisfactory and creditable to all concerned. There 
has, however, been something forgotten on this survey : the pickets 
set on the lines will not last forever, and there is nothing else to mark 
the lines run, as the posts have not been placed on them. The sur 
veyor has evidently left this part of his duties for the chainers to do, but 

the pickets have been set far apart, they have done the best they 
could, under the circumstancës, by placing the posts on their chaining . 
line. Sometimes, they are set in a curve to one side, and sometimes to 
the other, while in the valleys and ravines they are farther off line than 
on level land. It will be difficult to define those lines wHPn the pickets 

gone, while the surveyor could have placed the posts on tte lines 
with the instrument, wljBén producing them, and saved this evioence of 
want of precision through carelessness. I have attempted jo determine ^ 
the bearing of a line posted in a manner similar to this one, and before 
I could do ào, I found it necessary to run a line the full depth of the 
township. Even then I was not certaini that I had obtained the true 
bearing, because the township corners ytay not have been placed in 
their true position. How easily the 
on the lines when the survey was in

as

\
are

sts could have been placed
ogress ; and how much more 

conveniently could the lines have been retraced when necessary to do 
! I have often been surprised to find the posts placed in all 

ceivable positions off the lines, when they were carefully and well run, 
and the closings good. Usually the posts do not stand more than two 
or three links from the lines, but in valleys and ravines they have been 
found over fifty links distant from them.

In the survey of township outlines, in many instances, there is 
ample evidence of carelessness. Why rapidity of work was preferred to 
extreme accuracy has always been a puzzle to me. Evidences of rapidity 
of work, which engendered carelessness, are found in variable chaining ; 
errors in measurement ; errors in calculations, and triangulations ; 
crooked lines ; posts not set on the lines run ; posts set' on the wrong 
side of the road allowance, while on som,e trial lines the posts are off- 
setted ; and on others, some are off-setted and some are not.

so /

In the subdivision of a township into sections, we have an examplet
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of a survey where extreme accuracy is not required, and- where the 
standard of precision is low.

While it is not desirable to expend too much time and labor in the 
prosecution of a subdivision survey, still thq_ surveyor should, without 
loss of time, be able to run a line within one minute of the bearing re
quired and the chainers should be 
three links of the true distance.

The work done would be

able to chain a mile within two . or

presise, if the surveyor were to 
spend a little time in opening out and measuring the north or south 
boundary of the township to be subdivided. This boundary could be 
used as a base line to project the Meridians from, after the inner angles 
of the township, adjoining this boundary, have beepdetetmined. It 
would also be necessary to measure carefully part of'the east and‘west 

be able to compare your chaining with the chaining of 
the outlines, and to modify it so as to agree with the same. If there 
are no errors

more

outlines, so as to

t*1e township outlines, you are now prepared to go on 
with the survey intelligently. Time spent in getting a good start, will 
be found to be time saved. If all your work has been carefully per- 

• formed, there will be no lost time afterwards.
Great difficulty is experienced in producing lines pn the prairie, 

during the months of July, August and September, on account of re
fraction and smoky and hazy atmosphere. Instead of uïing a cross 
.stick on the back picket, which is difficult to see, under the above con- 
ditions of the atmosphere, a sod placed on it is a great advantage and 
is now generally used. During my first seasons work in Manitoba, on 
open prairie, I had frequently to get the moundman to stand behind 
the back picket, so as to enable me to see it. The next season instead 
of getting the moundman to stand behind the picket, I had him place 
his hat on it. Being desirous of going early to camp one evening, the 
moundman placed a sod on top of the picket in place of his hat. The 
next day I placed sods on every picket set, making them of a size pro
portionate to the distance to the forward picket. I found them of so 
great advantage, that after a short time I used the sod to sight on, 
paying very little attention to the picket. In smoky or hazy atmdS- 
phere, I have been able to see sod distinctly, when only the dim out
line of the picket was visible. Before using the sod I found that all 
east and.west lines run curved slightly towards the north, because thd 
point-taken on the back picket was not its centre, the south side being 
bright and the north side shaded. In^ running westward this was easily
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verified by sighting on the back pickets four or five miles when the 
sun was shining directly on them. With the sod on the picket it is just 
thé same Whether you are running north and south or east and 
In taking a back sight it is not always necessaryAo sight on the sod, in 
fact, sometimes it is better not to do so, especially when there is much 
refraction. If you are using an instrument with two hairs crossing the 
horizontal one at a small angle, it is better to direct the telescope, so 
that the sod in its lateral motion will just touch the'cross hairs above or 
below their intersection. If the sod in its lateral motion should over
lap the cross hairs, move the telescope so that the sod will be farther^- 
from their intersection, and adjust the line of sight until it lies evenly 
between them. With the line of collimation almost true ; I have ' 

f found it a great advantage to place a sod on the forward picket also. I 
think it preferable to use a sod on the forward picket when, there is 
much refraction, than to .take the, mean of two points when both are 
uncertain."

With a little care, in open, level and undulating country, there 
cannot be much error in the production of a line. This is also true, 
when long sights are taken in the woods, but this usually requit 
enormus amount of time and labor to be expended in opening out the 
line, especially when pickets have been set from hill to hill. In 
ing valleys, to avoid this loss of time and labor, the alternative is 
resorted to of setting pickets at short distances.

In producing lines in wooded country, where the surface is hilly 
and broken, I dispense with the use of a flag picket, having the picket 
man make the pickets as they are required. The method I have 
adopted for the production of a line where the pickets have to be set 
at short distances* and which I have found very convenient in British 
Columbia is as follows, viz

Adjust the line of collimation so that a sight taken direct and re
versed will fall on the forward picket at a distance of ten chains. As 

the first'picket giving the direction of the line is carefully set, 
look for a reference object ahead on line, such as a dead tree, a white 
stone or anything that is definitely outlined. If nothing else is 
the top, of a tree on some distant hill or mountain will do. If there is 
nothing definite to note in sighting forward, then revolvy the telescope 
and take a sight backwards and fixffif possible, a reference point in that 
direction, due allowance having been made for collimation. Then 
place the telescope in a vertical position, and set the back picket be-
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McLatchie— Want of Precision in Si00 rveys.yhind the instrument, with the eye, by placing it in (ine with the tele
scope and forward picket. If the picket can be sèt twenty or thirty 
feet back from the instrument, all the better. A picket of bright gr 
wood, in fair light can easily be distinguished at a distancé of fiftee'n 
chains, and in wooded country where it is hilly and broken, they are not 
often required to be set at a greater distance. The picketman is sup
posed to have left space enough in front of the forward picket to set 
the instrument, say from five to thirty feet, according to the nature of 
of the ground. Proceed now to the forward picket and pass to the front 
of it. A glance ahead is all that is required to decide if it is 
set a

een

necessary to
guide picket, ^to give the axemen the direction of the line, and 

save unnecessary chopping. If a guidé picket is required, place the 
instrument so that the line of sight to the back picket will pass one 
side or the other of the front picket, you can then set the guide picket 
and if it is not exactly true, it is near enough for the purpose intended. 
Then proceed at your leisure to set the instrument in line by moving it 
to which ever side is required’: level it, point the telescope towards the 
picket, and place it in a vertical position. If the telescope is not in 
line with the two pickets, repeat the operation until it is in line. Push 
the front picket to one side, set the telescope ofi the back picket, re- 
volve, it and you are ready to set the forward picket. Practice makes 
this the work of only a few minutes, as you will sometimes hit it at the 
first, or at the most the second setting.

In this manner, I have set ten or twelve pickets in succession 
crossing a valley, which did not average over three chains apkrt, and by 
sighting on a reference object or back picket, have frequently found 
that the direction of the line had not changed more than two or three 
inches to the mile.

• The advantages of this.method are that it relieves the picketman 
from carrying a flag picket, which, to him at least, in a hilly, broken and 
mountainous country covered with timber, is a nuisance. It relieves 
the picketman also from placing a hub at each station.

It gives the surveyor the advantage of setting his instrument at the 
best point for producing the line, and therefore he has 
entirely on the point chosen by the picketman.

After the picket is set, it often

not to depend

...... ln wooded country, that a
knoll or ridge intervenes between the point taken by the picketman, and 
the place best suited for the next station, which was not visible until the 
line was opened out It, therefore, gives the

occurs

surveyor an opportunity
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before setting up the instrument at the .point' intended, to move forward 
to the ridge or knoll, and line in from there.

Some surveyors, in taking'short sights, use a chain pin set pn a hub, 
instead of a picket. A surveyor, employed on the survey of the Railway 
Belt in British Columbia, told me that he was often surprised at the 
correctness of his own work, when producing a liiS up and over a 
mountain, where he had to takeya number of shortsights in succession, 
on a chain pin, as above described. But to see a chain pin distinctly it 
is necessary to change the focus, which I never do, because in changing 
the focus you are very liable to change the line of collimation also, if 
the focussing tube has not been properly made, and does not move 
parallel to the line of collimation. ■ It would never do to be constantly 
adjusting for focus and collimation. When thp difference between the 
back and foresight is great, if you cannot centre the line gf sight by 
having your eye close to the eye piece, move further away ; by paying 
attention to this, the difference with or without focussing is hardly 
perceptible.

One disadvantage of this method is that the forward picket may be 
moved before the instrument is again set in line. This may be caused 
by the picketman when moving away from it, or by the surveyor himself 
when passing it, to set up the instrument for another sight. To avoid 
any change of position, the picketman should set the picket firmly in the 
ground, and remove all branches or loose stones away from it. As soon 
as the picketman leaves, another sight should be taken, to ascertain 
whether it has moved or not. In passing the picket, the surveyor will 
have himself to blame should he not make^a sufficient detour to avoid 
moving it.

To say anything special to the older surveyors would probably be 
a waste of words, as years ot practice have produced methods of work
ing that will not likely be changed. If they ha' 
operations, they will likely be careless still. '■ 
members of the profession may not be out of place, and fhave done! The 
time to be careful and precise is when starting out to wdrk, “as the twig is 

. bent the tree inclines.’’ Every day, in the future, wijkaemand more care 
" and precision in the prosecution of surveys. If you undertake a survey, 
you must make up your mind to do it well, whether it pays or not. Re
member that there is. no line run, or post placed in error but will be . 
discovered sometime, and although they may not bear witness against 
you, or effect your position, still they stand as monuments either of
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carelessness or ignorance. Continue your studies at everyopportunity. • 
It won t hurt you to be possessed of greater knowledge than your prede- 
cessors. Knowledge is power," and may be a stepping stone, in your 
case, to an important position. When you are constantly employed in 
the practice of the profession the opportunities for study are only
hZt- / SUrVey °f SeVEral m0f>ths duration, with its attendant 
hardships and privations, you will not feel much inclined to study in 
the evenings ajter ygu have checked over the day’s work. Besides this 
you cannot carry a library with you, and your studies must be limited’
loss I Indced C0nstant Practict is more likely to cause a
loss, rather than a gain, in theoretic knowledge.

This is an age of progress, and sooner or later a more systematic 
and ccurate survey of the Dominion will be made.' In all liikelihood 

will be commenced at an early day, and successfuly prosecuted until 
we have a correct map of the whole Dominion. You may have a 
chance yet of employments this survey, and should, while you have
Zrmty> P0ST y°UfSelf °f tbe kn°";ledge that would fit you to 

ndertake any part of the scientific or practical Ivor* required. If ypu 
are not willing to make an^effbrt to reach the top of the ladder, better 
to h Z0" atteït,0n t0 something else to obtain a livelihood, than)
blunders 777™°^ a carel- operator, a producer of >
blunders and a disgrace to the profession. , But whatever you decide to
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Wm. Drewry “ I‘think Mr. McLatchfe’s standard w too fine for 
practical purposes and that contraction or expansion of the chain alone 
might cause errors of the dimensions referred to.”

A. O. Wheeler—“ Mr. McLatchie has made allowances for con
traction or expansion ”,

Mr. Drewry—“Thê'standard of precision should be regulated by 
the class of survey being performed.”

J. F. Snow—“ I am glad Mr. McLatchie has called attention to 
alignment. I think that the pay of a contractor on Norih-West surveys 
does not allow of his going over the work twice. I have found in con
tract surveys that the errors, of subdivision nearly always result from bad 
alignmentjn the outlines. Under such circumstances a contractor 
should not be expected to do work of so high a standard, when the out
line work could not be depended upon.
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94 Ogilvie—A trip to Alaska arid return.

REMARKS ON A TRIP TO ALÀSKA AND RETURN VIA 
MACKENZIE RIVER.

I presume you are all aware of the fact of the journey referred to, 
and in a general way with its objects and result?, at least the main fea
tures of them. I now propose to give a resumé of my official report, 
which will be printed and issued with the Annual Report of the Depart
ment,of the Interior for the year rSSg.”1 In an official report one does 
not care to put many incidents, adventures and hardships which o,ne has 
experienced, and the trains of thought which /they start ; yet these are 
to the traveller, one might say, the only tnemqntos of the occasion which 

1 are exclusively his own. His report of the condition, resources, topo-
which ht

i v
graphy and naturalhistory of the country is public property in 
has no indivîï^jfamy mote than the fact that such a discovery or deter
mination was due to him^and if his discovery or determination is not
worth to his fellow men more than ordinary attention, it is soon buried 
in oblivion, and in his connection with it when so. buried, where is he ?

In the course of the following remarks I will assume that you, my 
professional brethren, are in sympathy with me, and that I have 
attention over the» whole route. I will further assume that you will , 
unanimously acquit me of egotism throughout my recital. Mr. Klotz is 
down on Our programme for an article on the “ Railway Belt in British - 
Columbia.”
eye view of our great prairie,” and another a homily on “A road through* 
the wilderness,” which would complete a description of my entire route 
from and to home, and give us a somewhat more intimate acquaintance 
with the geography and topography of the greater part of our great 
Dominion, and when I say great, I do not at all use the word in a 
satirical sense, but love my country enough to confidently look forward 
to the time when she will, throftgh thé development of her 
resources, and more than that the cultivation and growth of a spirit of 
what I will call “Canadiinism" in the bosoms of her sons and daughters, 
take her place among the factors of the world’s improvement, and be
come the strong right arm df that Empire on which the sun never sets.

Many might suppose, knowing my residence, that the title of this 
paper conveys to them remarks on the route from Ottawa to Ottawa : I

your
4

It is a pity some other member did not give us A “ Bird’s

4 6
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do not intend it to cover much more than a third of the journey. If 
any member feels aggrieved in consequence, I suppose he has legal 
recourse, and if he has money enough to employ the requisite talent 

. will no doubt obtain his lawful rights, and Ihe legal loreuif the com- 
mumty be considerably enlarged and enricfied at his or my expense, 
but then we„will have the advantage of knowing just what a title means.

The part of the journey between Victoria affd Chilkoot Inlet 
been so much
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hasi-

written of, talked of, and pictured during the past few 
years that I will only repeat one of the many statements made concern
ing it : that though it is in ocean water; and can bq, traversed by the 
largest ships, it is so sheltered by countless islands from the gales and 
waves of the vast Pacific, nearly the whole of the length, that its 
waters are always as smooth as those of a large river. '

In marked contrast to this is the west coast of the United States 
where harbors or shelter are likeSingels’ visits.

My further remarks will refer only to that part of 
which my professional work extended, some j.700 miles.

My-survey commenced at Pyramid Island, in Chilkat Inlet, the 
latitude and longitude of which wetj fixed by a party sent out bv the 
United States Coast Survey to observe an eclipse of the sun, August 7th‘ 

719/.,/ madTe‘he[? the °'igin of mf survey. I carried the survey over 
to Chilkoot Inlet at Maine’s Mission' ; thence along the west side of 
Chilkoot Inlet to.Taiya Inlet and up it to its head. The altitude of 

of-the highest peaks around the head of Taiya Inlet was debt 
mined by triangulation, and angles of elevation. The highest visible 
from Paiya Pass was thus determined to be 6,070 feet above a station 
of the survey, which was about 140 feet above high tide or about ie8 
above low tide. „ J

A small river flows down Taiya Pass which is navigable for canoes 
to about six miles above the mouth ; above this the current is much too 
swift and rough for boats, and everything intended for the interior has 
to be carried over the mountains on men’s backs. The distance from 

. the head of canoe navigation to Lake Lyndeman is seventeen and one- 
half miles ; of these the first two (a) are comparatively easy, being clear 
of trees. About seven of the remaining nine (9) to the summit of the 
Pass are in heavy woods. Getting my two canoes through this was a 
slow, tedious job, which would seriously test any man’s fortitude and ’ 
christain forbearance. The river has to be crossed three or four times 
m the Pass> and as the water is ice cold and about three feet deep, it
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(will never be resorted to as a bathing place. The lowest) crossing is 
about thirty (30) yards across- and, the current is so strong that unless 
one has a load on his back he can hardly stand on his feet. The 
Indians when crossing carry a stout stick which they use 
while making a step. The women while crossing, tie their skirts up-J- 
modestyj forbids me to say how high—and use their canes as dexterous
ly as the men. Before my canoes dame up to this point I had to 
twice ; the second time while I 
the steep side of a hill 1,360 feet high.

To people living in ordinary conditions this would seem dangerous, 
but I think most c£tis have, at one time'dr another, had many such ex- 
periences, and our health will compare favourably with that of any other 
body of professional

When one of my canoes camé up I selected a quiet pool between 
two rapids, and started to put over such of my material and instruments 

at hand. While doing this a couple of miners came up with 
their packs on their backs and asked to be put over. One of them was 
a young man cabled “ Mad Hank,” the other was much older. I got 
them both placed in the canoe and started across, when Haltik told me 
he was no “greenhorn” in a canoe Sffd in proof of it stood up. I order
ed him to sit down; he started to give me some of his canoe experience, 
to do which he fobnd it necessary to face me, and began to turn round, 
but ended by trying--to stand
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cross
very warm after clambering downwas

men.

as were

his head in the river, upsetting the 
canoe as he went out. I managed to get on my feet in about five feet- 
of water and clung to the canoe to prevent her going over the next 
rapid, where she would probably have been torn"on the rocks and\drift 
wood. The poor old man stuck to the canoe with all the tenacity of a 
drowning man. I had hard work to keep on my feet in the deep 
water, and in struggling with the canoe turned her completely over, the old 
man going under her and coming up on the lower side minus his hat. 
With much difficulty I put the canoe ashore at the head of the next 
rapid and hauled her out, the old 
on the shore looking on in a chilled daze.

The result of the circus

on

still clinging to her, and Hankman

that they lost every thing they had in 
the canoe at the time, including 50 lbs. of sugar, a double barrelled gun 
and some tools. I had the discs for my hase rod in at the time but 
as they were securely tied in their case, which would float them, they 
picked up uninjured below the rapid.

I intended making some appropriate remarks to Hank but found '
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they were all congealed within me by the cold water, besides he looked 
so thoroughly scared and rueful over the mishap that I laughed all my 
chattering teeth would at the time permit.

In keeping with his character he made the descent of the river 
far as Forty mile, where he mined for about three weeks, gave it up and 
started out with the first outgoing parties. I met him on his way out, 
and to prove to me he was wise in leaving, he told me that a man had 
been frozen to death the previous winter,while wrapped in T4 pairs of 
blankets, and as he had only three pairs, he thought it useless to remain.

The edge of the timber on the South side of the pass is about 
2,000 feet below the summit, or 1,400 feet above the sea. The 
distance from the timber line to the summit is about two 
miles, most of which is of «uniform slope and not very hard 
ascend. About two-thirds of the distance up there is a very steep bit 
in which there is a rise of 500 feet in about as many yards. When 
packing over the pass the Indians, if they get to the timber limit during , \ 
the day, remain there until about midnight, when the snow in the pass 
is frozen and they can travel over it with comparative ease. On the 
very steep place they cut holes in the crust with a small hand axe and 
help themselves up wish their hands, otherwise with a'heavy load on
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their back they could not get up this part. When the snow is soft, they 
use a stick, which they push vertically into the snow and pull themselves
up by it.

The loads some of them will carr^, and the small amount of 
food they will subsist on while doing so, would surprise one : that is if 
they are paid by the weight they carry. I had one hundred and twenty 
packs exclusive of my smaller instruments and canoes, which the party 
took over. These packs ranged from 40 to 146 pounds weight, and 
were carried by men, women and children, and all the food any of them 
had as far as I could see was dried salmon and a few biscuts. If you 
want to see the other side of theiytature hire a few of them by the day £ 
and feed them, when the load that will absolutely double their limbs '

. under them, and the amount of your food they will stow away will be in 
very striking contrast to the former quantities : but if you value 
your Christian character and reputation as a gentleman don’t do it.

I have read somewhere, of red snow being seen in this region; so 
it is only snow colored by a vegetable juice. When L first

-*4

a h

it is, tmt
saw it n was surprised at the confirmation of the statement I have al
luded to \ but soon noticed th^ it was confirned entirely to the line of
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tcavel. This led me to examine it more closely, when I found it 
caused by the juice of a bejlry which grows on a ground vine at the 
head of the timber limit.'

was

en pressed,, this berry gives out a purple 
juice, which by dilutionjlxtâes down to a pale pink. This juide is ab
sorbed by the leatherln the Indian’s mocassins as hTüVmps on the 
berries, and afterwards stains the snow as he travels over it. This by 
the heat of the sun and the action of gravity on the hill side' is dis
tributed over a wide space compared with the track, and is visible after 
all sign of it is gone.

The red snow of the Arctic regions is in part due to vegetabl^color- 
ing matter. Might not some of it come frbm a similar source ?

The difference of elevations between the stations of the survey from 
the head of canoe navigation up to thç summit of the Pass was deter
mined from the distance between them and their zenith distances whep 
referred to each other. In this way the summit was found to be 3,378 

y feet above the head of canoe navigation, which I assume to be 120 feet 
above tide water—Dr. Dawson sets it down at 124—thifgivesMgg feet 
as the altitude of the summit of the pass. Man$\ Of the peaks 
around rise upwards of a,ooo feet above this. From th IsmjHhit to the
timber limit on the north side is about six and a half mtiêsTwith a des
cent of about 800 feet. Lake Lyndeman is eight and a half miles from, 
and 1,354 feet below the summit of the Pass. This lake is five miles 
long and is separated from Lake Bennet by about % of a mile of 
narrow rough rivpr, with a total fall of 15 or 20 feet. Lake Bennet 
is at the head of navigation of the Lewes River, which from tbe head 
of the lake to the confluence with the Pelly is 375 miles, of which about 
95 is lake. The westerly arm of Bennet Lake adds about 15 miles to 
this, and the lake called Takone Lake, known to the miners as the 
“Windy Arm” adds about as much more. Techo Lake is reported to 
be about 30 miles long, which gives us altogethe/about 155 miles of 
lake navigation in our territory ; of this,
Canon and rapids, and as it is 3 r miles long(we Uve 124 miles of navi
gable lake on the hpad water of the Lewes'Kiver. In fact; with the 
exception of twenty-six (26) miles, all above the Canon might be called 
lake.

ë TJa Barge is below the

The Canon and rapids have been pretty well written up in several 
articles by several parties, all of them giving a more or less thrilling and 
dangerous character to them. From my standpoint of view the only 
danger in them is in the last few yards, and even that has been several

flit®.
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times run through by parties in small boats—generally against their will 
however. That it is dangerous no one would deny, but that there is 
such terrible risk and such narrow escapes as are sometimes reported is 
a delusion. Î do not wish to deny any man any credit he may be en
titled to for running through it on a raft or boat, but what I wish to de
cry is : that any individual should consider and report himself a hero 
for having done something never before attemptedand in comparison 
with which a descent of Niagara would pale, if we were to estimate the 
daring of the feat by the amount of bosh used in describing it. The 
fact is every one runs the Canon ; all who have heavy loads carry part 
of it over and run through light. The ortly danger is in striking the 
sides ; keep in the channel and you are safe, except your boat is very 
small. I admit the run through is exciting and a person who had had 
his fears aroused by reading some of the highly colored descriptions of 
it, more especially if hejiad no previous experience of the kind, might 
loose his head and run into danger, instead of out of it. The walls are 

, perpendicular and high, and the channel narrow, and as you go through 
they seem to fly past you, which increases your fears if you watch them, 

at you are there for, your business is to watch the 
channel ahead, ind keep in it. You can afterwards examine the walls 
much more conlfortably from the top of the opposite banks.

The rapids\jjist belo\j/the Canon are not at all bad. What 
constitutes the real dabgef'to parties, who are not cautious, is a piece of 
calm water in the rapids, in which there is a short sharp bend in the 
river, which hides the last or “ White Horse Rapid ” from sight until 
you are in it.

Parties always examine the Canon and immidiate rapids before 
going through, and on-coming to the calm water suppose they have 
seen it all, as all noise from the lower rapid is drowned in that of the 
one you are at.

On this account several parties have run through the “ White Horse,” 
being ignorant of its existence until they were in it. It is told of two 
young French Canadians, who got into it in this "way, tjhat they started 
to strip for a swim but before finishing thought it best to pray, and to 
their surprise found themselves safely trough before they had finished 
either. From the head of the Canon to the foot of the “ White Horse ” 
is a little over two and.three-fourth miles.

* Five rivers join the Lewes. The Tahk-heena, Tes-lin-too (called 
by Schwatka the Newbèrry) Big Salmon, Little Salmon and Norden- I
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skiold. The Tahk-heena is reported to be navigable its whole length. It 
flows out of a lake which is said to be of considerable extent. The 
Tes-lin-too is the most important affluent of the Lewes, indeed it might 
be called the main river itself. If the different estimates of its length, 

be relied on it must be upwards of a hundred miles longer than the 
part of the Lewes above it. It is reported navigable its entire length, 
which would give us uninterrupted navigation from Behring Sea to 
within a few miles of Taku River on the Pacific ; and only a few miles 
above its mouth. The estimated length of the Yukon, Yukon-Pelly, 
Lewes and Tes-lin-too is about 2,300 mi^s, over one-half of which flows 
through mountainous country ; yet it is all navigable, the only interrup
tion being Rink rapids, called by the miners “ The Five-fingers,” and 
this might properly be called only a detention,as ordinary steamers could 
work their way up it with the aid of a line. It is only a few rods in 
length, and is 31 miles below the confluence of the Tes-lin-too and 
Lewes.

can

The Big Salmon, as it is described by miners who have been on it, 
is a river of considerable length, but is probably not deep enough to be 
qavigable except for very light boats.

The Little Salmon is an unimportant stream, and the Nordenskiold 
seems of less importance.

The Pelly ranks as one of the main branches of the river; indeed if we 
follow the nomenclature of Robert Campbjll, of the Hudson’s Bay 
Company, the Pelly extends from the confluence down to the junction 
with the Porcupine. Mr. Campbell in 1840 discovered the Pelly near the 
head, and in 1843 he descended th,e river to its confluence with what 
he named the Lewes. Here in 1848 he built a post which he called 
Fort Selkirk, and in 1850 he descended the river to the mouth of the 
Porcupine, where in 1847 Fort Yukon had been built He then 
ascended the Porcupine, crossed by Bells River to the Mackenzie and 
thus, for the first time, made the circuit from Fort Simpsom, by the 
Liard, Pelly, Porcupine, and Mackenzie, to Simpson again.

Between the Pelly and the International Boundary only two streams» ’ 
of any importance join the main stream, the White and Stewart Rivers.
The White enters’ from the west side, 96 miles below the Pelly, and the 
Stewart 10 miles farther down on the east side.

The White was so named by Mr. Campbell on account of its very 
muddy water. It is of little importance as, though of considerable
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volume, its current is much too swift and there are too many shifting bars 
in it to be navigated. *

The Stewart is.. , lar«er stream than the White, but I do not think
discharges any more water, as its current is much easier. It is reported 
navigable up to the falls : about two hundred miles from the mouth, 
and one or two of its branches would add somewhat to the length of its 
navigable waters.

a

About 41 miles above the Boundary, Forty-mile River enters from 
the west. For purposes of navigation it is useless, only 23 milés of it
are in Canada. With the exception of the Tahk-heena all of ____
streams are known to have more or less fine gold distributed in their 
bars and banks. The Stewart is called by the miners, good; the Tes-lin- 
too, fair, and the others indifferent. Gold is found on the main stream 
from a few miles below Lake La Barge'down to and below the 
Boundary.

these

Coarse gold, the heart's desire of all placer miners, his so far 
only been found on Forty-mile River, but many spots where fine gold 
has paid well have been found both on the main river and the tributaries

The pay has ranged from eight dollars ($8.00) per day up to thirty 
($30.00) in the fine gold aieas ; in the coarse, on Forty-mile, it has been 
as high, it is said, as $100.00.

Coal has been found at several points, prominently at Coal Creek 
near Forty-mile.

Silver-bearing galena was found on Forty-mile, and ___
bearing rock near Fort Rejiance, but none of it was specially rich.

All the country along* the river, from the head to the Boundary 
and along all its affluents, as far as could be learned, is mountainous! 
and it continues so upwards of a hundred miles below the Boundary 
where the country is said to be low, flat and swampy. The river here 
spreads out to several miles in width and is filled with islands, 
of the mountains seen were 
but few of them were near that.

In a paper of a length suitable to the present occasion, no detailed 
description can be given of such an extensive region, and I will only 
say that the fauna and flora would not be found very different from that 
along, say, the Athabasca or Peace, the most apparent difference being 
in the size and luxuriance of the flora, which of course no one would 
expect to find so much farther north and at such a greater altitude equal

V
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to that of the more southerly districts mentioned. Lake Lyndeman is 
about 2,140 feet above sea level, and my barometer readings at the 
Boundary during'the five months’ stay there indicate a height above 
of about 800 jfeet, and it is prettiÇ certain it is not less. From this we 
infer the height of all the r«;ion above the Canon to be upwards of 
2,000 feet, an altitude in latitude 60 and above, incompatable with a 
rich flora. '
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sea

The natives of the upper and river valley are few, and most of them, 
through long domination by the coast tribes, are spiritless and poor. 
Those of them who can make a trip to the coast with a few furs, have 
heretofore been often deprived of them 'by the Chilkoots or Chilkatts, 
often without any compensation, always at forced prices.

The coast tribes, in 1852, descended the river and pillaged Fort 
Selkirk, since when they have controlled the fur trade of all the upper 
river. Just now there are a couple of traders at the foot of Taiya Pass 
who, it is to be hoped, will better the condition of the interior Indians.

During the stay at the Boundary, all possible lunar culminations 
and occultations of stars by the moon were observed, to determine the 
longitude of the observatory and thence mark the position of the 141st 
Meridian (the International Boundary) on the river. I will make a 
few remarks on those observations at the conclusion of this paper. \ 

Between 70 and 80 miners spent the winter of 1887-88 at Forty- 
mile, 13 or 14 at Belle Isle, 12 miles below the Boundary, and 5, 22 
miles below that. They frequently during the winter exchanged visits, 
and in doing so my house was a resting place for them, where they 
always timed themselves to remain over night.

Their visits were a great relief from the monotony of our lonely 
position. They belong to a great many different nations, reperesenting 
English, Scotch, Irish, American, French, Portuguese, Prussian, 
Austrian, Russian, Italian) and, last but not least, Canadian, which was 
more largely represented than any other.

All speak English or “United States,” and very seldom is any 
•other language heard among them. Nearly all of them are characters 
in their way and are capable of amusing themselves under conditions 
•and in ways that we would consider utterly at variance with the idea of 
amusement. They are generous to a fault, and want doès not go long 
unprovided for with them. V

They have their own code of laws, which is principally biased on a
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clear application of the principal of right and wrong in dealing 
with each other, and any party who should attempfHo make wrong 
appear right t(ould, I fancy, be judged more guilty than the wrong doer.
Any party who has been wronged, or thinks he has, calls a meeting of 
the camp, which at once resolves itself into a board of trial and hears 
and disposes of the dispute. In all such trials a man’s known character 
for truth and honorable dealing is an important factor in the

A culprit escaping on a technicality is, I think, unknown, and a 
party trying to bring such about would, I fancy, be punished 
severely than the culprit.

All those I saw would hardly be admitted to church membership 
in the outside world, yet they might teach a lesson in charity and 
mon honesty to many here who would consider them the dregs of j, 3 
society.

They were generally dreading the arrival among them, during tile 
summer of 1888, of the professional gambler and thief, but had their 
minds made up to give them short shift if they came. All of them 
play poker for “dust,” but the play is fair, and any attempts at “tricks” 
is at once discountenanced.

Playing cards and telling lies are their principal amusements in the 
long dreary nights. An island about a mile above Forty-mile on which 
about thirty of them dwelt was known as “ Liars Island,” and the resi- 
dents the thirty liars. The author of “She” might with profit have 

. ^ spent a winter here. His fire of lift would have been peculiarly wel-
4^come in the region. The transfondation scene would not, I think,

«V effect many there, as it did poor “Job,” but would rather have been a 
source of amusement. To repeat any of thé feats, adventures, acci
dents and other events invented for the nightly meetings of this club 
would take up too much time, and to convey an idea of their nature 
I refer you to the history of “ Baron Munchausen.”

Scurvey was prevalent in the camps in the early part of the winter, 
but its progress was arrested in February by the arrival of the Indians 
ipith large quantities of fresh meat. There were more than twenty 
of it at Forty-mile, only one of which proved fatal.

In my camp the members of the' party enjoyed themselves fairly 
well reading, making the necessary articles for our trip to the Mackenzie, 
and out door exercise enough to keep the system tri good working order.
We had a slide down .the side of a hill'onto the river, on which there
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was much amusement. Occasionally in the evening a few games of 
cards were played, principally “ poker,” with beans for cash; some large 
sums were lost on these games. To one not accustomed to the mon- 
otony^of such an isolated life, associated with /the long night in the 
winter months, and the utter absence of kijoyzladge of all the world and 
all that is] near and dear to us, the loneliness is often oppressive. To be 
cheerful was a part of our duty, and all endeavoured to be so. I can 
personally say that much of the apparent cheerfulness was assumed, 
and often, in spite of all effort, a gloom would overcast all my horizon 
that’would drive me almost desperate, and almost to the point of leav
ing my duty unfinished and making my way to civilization, or at least 
to where I could hear from home.

To convey my canoes, instruments, camps and other requisites, 
with provisions for the use of five men for five months, I had the^ party 
make 13 toboggans, and a double toboggan made after the fashion of 
twin sleighs on which the canoes were mounted for transport.

On the 3rd of March we started to reach the Mackenzie by way of 
the Tat-on-duc, Porcupine, Bells and Peel Rivers. The party hauled 
all the material to the mouth of the Tat-on-duc, about forty miles.
Here Indians were met, whom I induced to aid me with their dogs as 
far as the height of land between the Tat-on-duc and Porcupine. They 
turned out with nine teams—36 dogs—and came as far as the head of 
the river, but nothing would induce them to go farther. The party had 
to cross the water-shed unaided. Thence down the Porcupine about 
twenty miles to where the descent was safe enough for canoes. Here a 
halt was made until the ice would break up.

I will now turn back and give a short description of the Tat-on-duc.
It is a mountain stream which is unimportant in any sense as far as is at 
present known. It is only 60 or 70 miles long and falls about a,800 
feet in that distance. On the lower seven or eight miles the fall is 
much more rapid than farther up. In many places here the ascent is x,;
so .sleep that thewater rises at the edges and overflows the ice and adds 
to its thickness until) it is in places, upwards of 20 feet thick, and pre
sents the appearance of a hill.

The first Canon is eight (8) miles above the mouth. It is a chasm 
through a "mountain 30 to 40 feet wide, and 500 to 700 feet deep, the 
sides rising perpendicularly almost to the top. It lies at right angles to 
the valley of the river, and the mountains on either side of the valley.
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f when seen from the middle of tljis narrow opening, present the appear
ance of mountains in a picture and add to the impressiveness of the 
scene. ' It is truly a grand scene I

The Indians conveyed to me as well as they‘could that the noise 
of the stream rushing through it in high water is like the noise of thun
der. They can get near the lower end of it by clambering along the 
side of the hills, but it is difficult, and very few and far between are 

% their visits to it, except in the winter. Above the Canon there is nothing 
worthy of particular notice until we come to Sheep Mountain (about 20 
miles). This is apparently the highest peak in the valley ; near it the 
Indians described a

i
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t small lake which they say never freezes, and the 
surface of which is constantly agitated by winds of such strength 
blow one over and into the lake if he stands near enough the edge of 
the basin, which appears to be very deep and steep. Afterwards, I 
fully realized their meaning, when some distance above this,' I came to a 
spot in the river where there

as to

y moreif

large overflow of sulphureted 
hydrogen gas, which could be detected for several hundred yards along 
the river, and at one point is so strong as to make one sick. An Indian 
who’was with me at this point made me understand that the wind at 
the lake was the same as this, and that it made men sick so that they 
fell in.

was a
if
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y
->f This simplified the existence 

ing this as a
the wind at the lake which, ac- 

fact, is nothing mhre than an immense escape of this 
gas which keeps the water in continual agitation and is concentrated 
enough all around the basin to kill any animal that may get into its 

They spoke of the skeletons of mountain goats and sheep being 
numerous around it.

d
it
a

area.
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It When you have to get all your information by pantomime from 

people mentally constituted as Indians are, yoii all can readily under
stand a misunderstanding on both sides. I spoke of visiting this lake 
with some of them as a guide, but this aroused all theîrsiLe 

fears, and they solemnly watned me that I too would meet die 
the animals that approached too near its brink", which they pictured to

me rolling down the side/buhe basin and at last dying near the water
or i„ it- ' L/ I iia

I noticed nothing in the appearance of the rocks around to warrant 
one in calling it the crater of an extinct volcano, which would be a 
simple explanation of the phenomenon.

A shdrt distance above this we have to leave the valley of the river
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and go up the valley of a creek, or it might more properly be called a 
glacier. The ice in it must in places be nearly a hundred feet thick.

On the river a short distance above this there is a Canon in which 
there is a high water-fall, which renders it impassable {hence the 
detour.

On the south side of the valley of the glacier a range of mountains 
rise about 2,000 feet, and end in an extensive table-land. On a part of 
the edge of this table-land an immense wall rises nearly a thousand feet 
above it. It is probably four or five hundred feet thick, and rises as far 
as could tje seen, perpendicularly on both sides. It has been weathered 
into fantastic shapes, and is pierced by several holes, which dtn be seen 
through, to the hills beyond. What dimension of armament the 
builders of this mighty wall designed it for, I leave you to fancy.

About four miles up the valley we leave it to the north, and climb 
over a pass through the ridge between the valley of the glacier and the 
valley of the river.

The summit of this pass is about /oo feet above the glacier, and 
except on the summit it is all thickly timbered with spruce, tamarack 
birch and poplar of a size you would not expect at an altitude of 3,000 
feet, in latitude 65° 20'.

On either side of this pass, tower two high bare peaks on whose 
sides numerous mountain goats could be seen cropping the scanty 
herbage. The peak on the west side of the pass I propose to name 
“ Mount Deville," that on the east, “Mount King,” and as in that region 
I was

/

1 u

“ Monarch of all I survey,
My right there is none to dispute,"

On the summit of the pass it is level for about half a mile. The descent 
on the north side to the Tat-on-duc River is steep for a short distance, 
and from the middle of thè summit all' view of the northern slope is 
shut out, and the scene is bounded, on the north, by the mountains on 
the north side of the water-shed. The evening I reached this spot the 
sky was all covered with dense white clouds, which bounded the horizon p 
tp the north, and the boundary between cloud and snow could h'arlüy^gk 
be distinguished. As t stood here gazing on this, to me, boundless ™ 
view, with Mounts Deville and King towering to the clouds bn either 
hand, I felt all the awe of a mortal who had been permitted to ggze 
through the gateway of time into eternity. I turned away from thé * ; 

with the impression that jL had been favored as no other mortal ■. jjj.
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was, and ^ange to say this delusion possessed \my mind till next 
morning, when a cloudless sky, permitting a view of the far away 
northern peaks, dispelled the illusion.

The upper end of the Tat-on-duc river might be called a glacier, as I 
believe all the water which flows in it during the winter rises to the 
surface and continually adds to the thickness, until it must be over> 
hundred feet thick. In some places, the water rushes up throug 
in the ice at such a rate that it cannot freeze until it reaches the sur 
face : in this way hillocks are formed on the surface of the glacier, 
often 40 and 50 feet high.

Out of the basin in the mountains, which forms the water shed, 
three rivers flow, the Tgt-on-duc to the Yukon-Pelly—the Porcupine to 
the Yukon—and a river which has been named by Mr. Johnson, 
Geographer td the Department of the Interior, “ Ogilvie ” River to Peel 
River. A peak at the head of “ Ogilvie ” River I have named “ Mount 
Klotz.”

ever

: / lei
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1 The spring camp was made about 20 miles down the Porcupine, 
and during six weeks stay here the time was passed as comfortably 
possible. Around us, on the mountain sides, roamed innumerable Cariboo 
and Moose. The former were so poor that they were useless as food, 
and we had not snow shoes large enough to overtake the Moose as the 
Indians do. To do this, you require a pair of very large size. 
When so equipped a man who can keep up a steady jog for 3 or 4 miles 
can tire them out in deep snow, when the rest is easy enough.

This camp was in latitude 65° 43' ; longitude, approximately 139° 
40'. Tlfe course of the valley from the camp is due north for about 16 
miles, where it swerves to the right. Looking down the valley, a peak 
is seen which overtops all the others in the vicinity, and must rise over 
4,000 feet above the river, or .nearly 6,000 above the sea. I propose 
calling this “ Mount Burgess,’’ after our Deputy Minister.

About thirty miles from the camp, the mountains cease, their north
ern boundary extending nearly east and west from this point, which is in 
latitude 66° approximately. The last prominent peak close to the 

ÉgJljP'-ï river is on the west side. The river sweeps around its base. It rises 
S ■ .about 3,000 feet above the river, and is the most prominent object in 

sight from the valley, for many miles northwards. This peak I propose 
h to'name “ Mount Dewdney," after the Honorable the Minister of the 

Interior.
The surfaçe is hilly, and the descent in the river rapid for nearly
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forty miles from “ Mount Dewdney,” when the surface becomes nearly 
flat and all thickly timbered.

May 28th the ice broke up and started out, and we followed, after 
having to wait a day for a jam to break up and let us proceed. Going 
down the Porcupine this only caused delay, but going up Bells River it 
caused both delay, danger and hard work. By working hard day and 
night we reached La Pierre’s House on the 6th June, after having lost 
a day going up Eagle River. A day was spent at La Pierre’s House 
taking observations- Approximately the latitude is 67° 23'. On the 
8th, the journey was continued up the river to McDougall’s Pass through 
the Rocky Mountains, but so much drift ice was encountered that it 
was the morning of the 12th before the pass was reached, though the 
distance by the river is probably only forty or fifty miles, and the cur
rent is not strong. From Bells River to the summit of the pass is about 
eight anu three-quarter miles, of which about six is got over on a very 

, crooked (creek,, and the rest is lake. A great part of the creek and all 
the lake was still covered with ice, and all the outfit had to be carried

< .

Jf

over. Two prominent peaks," on the north side of the pass, I have 
named “ Mount Dennis ” and “ Mount Russell,” after two of our past 
Deputy Ministers.

From Summit Lake a creek flows eastward to Trout River, an 
affluent of the Peel. The length of this creek is about three and three- 
quarter miles, most of which was then covered with ice. The whole 
distance over which the outfit had to be carried was about 8 miles. The
summit of the pass is about 1,200 feet above sea level.

On Trout River a descent of over 1,100 feet was made in 24 miles, 
and only 360 of this was made in the first 11 miles, leaving nearly 800 
feet to go down in 13 miles ; or over 60 feet per mile. This was al
ways exciting, and often dangerous in our canoes, but the only mishap 
met with was occasionally to nearly fill them with water.

Fort McPherson, on Peel River, was reached, and preparations 
made to make a micrometer survey from that point up the Mackenzie to 
Fort Chipewyan, on Lake Athabasca, a distance of 1,400 miles. 
McPherson is in latitude 67° 26'—the highest point reached on the 
survey was 67° 47'. At McPherson, on the 21st June, I observed the 
sun’s lower transit for time. It is needless to say that the time deduced 
from such a low transit whs not very accurate. On the evening of the 
22nd June the survey was started and continued without break to a 

. point about 80 miles above Fort Simpson, or about 850 miles ;

- 1 fc
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here low flat banks and very high water prevented any further instru
mental survey, until Great Slave River was reached, by making it im
possible to find ground dry enough to land on. The direction of 
the reaches of the river were now determined by compass, and distances 
estimated from the time and rate made on them. This makes a break in 
the instrumental survey of about 340 miles. All Slave River was instru- 
mentally surveyed from the mouth to Chipewayan,,where the survey was 
connected with the micrometer survey of the Athabaska, made in 1884.

This paper has reached such a length that very little space can be 
__given to the Mackenzie River. By the course of the river, from the 

Arctic Ocean to Great Slave Lake is upwards of a thousand miles, nearly 
all of which is upwards of a mile wide. In this length there are only 
two rapids, but they are no impediment to navigation. On our way up, J 
we paddled over one of them and did not notice it, the water being so '' 
high that even the current over it was not particularly noticable ; this one 
is just above the Ramparts and about to miles above Fort Good Hope, 
which is about 310 feet above the ocean. The jrtber, “Rapid Sans Sault,” 
is 38 miles above this. It only extends(half way across the river, and 
consists of a ripple over a ledge of rock irihich extends from the eastern ' "
shore to about the middle of the channel. On the western side no 
sign of a rapid is perceptible, and wére it not for the noise no one 
would fancy, anything unusual in W river. The Hudson’s Bay 

Company steamer “Wrigley” passes up and down here, and finds less 
difficulty in doing so than in some othey parts of the river. Along the 
river the country is undulating and covered with timber until we come 1 

to this rapid, where the Surface is diversified by mountains, which 
approach to and recede front the river at intervals, up to near Simpson, 
a distance of nearly 400 miles ; here they finally leave, or rather the 
river, by a sudden turn to the eastward, leaves them, and we see no 
more mountains on the outward journey until we approach Calgary.

On the afternoon of the 31st July, about too miles above Good 
Hope, I met the Hudson’s Bay Company steamer “Wrigley” on her 
way down to McPherson. This is only an ordinary statement and does 
not arouse any feeling here, but to me that was no ordinary event—to 
me that little boat, with the grand old flag flying aloft, was home, and all 
that the word implies. For fourteen months I had been wandering in 
this dreary wilderness, unknowing and unknown, and now, in the form 
of that small boat, burst on my view, home. I have somewhere heard or 
read that Payne, who wrote “ Home Sweet Home," had no home. Be
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this true or not as a fact, I can believe the idea is true, and that only those 
who feel the dreary aching void that nothing but home can fill, could 
compose and infuse so much feeling into 50 few words, otherwise why is 

• the song so universally known and loved. It may seem strange, or you 
may as a class perhaps better understand my feelings at the moment, 
and pardon my weakness, but I could not restrain my tears.

I did not make any soundings in the Mackenzie, but the Captain 
of the “ Wrigley ” told me the shallowest water he found anywhere in 
the river was eleven feet, but that cannot be accepted as anything more 
than that the waté'r happened to be that depth where he sounded—a few 
rods away it might have deen thrice that depth. The “ Wrigley " runs 
between McPherson—there is nothing to prevent her going to the 
ocean if necessary—and Fort Smith at the foot of the rapids on Great 
Slave River, a distance of about 1,300 miles, of which about 140 are-in 
Great Slave Lake.

The rapids at Fort Smith are about 16 miles long, and the total 
fall in them is about 240 feet. From the head of the rapids to Fort 
Chipewayan is over one hundred miles, of easy navigation for ordinary 

^ river boats. From Chipewayan shallow draught steamers ascend to 
Fort McMurray—185 miles, Above this the Athabasca is impassable 

s&ÿ for boats, by reason of numerous rapids which extend up to Grand 
Rapids, about 80 miles above McMurray.

Above Grand Rapids shallow draught boats can navigate at least 
40 miles above Lesser Slave River, or 275 miles abovfe Grand Rapids, 
and probably many miles farther.

My track, from McMurray out, was up the Clearwater River about 
20 miles; thence overland to White Fish Lake; thence by a track never 
before travelled by white men to Lac la Biche. A rough survey was 
made of the track and it will appear on future maps of the district

The language spoken by nearly all the Indians on the Mackenzie 
is the same as that spoken on the Porcupine and Pelly-Yukon, and so 

" little difference is there, in the different dialects, that the Pelly-Yukon 
Indians have no difficulty m conversing with the Indians around Peel 
River. The number of Indians in our territority on both, rivers, ex
clusive of Esquimaux, who properly belong to the coast, is about 4,000. 
Through the efforts of missionaries, some of them on ttye Pelly-Yukon, 
and all on the Mackenzie, are more or less civilized.

This paper has drawn out to a length I did not intend, yet I feel that 
I have not conveyed half what I wished to.

110
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In conclusion, a few remarks on some of the work will not be out of 
place. The micrometer measurements on the Lewes, and Pelly-Yukon 
—when checked by latitude observation were r in 61 too long. On 
the Mackenzie it was somewhat more. In order to determine as 
closely as possible the longitude of a point near the Boundary, from 
which it was to be located, a programme, embracing some sixty occulat- 
ations of stars by the moon, was arranged by Mr. Çing, Chief Astrono
mer of the Surveys Branch, to be observed by him at Kamloops, and by 
myself at or near the Boundary on the Yukon-Pelly River. Owing to bad 
weather, at my point, only one of these occultations was observed, and the 
two lunations through^which the programme extended passed without 
my accomplishing anything.

I then turned my attention to every available method of determin
ing the longitude, more especially moon culminations. This in the 
ordinary way consits of observing the meridian transit of three or four 
stars which transit nearly at the same time as the moon and are nearly 
of the same declination. From the known Right Ascension of the stars 
and the chronometer times of their transit, and the time of the moon’s 
transit, its Right Ascension is inferred ; hence the longitude by com- 
parsion with its tabulation or observed Right Ascension at some standard 
observatory, or well determined point.

The value of the result by this method depends largely on whether 
or not our line of colimation is exactly in the meridian, and as the stars 
observed are nearly in the same declination, the observation itself gives 
us practically no indication of how much error there may be in our 
azimuth. :

It occurred to me that a just as simple, and much more certain 
method, would be to combine the ordinary form of observation of star 
transits for exact time and the moon’s transit, and from the observations 
themselves deduce all the instrumental errors and apply them to the 
observed time of the moon’s transit,

The arrangement was as follows :—Ten stars were selected suc
ceeding each other in Right Ascension, about'Tiÿe._minutgs apart, and 
such that the moon transited about midway in the group. Four of these 
were of nearly the same declination as the moon, four as nearly zenith 
stars, as possible and two polar stars. The first half of the group and 
the moon were observed with the telescope clamp east. The telescope 
was then inverted and other half observed.1

From this by the method of least squares the chronometer error,

,4:
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and azimuth and colimation error of the telescope, at the time of the 
moon’s transit, are deduced and applied to it, so that its determined 
Right Ascension at transit of pur meridian is certain within small limits 
of error, and of course the resulting longitude is just as certain.

Occultations require a long and tedious computation—or a graphic 
solution devised by Mr. King which much shortens and simplifies the 
work—before we observe, and a very tedious calculation, afterwards to 
deduce our longitude; besides we require to know our chronometer error 
at the instant of occultation very exactly, and we have one such pro
gramme of stars as I have described either immediately before or after 
occultation—or both is still better—to ofiserve. We have then to de
duce from these the chronometer error of the observed instant of occulta
tion, and afterwards compute from the corrected time, as I before said, 
by a laborious calculation, the longitude^ Now the method I advocate 
reduces the programme of observations to one, and all the preparation 
required is to select from a good catalogue of star places suitable stars, 
which you can flo in a few minutes by inspection, and the resulting 
computation is vastly simpler and shorter.

It is curious that Mr. Klotz and myself, though each entirely ig
norant of the other’s views, and fourteen or fifteen hundred miles apart, 
each thought of and used this method.

Occultations would probably give more accurate results, but we 
must recollect that the limit of error of all astronomical methods of de
termining longitude is much too large for any purpose except a prelimi. 
nary one, which is of more or less value as the number of observations 
is large or small. They will certainly never take the place of determi
nation by star transits and electric telegraph. This being the case there 
is little use in splitting hairs over method, and as this method requires 
only an astronomical transit mounted in or near the meridian, and a 
chronometer, and reduces the labor and trouble very much, I would 
recommend it to any of you who may be required to make such 
determinations.

t

I had hoped to show, by way of comparison, the values of longi
tudes deduced from occultations at some standard observatory during 
a period of three or four months, and then show my results at the 
Boundary, but I have been so far unable to obtain the former. I give 
the results by the method described, and any of you who can obtain a 
series of values by occultations can judge the relative value of the 
methods ; while doing so it must be borne in mind that of the 12 ob-
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servations given only two were taken when the thermometer was above 
zefb, 16 when it was below -30°, 9 when it was below -40° and 2 when 
it was -50°. The results are given in time west of Greenwich, 
those on the first limb being given first and those on the second limb 
afterwards, I would give those on the first limb the greater weight as 
they were taken early?in the evening when my nervous system was in 
normal condition. Those on the second limb came on after midnight 
and in the morning when I was somewhat wearieij sitting up.

H. M. SEC.
i st limb 35-89

24.19
28.02

9 23

S* -

=3-73
2J-54
27.32
33-6

\' 29-15
3°-19
27-5°
37-72
30.92
32.68

mean...........<■....
probable error.........

28.929 23
301

H. SEC.

40-42
44.18
52.24
46.07
39-96
45-44
39-70
44.87

On 2nd limb 9
tr

mean............
probable error 
mean of all..

On one occasion the moon was sensibly full at time of transit, and both 
limbs were observed. The results were

9 23 44.00
2.81
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H. M. SEC.

33-16 
39 70 
36 43

is practically the same as the mean of all. Were the moon’s altitudes 
for each observation given it would be noticed that the greater the 
altitude the greater the resulting longitude. In observing a high transit 
one is stooped and in an uncomfortable position ; besides I was so 
clothed that it was much more so than if in ordinary conditions of 
temperature This may account for the difference with me, but whether 
any other observer would find the same or a similar difference is aques- 
tion that can only hep decided by trial. It might be, and probably would 
be found that with an instrument differently mounted I would find 
different results myself. To illustrate how little does make a difference, 
I will state that with the moon’s mean rate of motion, an error of one- 
tenth of a second in its observed transit produces nearly three seconds 
in time error in the resulting longitude.

9 23and
the mean of which.. 9 23
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WILLIAM OGILVIE.
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HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYING.
i In taking up the survey of an extensive coast such as the shores of 

Georgian Bay, the first or chief consideration is the scale on which the 
work is to be plotted.

This will be governed by the character of the shore, straight or 
indented, water deep or shallow, the object being to/shew everything 
necessary for the mariner without being cramped for room.

Some old chart can generally be found to give an idea of the 
nature of the coast, and in addition will serve as a useful diagram for 
the arrangement of the beacons to be erected, as well as give an idea of 
the general lay of the land. For the outéV toasts of Georgian Bay I 
have adopted the scale of one to one and a half inches to the nautical 
mile.

!
t

f

Surveys of harbours and narrow, shallow passages have to be 
plotted on larger scales.

Having determined upon the scale, the next thing is to find a place 
suitable for measuring a small base, and a good opportunity is afforded 
for this while traversing the coast in connection with the main 
triangulation.

By the time the latter is ccfaipleted a selection must be made.
Before the members for this Association, to say that we do not 

waste our time over the measurements of elaborate base lines 
sound very shocking.

It must nevertheless be confessed that if we can find a tolerably 
leveVspot such as a beach or the head of a bay, some 1,000 to i,#bo 
feet in length we consider ourselves fortunate, and a day’s labour 
suffices to give us our base.

For an extensive geodetic survey for land purposes, I take it that 
the measurement of a base cannot be too elaborately done, but in a 
purely hydrographical survey we act on the principle, to fill in the 
detail of our work just so correct that the sailor, for whom the work is 
intended, can detect no error.

Should the Government of Canada ever undertake an elaborate 
triangulation of its vast territory, it would be good to leave secondary 
points along the coast at a distance of about five miles 
opportunity offers. These stations the future hydrographical survey0r

may

apart as

:
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could pick up, and so, save himself ttie time of measuring a base and 
perhaps observing for astronomical meridian, latitude and longitude.

Having measured our small base, we proceed to throw as good a 
triangulation over our projected season’s work as the natural features of 
the coast will permit.
"""1 As long a side as possible is calculated and from it the remainder 
of the stations are plotted.

During the season the latitudes and longitudes of two extreme 
points are obtained, and by means of these the chart is graduated in 
the winter in office. The astronomical distance calculated between 
these two extreme points determines the scale, and should agree nearly f 
with the assumed scale obtained from the small base.

While the triangulation is being carried on, principally by the chief, 
his assistants are sketching in the coast line in the boats.

This consists in pulling from point to point with a patent log tow
ing astern, the index on the rail of the boat, and offsetting by esti
mation the indentations when they do not exceed a distance of ioo 
yards. Over that amount a patent log distance is run from the origi
nal line.

116

Beacons made from the drift wood on the beach are erected about 
every half mile, and fixed by the main triangulation stations.

A theodolite is set up at all of these minor stations and lines taken 
to all the salient points, and depths of bays, lo check the offsets on the 
coast line sketch. Any hill-tops, conspicuous falls or other topographical 
features are cut in. Angles ol elevation are taken to the hills, the differ
ence of level being calculated by this angle, and the distance taken off 
the chart, allowance I eing made for curvature and refraction.

As most of our bacons are near the water’s edge, the height of the 
eye above the surface is readily measured.

The height of a hill is usually the mean of three or four obser
vations from different stations.

These small stations also serve to fix the boat’s soundings, and the 
inshore ends of thp ship’s lines, as well as the outlying dangers.

When the coast line is all sketched and all the stations plotted,

'

the next and mrat important thing of all is to do the sectional lines of 
sounding, selecting the fine calm days for the boats, and the clear
though perhaps breezy days for ihe ships.

The boat’s lines are run about 200 yards apart and at right angles 
to the general trend of coast, unless the shore runs nearly east and west.

8

||
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or north and south, when the lines are run in these directions for 
appearance sake.

The boat soundings are run (jut to a depth of seven fathoms, or if 

the shore is very steep, to a distance of 400 yards. This gives the ship 
safe room to turn in changing her lines,

Tfite officer takes away in his boat a small sheet of the points on 
the portion of the shore he is to sound. There is- one here for 
present or after inspection.

your

He also takes a sextant, station pointer, protracter, tracing paper and 
mils not forgetting his pipe and baccy, if a smoker.

Supposing he is dropped by the ship near the outer end of the line 
intends to commence on, he first ascertains his whereabouts by a 

couple of angles to three of his beacons and plots his position ; if on 
t e line, well and good, if not he works himself onto his line, and with 
his boat Stationary he takes from his plan the angle which his line makes 
With some one of his beacons, puts that angle on his sextant and makes 
a good mental note of the part of the shore the line strikes, pulling for 
it, keeping some stone, cliff, tree or log on the shore in line with some 
topographical feature in the back ground, as a peculiar tree, gap, fall or 
top of a hill.

An experienced eye will alwayfrdetectm/wr range, to check which, 
every sixth sounding is fixed and the position of the boat ascertained.

When all the sectional lines are transferred to the chart and the 
soundings inked in, the suspicious coasts are re-transferred back to the 
boat’s board, as you 
examined for the shoalest spot.

This is a-general outline of an ordinary trigonometrical coast survey • 
but on some coasts, as the one we were on last year, viz : the north-east 
shore of Georgian Bay, there was not a level spot a couple of hundred 
feet in length to measure a base on.

I hjtd therefore to select a couple of prominent spots mutually visible 
ascertain their latitudes by north and south stars, also the agronomical 
bearing and so calculated the distance, in this case about twelve nauti
cal miles.

the small sheet before you, and are especiallysee on

from this base I worked in the remainder of the stations. In cal
culating an astronomical distance, knowing the difference of latitude 
and astronomical bearing, I take the mean bearing for the angle and 
the difference of latitude for the side of a plain right angled triangle.
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The seconds of latitude are brought to feet by multiplying by the num. 
ber ot feet in a second of middle latitude. If the difference of longi
tude is required the resulting departure is divided by the number of feet 
in a second of difference of longitude for the middle latitude.

This is a simple rule, and the results differ very little from those by 
the most elaborate spheroidal calculation. I have worked several ex
amples by both methods, and for hydrographical purpose find no practi
cal difference.

For the sectional sounding of a large shallow bank^a long 
way off shore, we make use of two or three flag buoys, 
put down by the vessel a couple of a'ngles being instantaneously taken 
by two officers to fix them. These can be fixed by sextant angles to 
points which from a small boat would likely be below the horizon. 
With these local stations, in the shape of buoys, the bank is soon sound
ed If the day continues fine the boats return to the ship, which is hove 
to in the vicinity, for a few minutes, the sectional lines of soundings are 
inked in and the boats return onto the bank once more to pick out the 
plums, in other words to find the shoalest spots which are indicated by 
the shallowest soundings on the lines. This done the buoys are picked 
up and new pastures sought.

Given a calm day, these floating beacons serve many useful pur
poses ; as, for instance, to get down the straight shore near Cape Rich, 
Owen Sound Bay, in 1888.

This piece of coast has nothing opposite it to make a triangulation 
of but sky and water and is surmounted by high land at the back.

No other way, therefore, was left to get the minor shore beacons 
down but by floating beacons in such places as we should have preferred 
seeing islands.

In regard to the excellent hydrographic work done by the Uni ed 
States surveyors, it is as well to mention that the methods adopted by 
the officers of each nation in sounding a coast differ. In my service we 
are taught to work on the one-man-do-everything principle.

As far as I know, the boat sounding of a piece of coast by the 
American surveyors would entail the services of three officers, perhaps 
four, two in the boat and two with theodolites at the shore beacons 
to fix the boat by intersecting lines at preconcerted signals. With us 
the one officer steers his boat, fixes his position, records his soundings, 
unassisted. We usually sound alternate times in the boats, keeping 
abreast of each other as well as we can.
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iThaT PerhîPS three’ b0atS soundin8 together also adds cheerful- , 

is assistance at hand. ofaccdent to one boat there

ness

office?6™}* I1"68 “"T by the chiefof the survey, assisted by

to the deoth FneS 7 “ qUarter t0 Mf a mile apart, according 
P • Every second or third sounding is fixed by a counle nf

£ and the ShiP kept as - P-* « the linL P2u;

one

In Georgian Bay, where there is
very little current, with the error 

compass ascertained, a tolerably calm day and a
keepmg on the line is not a difficult matter. Where the depth does

namfcal mile ** ** ^ ^ on at abou‘ 5%
to aoTh 7 u The "ng machine, with a lead from , 
to 40 lbs. weight attached to it, is hauled out by a traveller on a wi J 
rope, to the bow of the vessel It is HemciLit V ’ a w,re
a trinnina i;„« i, 1 18 detached from the traveller by
hanTo g 7 3 C3St ,S wanted The line travels through thebe fifty orTxt /f a‘ 3 dePth °f °Ver twen‘X fathoms, the lead would 

e fifty or sixty feet astern of the vessel, before striking the bottom

.p'.r’nr.ht *rr “u"dirTeh o’ ' Vs then brouSht to the steam winch and hove up
cast TÎ 7 °fthe ,ead bei"g armed with clean tallow before each

h namre offfi!'boltPin h" 7^ ** being down is corroborated by 
e nature of the bottom brought up. The interval between the sound

With , iy 7 °rdinary time-Piece with a second-hand, 
min,,/ 3 Î b°tt0m of ‘wenty fathoms, an interval of three
are caZTffi sU"s‘t^markl am^ble. ^ S°Undi"gS

men call them, to lead clear of the shoals by daylight 
During the season, the valuation of th 

vais of ten or fifteen miles.
I fear this is

of the
good helmsman,

not

/

e compass isobtained at inter-

a meagre and uninteresting paper, but my brother
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surveyors, here assembled, will easily appreciate the difficulty of deliver
ing a treatise on a foreign branch of surveying in the short space of 
some twenty minutes.

If I have bored the members of this Society, I trust that your inde
for had it notfatigable Sec.-Treasurer will receive his share of censure ; 

been for his importunity I would not have inflicted myself upon you.
| J. G. BOULTON,

Staff Commander, R. N.

In order to illustrate his paper Commander Boulton exhibited the 
boat’s Sounding sheets, on which thei work is laid down while in actual 
progress ; also a chart of the season’s survey, complete in every respect, 
and ready to forward to the Admiralty to be copied and printed for 
publication. These records of the survey were examined by the 
meeting with much interest.
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THE RAILWAY BELT IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.inde- 
t not

Looking over the statutes I find the following references to land, 
dependent upon the position of certain railways

In the Statues of Ontario, S* Vic, Chap. 35, Sec. 4, we find.
herea* the construct|on of cohnization railways will promote the 

element and increase the value of certain unsettled lands of the Pro-
should h CaS U 15 desireable that a Portion of the said lands

ould be set apart and sold for the purpose of forming a fund to recoup 
the Province in respect of moneys expended in aiding railways-there 
s hereby set apart for the purpose of being sold and thé proceeds 

app ted to form the fund aforesaid-a tract of land at least ten miles in 
width on each side of the lines tff railways to which aid is granted as

granted to the Railway Company, and furthermore that it is optional 
wi h the Government to extend the limits of such lands beyond ten 
, fro™ th# railway, and hence there is no definite limit to the 
railway belt as we will find it to be the case in British Columbia.

r, !i" TuT’Y a"d agreement made between the Dominion of 
Canada atid the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, amongst other 
flings the Company was granted 25,000,000 acres of land. 44 Vic.

ap. I, Sec. II, says “The grant of land hereby agreed to be 
made to the Company, shall be so made in alternate sections of 640
horn W ’ eX‘ I™8 b3ck 24 miles deeP- °» each side of the railway, 
from Winnipeg .0 Jasper House, in so faras such lands shall be vested

' C°mPany reCeiVi"g thC -«ions bearing un-

?. N.

1 the 
dual 
pect, 
I for

the

Although the above description lacks precision and accuracy yet its 
obvious intention is that the Company is to receive lands withfn 24 
mi es of the railway. The lack of precision alluded to is that as them 

ill be very many fractional uneven numbered sections along the 24

dons oUhouohYV1Si°n u ** grant thereof as fractional sec 
tions, although by another part of the same section the Governmenti

•____
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may grant lands outside of the 24 miles to the Company, in order to 
supply, or partially supply, any deficiency of the 25,000,000 acres. '

In passing, the inaccuracy may be referred to : it is, in stating “ in 
alternate sections of 640 acres each." This, according to our surveys, is an 
impossibility ; better it would have been to have said, “ in alternate sec
tions of the system of Dominion Land Surveys.’’

But to return to the apparent limit of the 24 miles. By the subse
quent part of the above section, the limit is practically obliterated, so 
that there can be no occasion for determining or establishing such limit 
on the ground. ,

The only definite limit of a railway belt in Canada, so far as known 
to the writer, is that of British Columbia.

We have in Article IV, paragraph 2, of the Convention between 
Great Britain and Russia in 1825, a belt (South-eastern Alaska) some
what similar in its conditions to the rriway belt in British Columbia, in 
“ That wherever the summit of the mountains, which extend in a direc
tion parallel to the coast, from the 56th degree of north latitude to the 
point of intersection of the 141st degree of west longitude, shall prove 
to be at the distance of more than ten marine leagues from the ocean, 
the limit between the British possessions and the line of coast which is 
to belong to Russia, as above mentioned, shall be formed by a line 
parallel to the,;wmdings of the coast, and which shall never exceed the 
distance of ten marine leagues therefrom.”

By.the Imperial Order in Council of May 16th, 1871, British 
Columbia conveys to the Dominion in trust “. 
miles on each side of said line ” (railway line).

“ Twenty miles on each side of said line ” is a simple and un
equivocal description of the railway belt ; its demarcation on the ground, 
however, irrespective of mountains, is by no means so simple.

In 1885 and 1886 the Dominion Government had an accurate 
azimuth survey made of the line of the railway through British 
Columbia. This .survey was adjusted to the astronomic determinations 
of latitude and longitude at Port Moody, Kamloops, Revelstoke and 
Field.
( From this adjustment resulted the position of the railway with re

ference to the net of section, township and range lit es of Dominion 
Lands projected over the railway belt, and hence the position of every 
point of the line of railway from the nearest section Unes became known

122
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section°inUwhthmthy °' ^iptlau °f point9'the n°rth and east limits of
.1* ’ "" ■■ »' ■

„i 'm°"M “* *“ ,1' ““P"1*1»" of -he limite

th* rastsfvalents of latitude and longitude in terms of townships, sections and
hadm;rzr"r:m,:hains

.«:::ssrr^s:will fall, however, mside of the railway belt, although distant ao miles 
crorputedPar POmt °f the railway line from "hich they have been
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:sec-

lbse- 
3, so 
limit courses

town

veen
ome- 
a, in 
irec- 
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/ean, 
:h is ra;lway belt resolves itself into this: -- that tract of land lying on 

each s.de of the 1,ne of railway, the distance from any point on the Lit
limits t0 thC neareSt p0int in said ,ine railway shall

line
l the

not exceed

belt ,lway W|1‘ not necessari’y give a point on the limit of the railway

.
itish 
3 20

When we take into

un-
und, v * 'f'he railway belt is the area covered bv a radius nf - -,Wving at right angles to the line of railway on each side thereof”!* 

(Rowing the various curves the radiu8is continually swaying back! 
'Wd and forward, in the general forward motion ; thereby making com
plicated intersections on the limits of the railway belt. 8

These intersections must be computed 
establish the limits on the ground.

There are very nearly 6,ooo positions of termini of rkdii to be 
computed for the railway belt in British Columbia, corresponding Vo 
half that number of azimuthstations along the railway. As an illXration 
of how the position, in terms of the Dominion Lands, of the extremity
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124 K loiz fhe Railway Belt, in British, Columbia.

of the 20-mile radius is determined, the following example is given: 
As data we have the position of the azimuth stations of the railway 
referred to the system of Dominion Lands.

BOUNDARIES OF BELT.
K =

The first step is to convert the 20-mile radius of given azimuth, 
column 2, into its equivalent in chains of latitude and longitude,columns, 
3 and 7.

It is obvious that the latitude ordinate in the right angled triangle 
projects beyond the parallel of latitude passing through the extremity of 
the 20-mile radius when the azimuth of the latter lies between 270“ and 
go’, and when that azimuth lies between 90° and 270° (reckoning from 
BPrth through east) the ordinate does not reach the parallel, hence a 
correction is necessary to bring the ordinate to the parallel. This cor
rection to the parallel, marked Corr. in column 4, is obtained from the 
formula :

Correction = -00000196 (K Sin 7,'f 
in which K= 1600 chains (20 miles) 

Z = azimuth of radius.
Column 5 KCcsZ-Cofr.- gives the meridian ordinate to the north. 

" 6 KCosZ + Corr.- gives the ordinate to be measured south
n 7 KSinZ is made + when to thejvest, and - when 

to be east. A

The following' is an explanation of the' Nineteen columns of the 
Computation Sheet :

Column I, Gives the number of the azimuth sul 
of railway.

h 2. Expresses in chains the meridian ordinate to tfie north.

station on the line

121 + 336.30

Bearing 
of Radius.

K Cos Z 
-Corr.'-

K^Cos ZK Cos Z 2nd Corr

347°.86 1564.26 0.22 1 1564.04 1564.48
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Iway Column 3. In this T„ S. show the

nearest number of townships and 
tiers of sections greater than K 'Cos Z-Corr., and Ch 
shows in chains the excess of T, S. over K Cos Z - Corr. • 
or in other words, how far the ’
Cos. Z -

northern extremity of K 
Corr. is from the northern limit of the section in

Z

30

>

Util,
nns,

igle
y of
and
•om
:e a
cor-
the

[Initial Meridian of such tiers.
. given in column 9 reduced on the meridian
statmn^°rrCCtIOn L'"e mterveninS between Q and the

*. ss!:c**u™ - *• ■— r«i-
" l2' Gives the Pos‘tion of the station referred

south) side of Correction Line.
" I3' GiVJ, ‘,he C.°nvergence °» meridians for the distance expres

sed by chains in the last column to bring it to 0
" r4- Is ‘he action of the last two columns and gives the position |

of Q inranges^ tiers of sections, and chains on the para- I 
ilel of Q west fronyfhe Initial Meridian. The point Q is ' I 
on the meridian of the station and distance from it K

" 10. Is the

" 11. Gives

len
to the north (or

the

ine

Cos Z 7 Corr.

a
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the Initial Meridian of such tiers.
" to. Is the position given in column 9 reduced on the meridian 

to the Correction Line intervening between Q and the 
station.

it 11. Gives the jog on the Correction Line at the reduced posi
tion of the station.

h 12. Gives the position of the station referred to the north (or 
south) side of Correction Line.

h 13. Gives the convergence of meridians for the diÿance expres
sed by chains in the last column to bring it to Q.

" 14. Is the addition of the last two columns and gives the position
of Q in ranges, tiers of sections, and chains on the para
llel of Q west from the Initial Meridian. The point Q is 
on the meridian of the station and distance from it K 
Cos Z "+ Corr.

RESULT.
Jog. Station reduced Converg. 
Ch. to Corr. Line. Ch.

Q< Point in . 
R-,S.,Ch. R.,S.,Œ

S..T..R. Mer. No£||in* Easting.
4t>

—.01 17-5-36.02 18-3-47-19 4-31-19 5 14.42 47.19

K. Cos. z.
—Con. T.,S.,Ch Station. Q.

' T.,S.,Ch. T.,S.,Ch. Ch.
K.Sin. z. Converg. Station. Station reduced 

R.,S.,Ch. to Corr. Line.R.,S.,Ch.Ch.Ch.

rm

'
:
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Column 3. In this T., S. show the nearest number of townships and 
tiers of sections greater than K Cos Z-Corr., and Ch. 
shows in chains the excess of T., S. over K Cos Z - Corr.; 
or in other words, how far the northern extremity of K 

7 Corr. is from the northern limit of the section in

» TWENTY MILE BELT COMPUTATION-BRITISH COLUMBIA.
NORTH SIDE.
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of the 20-mile radius is determined, the following example is given: 
As data we have the position of the azimuth stations of the railway 
referred to the system of Dominion Lands.

BOUNDARIES OF TWENTY MILE BELT.

■

X*

hi

)

formula :
Correction = -00000196 (K Sin Z)2 

in which K = 1600 chains (20 miles) 
Z = azimuth of radius.

Column 5 KCcsZ-Corr.- gives the meridian ordinate to the north. 
" 6 KCosZ + Corr.- gives the ordinate to be measured south.
11 7 KSinZ is made + when to the west, and - when 

to be east.

The following is an explanation of thejiineteen columns of the 
Computation Sheet :

Column 1. Gives the number of the azimuth survey station on the line 
of railway^ >

h 2. Expresses in chains the meridian dkdinate to tBe north. —■

a
- ?■
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Column 3. In this T., S. show the nearest number of townships and 
tiers °f sections greater than K Cos Z - Corr., and Ch. 
shows in chains the excess of T., S. over K Cos Z - Corr.; 
or in other words, how far the northern extremity of K 
Cos. Z - Corr. is from the northern limit of the section in 
which the extremity or point is situated.

" 4- This gives the position in latitude, expressed in terms of the
. system of Dominion Lands, of the azimuth survey station

on the railway. The S indicates the tier of sections, be
ginning at the south side of the township in which the 
station is situated, and the Ch. the number of chains it 
is distant from the north side of the tier of sections.

" 5- Is the addition (or subtraction) of the two preceding
columns. If the sum of the chains is greater that 80.50, 
80.50 muat be subtracted and S reduced by one section.

" 6- Expresses in chains the easting or westing of the radius
from the station on the railway.

" 7- Expresses in chains the convergence of meridians, obtained
with argument—distance of Q from base line and argu
ment K Sin Z.

Is the addition of the two immediately preceding columns, 
and expressed in ranges, tiers of sections and chains.

" 9 Gives the posi ion in longitude of the station on the railway, ■
in terms of ranges, tiers of sections and c hains, west of 
the Initial Meridian of such tiers.

" ,a Is the Poshion given in column 9 reduced on the meridian 
to the Correction Line intervening between Q and the 
station.

ray

X

8.

h r 1. Gives the jog on the Correction Line at the reduced posi
tion of the station. '

h 12. Gives the position of the station referred 
south) side of Correction Line. 1

11 13. Gives the convergence of meridians for the distance expres
sed by chains iryhe last column to bring it to Q.

" '4- Is the addition of the last two columns and gives the position M
of Q in ranges, tiers of sections, and chains on the para- 
llel of Q west from the Initial Meridian. The point Q is 
on the meridian of the station and distance from it K 
Cos Z + Corr.
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Column 15. Is the addition of columns 14 and 8, and gives the position 
(in long.) of the point or extremity of the radius on the 
belt limit. '

126

r s
In the example given, the interpretation of column 15 

would be :—the point is distant from the Initial 
west along the parallel of the point, 18 ranges 3 sections and 4719 
chains, hence the point is in the fourth tier of sections in Range 19 

We have now the position of the extremity of the 20 mile radius 
expressed in latitude by giving the number of townships and 
sections from the First Base Line or International Boundary, and 
besides, stating the distance in chaiitii from the northern limit of the 
last tier of sections and expressed in longitude by giving the number 
of ranges and tiers of sections from the Initial Meridian, and also the 
number of chains that the point or extremity of radius is west from the 
west limit of the last mentioned tier of sections. Hence nothing 
remains to be done but to combine these expressions and give the dis
tinctive number of the township, of the range, and of the section of the 
system of Dominion Lands in which the point is situated.

The township number, as given in column 5 for Q, will be the 
for the extremity of the radius ; the number of the 

greater by one than the number of ranges given in column 15, for as 
the point is a certain number of ranges and sections west, it follows 
that it must be in that range of the Dominion 
the number greater by

Meridian, measured

tiers of

same range will be

Lands expressed by
than the number in column 15.

The number of the section is found by knowing the horizontal and 
vertical tiers of sections in which the point lies, counting 
south and east of the township respectively.
Column 16. This gives the particuiar section, township and range in 

which the point or extremity of the radius is situated.
" I1' Is the Initial Meridian from which’the ranges are numbered

westward.

one

from the

(The Initial Meridians, to which the railway belt of British 
Colombia is referred die 5th, 6th and 7th, 
ponding to the meridians of 114”, 118° and 122” 
longitude respectively).

18 Is the distance of the point from the north side 
section.

are corres-
west

of the

it) Is the distance of the point from the east side of the section.
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The computation of these 6000 points will occupy one person 
nearly a year. Thereafter, those points which fall inside of the railway 
belt, for reasons already pointed out, will have to be eliminated, atm 
the intersections of the line, described by the extremity of a 20-mil^ 
radius moving at right angles to the line of railway, with itself be 
determined,

This will again entail considerable complicated work ere full data 
be given to the surveyor for locating the limit of the railway belt 

the ground.
■ can on

There will undoubtedly be many parts of the limits of the railway belt 
in British Columbia impossible or at least impracticable to define on 
the ground from the mountainous character of the country, yet in the 
computation every point must be determined, as no a priori elimination 
of any point can be made. By careful plotting however on a large scale 
some prominent and obvious points, such as along The Loop in ' the 
Silkirks, can be eliminated from computation.

Figure 1 shows the position of the terminus of the 20-mile radius, 
the north side of the railway, from each of the azimuth stations 106 

inclusive. The lines joining these positions do not represent the 
path of the radius, but simply join the positions of the consecutive 
computed points, corresponding to the azimuth stations on the railway.

Figure 2* shows the path or line described by the end of the 20- 
mile radius or rather ordinate, moving along the chords of the railway 
as surveyed in the azimuth survey thereof. In that survey the railway 
is laid down as composed of finite chords, and hence the arcs described 
by the radius will be all of the same curvature, i.e. 20-mile radius, which 
will not be the case, as we shall see in Figure 4, when the curves them
selves of the railway are considered.

In Fig. 2 the 20-mile ordinate moves at right, angles to each chord 
on the railway ; at the intersection of two chords it swings through an 
arc equal to the difference in azimuth of the two chords, and then 
moves

on
tO 121

again at right angles to the next chord, and 
This swinging of the ordinate causes the path described to intersect 

• itself. t
, To find for instance such a point of intersection I (Fig. 2) we have ).

so on.

* In Figs. 2, 3 and 4 the scale for railway is exaggerated compared with the 
20-mile radius, so as to show to better advantage the intersections of the path of the 
ordinate with itself. —The dotted lines indicate the path.
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given FF' = FG, GG' = GH, and the angle FIG'=FGH, quantities all 
known from the railway traverse, hence

IF' = IG = R Cot J I
(I being equal to the difference in azimuth between the chords, and 
R = 20 miles = 1600 chs.) therefore FI = FF' - R Cot JI.

It will generally be found that the point of intersection (I) falli* 
behind F, that is on F'F produced, R Cot^ I being generally greater 
than any chord of the azimuth survey, whence 

FI = R CotJ I - FF'.
In the latter case the intersection of the tangents IF' and IG falls out
side of the 20-mile limit, as shown in Fig. 3. Hence the position of I' 
on the limit must be determined.

IF becomes known as shown above.

iSrCotslF
hence I'Io is known, being equal to I - SIF,

SI = V(W+F)
therefore in triangle I IS are known the angle FIS and the sides I'S 
and IS, whence I'I becomes known, and hence also the arc I'o, and 
similarly the arc FO.

Having the arc F’F in angular measure with radius of 1600 .chains, 
the arc is readily reduced to linear measure too, which gives us the 
desired quantity to measure from the known point F', or from the pre
ceding known position of E (Fig. 2).

Figure 4 shows the theoretic path described by an ordinate of 20 
miles to the railway, following the curves and not the chords thereof as 
in Figure 2.

The 20-mile ordinate resolves itself into a radius of 20 miles ± 
radius of corresponding railway curve. This is obvious from the figure 
(4). It will be found that the path described by the extremity of the 
20-mile ordinate, when equal to 20 miles minus radius of corresponding 
railway curve, will fall within the belt limit, and hence the curvature of 
the limit is that of a radius equal to 20 miles pliprtadius of correspond
ing railway curve. This holds too for the case of a‘ tangent on the 
railway, when the radius will be infinity.

After the computations have been made as indicated, the necessary 
data for the surveyor in the field will evolve.

To define the belt properly its limit should be laid down as in
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Klutz-The Railway Belt in British Columbia.

railway survey, by drawing chords of the respective 
distances as indicated by the furnished data.

The British Columbia Railway Belt has furnished, I think, the 
most intricate and longest computation that has so far occurred in con
nection with Dominion Lands.
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i J

PLANS AND FIELDNOTES OF SURVEYS 
OF .DOMINION LANDS

Mr. President and Gentlemen,—

It was with some hesitation that I agreed to read a paper before you, 
not being able to add to my name the honorable letteis “D.L.S.” and 

v therefore not being a full member of the Association. However, I 
h^ve thought that a few notes on the subject, of what we usually call 
returns might not be unacceptable. It has been my lot to see a good 

deal of the returns of Dominion Lands Surveys : in fact, I believe all 
such that have been made have passed through my hands, and in a large 
proportion I have had the task, n'dt always a pleasing one to a sensitive 
mind, of hunting for mistakes.

When a survey has been made, there are two results, two records of 
^ remaining : one consists of the posts and other marks on the ground ; 

the other is the subject of this paper, the plans and ootes stored in the 
Department oL the Interior. The latter is, I venture to think, the 
more importanjTof the results of the syrvey, though surveyors who have 
come in aftejBg«rng spell of hard work' in the field are rather apt to 
undervalue importance of the returns, and to look down upon 
office work as something that any fellow can do.

A few words as to other returns than the final plans and fieldnotes. 
The sketches sent in while work is in progress are valuable as giving 
early notice of just where surveys have been made, sometimes several 
months before the final returns are received and enabling us sometimes 
to improve maps that are about to* be issued : and they also 
tract surveyors as a sort of account for advances of money, according 
to the rule so laconically expressed in the Manual of Surveys “No 
sketches, no money.” , .

The first progress sketches were drawn on a scale of 4 miles to an 
inch, corresponding to the scale of the first maps of any importance 
shewing the surveys. When maps were issued on a six mile scale, the 
sketches followed suit, but this scale was altogether too small for the 
purpose. Of late years we have used forms on a one mile scale for 
subdivision, and two miles to an inch with four townships on one sketch 
for outlines. The latter it has been recently decided to abandon,

serve con-

:
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to use one form for all surveys. This reduces the number of forms and 
makes them more easily kept in order when filed away, as^ well as 
giving the surveyor a larger scale to work on, which I think ’will suit 
him better.

A timber report is required for each township surveyor, in very 
many cases of course only to convey the negative information “No 

"+ ' t*m^er. The timber plans were l^ound to be unnecessary, the printed 
plans shewing the position of bush well enough and giving more infor
mation of other kinds.

131

you, 
and 
sr, I
call The Statutory Declarations obtained from settlers have developed 

from the old simple form into quite a catechism. They do not trouble 
me much, we pass them on for what they are worth, but I fancy the 
land agents must sometimes be puzzled over the answers. There are 
still one or two questions that could be added, such as that asked 
Artemus Ward

;ood
all

irge

“Have you had the measles ? If so how many ?”
The Forms of Plans and Fieldnotes have varied only in minor 

details since the surveys

Is of

established, and that so little^change has 
been found needful is a standing tribute to the sound judgment and 
foresight of the late Col. Dennis, our first Surveyor General of Domin
ion Lands. The scale of the plans, the method of shewing road 
allowances with a heavy line on the side surveyed, the title of town
ship plans, th^table of contents, the colouring bush swamps, &c.__all
these remain as

were
the 1the

: to
ï

first established and I think it would be hard to suggest 
any great change that would be an improvement really worth making.

1 he Field-books used for the first ten years were square books, 
somewhat uncomfortable for the pocket. The system of one section 
side to a page was adopted at once, and the rest of the form for field- 
notes has changed but little. The chief differences $re that the depth 

,of alluvial soil is called for and that the road allowance must now be 
ruled in instead of using the one column to hold the distances and 
represent the road allowance. This had the disadvantage that topo
graphy could scarcely be shewn on the road allowance without intefer- 
ing with the figures for distances. The

ites.
'ing
eral

ing
No

surveyor was supposed to 
shew which^side of the road was run by ruling a thick line on that side ; 
sometimes he did this, more often perhaps he omitted it. In 1881 a

the
the
for form of fieldbook for sub-division surveys was issued, having the head

ings of the pages all ready printed, the road allowances ruled in, the 
section numbers given at the sides of the pages and the skeleton index 
filled up. This at first sight appeared to be an improvement, bqt it

tch

I
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turned out to be a great source of errors and . trouble. If a township 
happened to be all prairie and lhe surveyor ran his lines in the order 
prescribed, it was all right : but there are a large proportion of town
ships where the order of running the lines cannot be adhered to, and 
even when it is possible, the surveyor often finds that he would lose 

.much time by doing so.
The instructions for sub division in the first edition of the manual 

gave this order for running the lines. In the first system of survey 
where the meridians are made parallel to the eastern boundary, there 
was perhaps more reason for begining at the N. E. corner of section 35 
or the S. E. corner of 2 than in the later systems, but it was always 
hard to insist on a matter which was not of vital importance.

With the form of fieldbook I am speaking of, if the lines were run in 
any other order, or in different directions to those intended, endless 
confusion arose : the heading, the road allowance, the section numbers, 
all had to be altered. The consequence was that this form of fieldbook 
quickly disappeared and about the only trace left of this experiment in 
our present form is the division of the centre column by dots for the 
tallies. These dots certainly make the page neatef, when there are but 
few notes to insert, and perhaps are ah assistance to the chainman in 
remembering to enter the tallies ; but when there happen to be many 
notes to enter within a few chains they are apt to be crowded together 
and made indistinct in putting them into the three-qurters of an inch 
allotted for ten chains of the line, and for this reason I have serious 
doubts whether they would not be better omitted. Another form c f 
fieldbook which was but short lived was for outlines. It was rather 
clumsy to handle and had the page ruled in green squares, like section 
paper, with the intention that the topography should be sketched in 
approximately. This form could not be said to work well ; it is hard, 1 
suppose, to get a chainman who will take the trouble to plot carefully 
on the squares in the field, and I must say I should not liée to have to 

do it when the flies were buzzing round in summer, or when the winter 
breezes were blowing. Anyone who has had to take notes with half 
frozen fingers knows that the simpler and easier they can be made the 
better.

Our present form for a page of field notes, the same for outlines 
for subdivision, has this .great advantage of simplicity ; and “ simplicity 
is the essence of perfection,” a motto which has often recurred to my 
memory since I heard it from my first teacher in surveying, himself
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entitled to be called a D.L.S. though I doubt if he knows it for it

th'Zr:or r:ei 1 beiieve' -= « ™ cJJTi&S,corrections fo l ““r"3'6 Page$ prepared for ‘"angulation, 3ata aid 

corrections for slope and temperature of chain. These were for block
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from the personal equation, to considerable variation
, 80 to speak, of different

man s ist class is another’s 2nd. 
pose. Now and then

surveyors ; what is 
S‘iH I suppose it answers the pur- 

we attempts made to improve on it. One
this elidemltd a,5th "g5* t0,express somethi»g "orse than the worst ; 
rl,„ . [y deSlroys ,he valne of the series ; we might go on then to 
class stx and class four would become by comparison quite respectable3 r :rsu8cehnt :rn once;red decimai ^
tLi SUch refi"ement’ 1 foar, is wasted ; it reminds me of the Hindoo
two notes of ° ‘ ^ ^ Can dlsUn*uish eiSht musical notes between 
two notes of our scale, though one would not expect such acute musical 
feelings from the sound of their tom,toms. Yet another gendeman 
gave some o soi, in his notes, but whether this was rathe! s^om! 
firs Cass, as one versed in algebra might think, or whether ft meant

lent orV0 50 U 1 am n°‘ able.t0 =ay. Perhaps it is the equiva- 
“Land de,Crlp“0n Wh'ch occur8 bn one page ofafieldbook on record, 

Land no good except for a fine view from the top of the hill ” 
prospectors are not usually in search of the picturesque, and very likely 
the fine view is still open for settlêment. y

The depth of alluvial toil is, of course, only expected where pit 
have been dug but it is sometimes entered “Through bush, through 
briar, thiough flood, through fire.” I remember the depth of 48 inch! 
of afluvmi soil being given over a large extent of mostly timbered coun- 
try and on the surveyor being questioned on the matter he maintained 
that he knew it was 48 inches everywhere.

The Manual allows certain abbreviations 
notes and no others. This
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It becomes wearisome to write the same words over 
and over, page after page; it is necessary, however, that the use of

acause of trouble.
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abbreviations should be strictly limited ; the habit is apt to grow on one 
After writing ■' Scattered tamarac” a few times, one feels inclined to 
reduce it to “ Scat, tam.” and further on in the book perhaps to “S.T.,’’ 
but we must remember that a book of fieldnotes is not often read 
straight through, like you read your Bibles. It is frequently only 
page that has to be referred to, and this page should be quite complete 
in itself and able to stand alone. We had before now to write and ask 
a surveyor what was the meaning of “B. and S. Will. Pop." The “S.” 
has been known to pop certainly, but it turned out to be “ Brush and 
shrub, willow and poplar.”

Me find in the office that the most fruitful source of errors is careless
ness in copying the fieldnotes ; a very large part of the trouble with re
turns comes from this. I have heard such an expression dropped (in the 
days of 15 per cent, bonuses) as “ I got them in in time anyhow, if there 
are mistakes I suppose you will find them.” If a mistake is made in copy
ing the notes and the plan is made to agree it is obvious that in many cases 
we cannot discover anything wrong. Allow me to suggest that the plan 
should be plotted from the original notes, not from the copy, or at least 
checked with the original notes before sending it in. Do not trust to your 
young friends, pupils or others, and think they will make returns all right 
for you ; they won't. A good look over the copied notes by the surveyor 
would save many an error which he has to correct afterwards and many 
also which now go on record and may rise up some day from their tombs 
in the Eastern Block, bringing trouble and discredit with them. 
The surest way of checking over a fieldbook is to take one thing at a 
time. Look all through the book at the headings of the pages to see 
that they are correct, then check them with the index. Look through 
again at the dales, again for the class of soil and so on. One of the 
commonest errors found is that different pages do not agree in the 
description of a corner, especially where there are bearing trees ; this, 
of course, is usually an error in copying.

One point on which it has occurred to me that we do not get 
nearly enough information is as to “ High water marks.” In a country 
like the North-West Territory it is of great importance to know, not 
only where water is now standing, but where it has been and may be 
again. A vast-amount of trouble and expense would have been saved 
to the Government and to private persons if surveyors had taken the 
trouble to keep better record of old water lines.

The Reports are an exceedingly valuable part of the returns. The
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found, however, that the variations in the lengths of lines on the forms 
ue to unequal stretching of the paper would exceed the differences 

usually shown by the lengths found on the ground, and it was also 
difficult to get a surveyor to make the plan on the proper form where 
the difference was so slight. After that first issue the forrnsvere made 
he same for all townships. It is by trying such experiments 

this rejecting those that turn out unprofitable and retaining those that 
are found good, that U system is gradually improved, and it is not, I 
think, altogether uninteresting to look back occasionally over the path we 
have come and review some of the abortive experiments.

Perhaps it would surprise some gentlemen to know the number of 
forms for township plans that are now in use. 
township plans, for which we send the forms to

as

In the case of original 
. . surveyors, there are four

varieties old system, new systeèi, British Columbia Railway Belt and 
New Westminster District, vj^re the Provincial system is retained; 
but five other forms are needed in the office for compiling plans, and 
even then sometimes we cannot find one to suit. A great part of the 
plans now have to be compiled before they can be printed; in some 
ot the townships in British Columbia the work of from six to ten differ- 
ent surveyors has been used on one plan.

The colors used are green for bush, blue for water, brown for brûlé, 
yellow for swamp and red for cultivated land. In the office we use for 
bush Hooker's Green No. a, which is a good color, easy to lay on and 
permanent on paper. On tracing cloth, however, the yellow ingredient " 
runs after a time; on old tracings we often find that there is a slight 
tinge of yellow a long way round a patch of bush and what should be 
green has become pure blue. For water we use Prussian blue, for brûlé 
burnt sienna, for swamps gamboge and for cultivated land carmine, 
rhese colors are all easily obtained, good to>work with and transpar 
Opaque colors, such as emerald green, are objectionable for our 
purpose, obscuring the printed lines and being hard to work over with

Roads are best shown by a double dotted line, this is 
unmistakable, but if they are shown by a single dotted line “] 
“Trail" should be written on them.

; generally 
Road " or

)

\ Buildings, are usually indicated by solid black specks, but these 
need to have “House ” “Stable,” or whatever it may be written against 

(them, otherwise in the summer time a few able-bodied flies may add 
. T' d $t0 the lownshiP faster =ven than the gentlemen who are said
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the crossings of a trail on different section lines. We connect these 
when compiling the subdivision plan with the outlines if we think we 
can safely do so, making the plan more intelligible, especially to unpro
fessional persons who seldom understand how much has actually been 
measured on the ground. In the same way, if we find one creek run
ning into a section and one running out, it is generally safe to assume 
that these can be joined, and if the creek has regular banks on each side 
wherever noted on the section lines it is highly probable that the banks 
continue across the sections. But if one creek runs in and two go out 
of a section, or two sections between the surveyed lines, we usually 
have to leave these loose ends where they cross the lines, not knowing 
how to join them. Now you could do this much better than we can, 
I was not there, but you were. You remember which way that creek 
goes ; you followed it for a short cut to camp that night the horse was 
lost ; you upbraided that creek for taking such a twist and making you 
late for supper. Now if you would look over your plan and sketch in 
some of these connections that plan will be a more accurate representa
tion of the country, and therefore of greater value.

For Plans of Township Outlines we have used for some years 
blank forms the same size as those for township plans, giving 30 miles 
on one plan—a form for meridian exteriors, one for base lines and one

,

for correction lines. These save a good deal of trouble and are much 
more convenient to handle and file away than the plans of all shapes 
and sizes such as we formerly received. Certainly a large plan, giving a 
whole block or more, gives a better general idea of the country, but the 
advantages of the small and uniform plans far outweigh any loss in this 
respect.

I Cave not yet mentioned the subject of traverses. The style of 
the fieldnotes for section lines is strictly defined, but for traverse notes 
the surveyor is left pretty much to his own judgment, and perhaps this 
is as well. The amount of traverse in a township varies so much, and 
also the nature of it, that an attempt to make the notes more uniform 
would possibly result in more trouble than it is worth. There is a great 
difference in the cases of section line notes and notes of traverses, 
copies of the former are often wanted by various persons, but the notes 
and plots of- a traverse are rarely looked at again after they have been 
examined and placed on record. The deductions from them, shown by 
the shore lines, &c., and the broken areas on the plan of the township, 
are all that is generally wanted for further reference. The Manuel

j

J
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traverses in5"subdivision work'H""o/'thU^e^m^li ^ USC a micrometer <or 

has been taljen, as far as I remem h», Permis810n very little advantage
in township work in which a micrometer had"h has ever senl
Ü,“:i0THavin8Ofta and '-Tatfor,raversmg'

o ‘him1, or whether most surveyors arc disinclinedone would be 
use an
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probably most (rf'you kZo te"el'than°i a” ^ “» CaUSe of lhls

“s~“ « ; -ïitï

rveys.
instrument that is

with the chain.
I have touched only on the returns

•guiar surveys for laying 
^ ^ ment and do not propose

ing the surveyors’ return, TT ’ f a natural «suit of our receiv- 
much on your time. Y’ perhaPs’ 1 have encroached too

points Stir With thC h°Pe that 1 ha” ‘ouched some

men present, and I trust thatlhfhintsTh^5 'T ^ °f the gentle' 

in good part and that any mend J T thr0Wn out wil1 be taken

own is so closely related.

P. B. SVMES

DISCUSSION.

peaking before the AssodadonTut 7do 'not 1* v d'ffidenl about better fitted to make renrcnm,.- ,° ‘ think any member is \
such will be received in good part™* °n ‘ “ SUbjeCt' and 1 am sure all 

p p "“s10 Mr' Symes—“ What is stump writing ?» 
with roundtopsESIdonotCkW“hfSqrre '°PS’ “ distinction t0 italics

« » -5 Jr,;; iL"””1 ■ - - *■—
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proper.”
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Graphic Solution of Spherical Triangles,
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Df view 
check,

; and I graphic solution of spherical TRIANGLES 

GNOMONIC PROJECTION.
BY THE

spherical * ™h°d «f rough,y so.vmg

using logarithmic or other tables Am P °ttlng lnslruments' wi‘hout 
the sphere on a flat surface may be usedXT"0" deVfe,opment °f 
in Chambers' Mathematics u pUrp0sei for instance,
triangles by means of the Wl e found for solving spherical Which I pmp0re L use is ehree0graP1CPr0ieC.,iOn- The Potion 

advantage that all great circles are gn°',,0n!t PrOJection’ wl,ich has the
" **

hy straight®lines^dning'ihe'centre'of^Iie'sphere'with^he'Dg 'h I S‘’here

point where the plane touches the snhe C!LaS the P0,e_"that is, the 
this point will be the same-as the nil ^ ,ThCn the spherical angle at 
spherical triangle which meet in thi^nof ‘hC ,tW°sides of the
triangle equal in length to the ,pP "«■"'I. become sides of the plane

»= »«.i 1 lh, ,,hmlTi,",,L """" ""“f"1 *’

”2TZ‘«iî:r, sr - -*«* —«w.
measured in the foltowïngman^^Ut’Af,'"1 be““»»

the'Iprojecdon.SPhCre 5 b! ‘Vet

on rar ,hrgr — .equal to the radius of the sphere ■ as this d™S °f lhls circle '« 
structions, it will be called for th i. ^7 f 18 used m a11 the con- 
Through C draw CE parallel"to AB to’mmHh breVUy’. tbp mit dnU-

CD, w,„u. „ ,nd SJTÆ’SS z
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2 EBHSrHr £?.measure of the arc joining the n ,*'* a tan8ent scale, is the'
A and a • J mmg the po,llts -he sphere corresponding to

Measure of 
an angle. As stated above the 

•he projection, 
angle CBA proceed as 

Jet CB
CG perpendicular to CL 
parallel to BA i 
meeting BG in N. 
angle corresponding to CBA 
scale applied to the line BN.’

By a reversal . 
angle can be laid down

angle ACB is the 
To fine! the spherical 

■follows (Fig, ,)
mlar m'rf ,the.uni‘ circle in L. Draw

•o meet CG in M j)Um£ m G‘ Draw LM 
Then BN will be th ^ perpendicular to CM

in the sphere as on
corresponding to the planeangle

and
gent

of this process' the projection of given spherical
Solutioi
triangle

—S «««a.
(а) Given two sides and the included angle

(5 Given two angles and a side opposite to
(б) Given the three angles. I 
But since

ne triangle.

one of them.

any one of the pi 
projection, and for particular re£ 
be restricted, there are several sll

ngles may be taken as the pole of the
the choice of the polar angle may

Case (a) If two sides and "tie incited Inglelrè given
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Case (4)aGbaSe an8'*oftheetr0ifangL!r'an8'e- “d ‘he 

a nT tV° ang'eS and the inc‘“ded side

given here. y of lllese constructions will be

iocriFig'•>%.v‘C:;t'cV^Bf"a tbeaneies F™m

EA for one side, EF equal toEU f tnanSle EAF, having

equal to c. With centre C and ’ d' and the a"g'e AEF
centre A and distance AF describe^anoth^' deSCri^e a cùcle. With 
Jotn CB^BA The triangle CAB H. ’ “““* ^ former *> B. 
angles can b^easured by the abovf rules' PreJeC“°n re<,Uired a"d **

hete is obvious! C^'f ̂  2* the ^ . The construction

ZSLZiï.T4a

e,i °f Spherical Triangles.
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angle be

one of the

projection.

CA Given * ‘ a"d A. C ;
tan. i, CA meeting the unit circle in 

perpendicular to CI =i„ . e ln
tan A n ’ S0 t0 the unit circle.
ADB' n f.3" NM Perpendicular to CE
and 1 ‘OLM- DFaw CDG 

make DG equal to DF 
making with GA an

being the pole. From
, C draw
L (Fl& })■ Also draw CE 
, . On AE lay off AN = 
Join LM. Draw CF 

Perpendicular to AB. J0jn DF
angle equal to C, a'nd meeting ADB* in b"' join

and

CB.
CAB is theTh u reqU'red Projection.

ip
.. ,.....

*rf



144 Graphic Solutio» of Spherical Triangles.

angles, may be used^'find thTdme 7 " ‘^h ‘° find the
As the angle may be measured to 1 of a 8^» star,
may probably be taken as the limb c * qUa"er °f a de8ree. and this 
hour angle may be found within ‘ ° aCCUracy of thc construction, the

b
the problem of finding thTa^LTa.tnTttÎ'ThtCV" ‘Tt 

tn finding the declination of the needle of „!! a , ? " apP',ed
Pass, to say within a quarter of a degree ' *

ipsssss
=5—Z~—--

l

-r:

i

representing that circle oflatitude. In Ls c^'if alt

equator being a. an'infinite ZncL TherÎr "the P°'e' ^ 
becomes impracticable beyond twenty-five degrees or In f C°nS‘rUCt'°n

EEHEEÈEFS
w. F. KING 

paper by diagrams on the blackboard.][Mr. King illustrated his

E
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146 Memberx’ Record.

M«Sn miî!?a:iny .River. District, Ontario. Mining Surveys in 
Cintn • at- l?-eenng : location and construction of railways in

Hroxvnlee J H., D.L.S. and P.L.S. Ontario and Manitoba : Practice 
e"eral Surveying and Engineering. Location and Field—

a"n Western Maniloba- Employment for year 
■Sarveym8: Dominion Government Survey of Townshins c 

and 6, Ranges 3, and 3, W. of P. M. Engineering c"ty and
" X ETk Rai'Way l0Cati°n- ^P'oymelt for 

survevs ^^Js ° ** Tf8ed on Dominion Government 
surveys , general Surveying and Engineering.

Chalmers, T. W., D.L.S.
Police, Battleford.

Cozens, Joseph D.L.S. and P.L.S. Ontario: /^««-General Sur 
I^S>^,e0S?uTtaStEMl0ratnnS anj Mining Engineering. Location

Min ng Surveys and Explorations. Promoting and obtaining

-«ZKtediSÈ^Sftsses
iaœasgïtss
Employment for year i8ço Expects to be engaged on the con 
tmuation of the triangulation of the Railway Belt. Professional 
Specialty Photo-topographiea! surveying and mountain triangula'

!

Inspector of the North-West Mounted

II

Ü
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^7hwL0Cali°“™^MndT> fUrveys a"d Queb^Gove-L°Cal

Rocky Mountains ®a*at,on Survey 0f the R , ^ Observer ol 
connection with the Tn°C1Ue accuri“ely the pointer B,elt in *e 
^^-Expects to be °P°faphicaI Surveys ^"1/ reference in 
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ted

Ritton, Chas. E. n t « .
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148 Memleri Record,

stractmn on thê Manitoba and North-Western Railway and local

Z’r !1 6 n°Un‘r °f ?USSe" and She11 Ri^r. Employment for . 1890—Expects to be engaged on local work. Professional 
Specialty Exploration of Timber Limits.

Kirk John Alberi^ D.L.S. and P.L.S. Ontario : Practice-Local
b, My">S hIlndu E"8,nelerln8- Dominion Government Surveys 
in Manitoba, the North-West Territories and British Columbia 
Lp‘f‘,°n andf FJe '/_New Westminster, B.C., and British Columbia 
Employment for year 1889—Fixing the boundaries of a portion of 
the Railway Belt in British Columbia by travelling Harrison River 
and Lake. Subdivision of lands in the Valley of Stave River and
S:,°' ”dS in r Fraser River for settlement purposes 
Employment for year 1890—Expects to be engaged on surveys 
common to a general practice. y

Klotz Oi-TO, J. D.T.S, C.E. : Practice—Astronomic wcrk. Loca- 
°n’ °ntV 3nd Pacific Coasf- Employment for* 

vZJ? 9, u m'° oWork- Employment for year 1890- 
Expects to be engaged on Astronomic work. Professional 
Specialty—Astronomic work. 7

V

Rnm i '%' anfFidd~St. John, N.B., and Province of New Brunswick. Employment for year 1889-Surveying : Engaged 
upon the plans and descriptions required by the Commission 
appointed under an Act of the Provincial Legislature to arrange
ngmSphnnnedn ‘I® C“‘? °f S‘* John and r“rtland- Engineer- 

mg. Planned a system of sewerage for the District of Carleton 
and executed 6,690 feet of sewers, varying in length from 
'“';°68S feet, distributed oyer the united cities. Employment for 
year 1890—Expects to be engaged on sewerage work and water 
supply extensions in the city of St. John, clneral survey work 
’ Jhe atLC?Unt=y anf elsewhere- .Professional Specialty-',Sewer- 
age and Water Supply, together with other branches that come 
under the head of Hydraulic Engineering. The design and con
the ci'tyïnd coun.;nd Cemeter‘eS' DispUted boundarles °f la"d ™

60 feet Pa

\

MCAr,lv ^Hr’ n.TS' a"d P'LS' °"ta™ : Practice—Local surveys, ' 
Vlty ot 1 oronto. Dominion Government surveys in the North-
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150 Members' Record.

Island ; location of Mining Claims, etc. 
Drainage, Disputed boundaries, 
ing for Timber and Minerals.

Professional Specialty— 
Writing descriptions. Explor-

I
Pearce, William, D.I..S. 

Dominion land
: Practice—Superintendent of Mines within ( 

and p-,. r , Member of Dommion Lands Board. Location V 
rnh.mh 5 ïïry’ “"‘I™6 North-West Territories and British
Z7Xe1Z!%r'/ûryear '889~See Rep0r‘ 0fthe DePart'

s.
I

1
Sewell Henry De Q„ D.L.S., P.L.S. Ontario and M. E. : Practice 

Surv-eyor to Municipal Council of Neebing. Mining Engineering 
Sureeys of Mining locations. Location and Field—Von Arthur and 
Thunde, Bay and Rainy River District. Employment Zy^ar 
fheVi, eyr°D ‘-he TownshiP of Scoble. Re-suxvey of pan of
locationsShl|^L/alPOO/g/' Mmmg surve>'s and survey 'of Mining 
M a„ ™ EmPl°y'"enl f»r y‘“r 1890-Expects to be engaged on 
Mining surveys; surveys of Mining locations and sale of such

Wheeler, Arthur O., D.L.S. and P L.S.
Practice— 1880, Local 
division and Town Plot

!:

! '

;

S

Ontario and Manitoba : 
1881 to 1883, Township sub-

SuhHivkinn q su;veys; i883 to 1885, Township Outline 
subdivision Surveys for the Dominion Government 188s

the"'interior" Tech™Cal Branch of ‘he Department of
T u tei? I,887’ permanently appointed and attached 
Timber, Minerals and Grazing Lands Office of the

surveys.

and

to the 
same Depart-

1}■

t
aV,CAernmJenTe DLS' /"d P'LS' On‘ario : Practice—Dominion Gov

ernment Surveys. Location ond Field—Cannington, Ont, and British
Behhfn'm£l°y"“?! > y‘ar 1889-Location 'of the Railway 
Belt in British Columbia from Hope to the Pacific. Traverse of 
Coquitlam River and Burrard Inlet.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

McEvov, James, B.A.Sc., Geological Surveyor : Practice- Two yeais 
topographical surveying in Cariboo District, B. C. Oné ^year

■ ;xop'r,,0M Try m-Yukon District- Tw° ^ and

,

iMg:

V
w
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■ HONORARY MEMBERS.

Kell, Robert, B.A., Sc., C.E.. M.D., LL.D., Assistant Director of the Geologi
cal and Natural History Survey of Canada.

Geological Survey, Ottawa, Ont.

Boulton, J. G., Staff Commander, R.N., engaged in the Hydrographic Survey 
of the Georgian Bay of Lake Huron.

Ottawa, Ont.

Dawson, George Mercer, D. Sc', Assoc. R.S.M., F.G.S., F.R.S.C.,
Director of the Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada.

Geological Survey, Ottawa, Ont.

Deville, E., F.R.A.S., D.T.S., F.R.C.S., Surveyor General, Pres, of Board of 
Examiners for D.L. and D.T.S.

Technical Branch, Department of the Interior, Ottawa, Ont.

Galbraith, John, M.A., D.T.S., Professor of Engineering, School of Practical 
Science, Toronto.

iir^
.

Assistant

;

iii
7° St. Mary Street, Toronto, Ont.

Harrington, Bernaru James, B.A., Ph.D., F.G.S., F.R.S.C.. Professor of 
Chemistry and Mineralogy, McGill College.

Walbrae Place, University Street, Montreal, Que.

King, XV. F., D.T.S., B A., Chief Astronomer to the Department of the Interior, 
Member of Board of Examiners for D.L. and D.T.S.

Technical Branch, Department of the Interior, Ottawa, Ont.

Macoun, John, M.A., F.L.S., F.R.S.C., Botanist and Naturalist (to the Depart
ment of the Interior. i

Geological Survey, Ottawa, Ont.

Magrath, Boulton, Inspector of Schools, Member of Board of Examiners for 
D.L. and D.T.S, A

Aylmer, Que.

Selwyn, Alfred R. C., C.M.G., LL.D., F.R.S., Director of the Geological and 
Natural History Survey of Canada.

Geological Survey, Ottawa. Ont.

Tache, E. E., Assistant Commissioner of Crown Lands, Quebec 
Crown Lands Department, Que.

I

I
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active MEMBERS.

; are Dominion To
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Note—All active members 
,on Land Surveyors. POgraphical Surveyors or Domin-

Ahkey, George Broc

ieijom ndS"rVeyorfor0nM™-

• Ottawa, Ont, 
DouecAttLT, Charles

e Geologi-

*ughtsman,

hic Survey
veyor for Ontario.

«.JeafC;;,rgtda,LaadS“'
, Assistant reyor for Quebec. 

Surveyor f„, Ontario,
Bowman, Herbert J.,

(Toronto), A. M. Ca
Berlin, Ont.

Brarazon, S, L„ Provincial Land Sur 

Portage du Fort, Qlle 
Brarazon, A. J„ Provincial Land Sur,

Portage du Fort, Que.
A", [AMR», ^ing Engineer, Provint LandSur 

So Henry Street, Victoria, H.c. 
Provtncal Lan,] Surveyor for On 

' °' B,« ,65. Oakville, Ont.

Provincial Land
Grad, S. P. Sc.”• Soc. C.E.F Board of

Ont.

f Practical
veyor foi Quebec.

veyor for Quebec.

rofessor of
veyor for Ontario.

Bbay, Edgar,

; Interior,

Association, f0r °n,ari°- C.E., Vice.Pr„idenl oflhe

0l|awa, Ont.

Ont.

e Depart- .
Brrfnb, Th

pmas, Resident Engineer.
/' P O Box Io4r, Quebec, Q„e,

"it".;.'™1-'-- o,,tminers for
and Manitoba, Map

Brandon, Man.

“weslfeled Pouér R°yal Kingston, In,

Battleford. N. W.T.
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Jgical and

,pector North-

rveyor for 0 

Sau" Sl=' Marie, Ontario.
n'ario, Town Engineer Sat,It Sle.
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154 List of Members.

Crawford, William,
Winnipeg, Man.

De Cues.ne, Lu doer Mi ville, Provincial Land Surveyor for Quebec. '
Village des Aulnets, St. Roch; L’Islet, Que.

Dennis, J. S., D.T.S., Inspector of Surveys, Mem. Ex. Committee gf the Association. 
Technical Branch, Department of the Interior, Ottawa, Ont.

Dickson, Henry Godkin, Provincial Land Surveyor for Manitoba.
P. 0. Box 34, Selkirk, Man, *

Douve, J. Lonsdal, B.A., Provincial Land Surveyor for Manitoba.
^ Winnipeg, Man.

Drewry, William S., Provincial Land Surveyor for Ontario, A.M. Can. Soc.tC E. 
Belleville, Ont.

Driscoll, Fred.,
Aylmer, Que.

Drummond, Thomas, D.T.S.t Mining Engineer. *
993 Sherbrooke Street, Montreal, Que. 

Du mais, P. T. C., Provincal Land Surveyor for Quebec, 
v Hull, Que.

't

Dufresne, J. I., D.T.S., Member of Board of Examiners for D. L. and D.T.S., 
Provincal Land Surveyor for Quebec.

St. Thomas de Montmagny, Que. *

Dufresne, Laurent Achille. S
2388 Notre Dame Street, Montreal, Que.

Fawcett. Thomas, D.T.S., Provincial Land Surveyor for Ontario.
Gravenhurst, Ont.

Fitton, Charles Edward, Provincial Land Surveyor for Ontario, Engineer 
Wahnapatae Mining Co. (

P. O. Drawer 31, Orillia, Ont.

Foster, Frederick Lucas, Provincial Land Surveyor for Ontario.
Medical Council Buildings, corner Richmond and Bay Streets, 

Toronto, Ont. v

Freeman, N, A.,
Milton, N.S.

Garden, James F., Provincial Land Surveyor for Ontario.
Vancouver, B.C.

Gavili.er, Maurice, C,E,, (McGill), Provincial Land Surveyor for Ontario, 
Collingwood, Ont.

Gore, Thomas S., Provincial Land Surveyor for Ontario,
Victoria, B.C.
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Grekn, Thomas D., Provincial Land Surveyor for Ontario.

Department of Indian Affairs, Ottawa.

Harris, J-. W„ City Surveyor, Assessment Commissioner, :
Association and Board of Examiners for P.L.S. of Manitoba.

Winnipeg, Man.

Henderson, Walter, Provincial Land Surveyor for British Columbia.
Chilliwhack, B.C.

Irwin, Henry, B.A.L.C E„ Trinity College, Dublin, 
for Quebec, Assistant Engineer C. P. Railway.

103 Union Avenue, Montreal, QueS*

Jmiso», Richard Jekemv, Provincial Land Surveyor for Onlario an>
Portage La Prairie, Man.

Kirk, John Albert, Provincial Land Surveyor for Ontario.
New Westminster, B.C.

Klote, OTTO Julius, D.T.S., C.E., (University of Michigan), Astronomer Depart- 
ment of the Interior, Member of Board of Examiners for D.L. and D.T.S. , 
Mem. Ex. Committee of the Association.

P.0 Box 101, Preston, Ont.
Laurie, Richard Cam$y, Provincial Land Surveyor for Manitoba/

Battleford, Saskatchewan District, N.W.T.

Maddock, Junius Arthur, Provincial Land Surveyor for Ontario.
, • Duarte, California, U.S.A.

Secretary P.L.S.

Association.

Provincial Land Surveyor

Soc.jC E.
Manitoba.

tl D.T.S.,
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